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Executive Summary
The consumers' view of Queensland destinations
 Queensland has remarkable natural wonders that can be explored in a relaxed manner
while being served by friendly people.
 Experiences align quite strongly with destination marketing positioning: Some Queensland
destinations have a compelling story to tell, mostly through natural wonders, while others will
need to better identify and/or build their 'pull factors'.
 The visibility of our offer could be strengthened: Lifestyle experiences such as food and wine
are an opportunity for development.

The consumers' view of Queensland relative to competitors
 The need to differentiate: medium and short haul international destinations offer similar
experiences to Queensland with stunning resorts as well as strong associations with lifestyle
experiences – with a price point not that different to a Queensland island holiday.
 Quality and service are vital: focusing on modernised accommodation, good quality food and
wonderful service will go a long way to protecting the Queensland customer base.

The consumers' view of Queensland's tourism performance
 Consumer expectations are generally being met - Consumer perceptions’ of their tourism
experiences in Queensland are mostly positive; with the spread of the review scores showing
that it is generally of a high standard overall.
 The people factor: the behaviours of staff (friendly, helpful, professional, experienced,
knowledgeable) are highly influential on a customer's overall evaluation of their experience
and a core strength for Queensland to maintain.
 Service and price are important, but the devil is in the detail: meeting service and price
expectations is critical but this varies across star ratings/price categories. This report provides
a large amount of fine detail relevant to accommodation providers, tour operators, attractions
and tour operators.
 Modernise décor: the quality of décor of Queensland accommodation is an issue, with a need
for a modern aesthetic.
 Products that drive reviews: in mature destinations, attractions and tours drive reviews as
well as accommodation; in emerging destinations, it is accommodation and food.
 Invest in delivery: some investment in facilities may be required to meet consumer
expectations, but focusing on our people and service is an opportunity to build on a strength.

Relationship between reviews and bookings
Key Finding: An increase in positive reviews, or decrease in negative reviews, can lead up to
a 1.5-2% growth in bookings.
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The Consumer and Social Media
Consumer feedback on their travel experience through social media is now a powerful mirror on
performance for tourism destinations and businesses across the world. Social media offers the
tourism industry a powerful means to understand, and meet, the expectations of their visitors.
This project uses mentions, ratings and reviews posted on various social media channels to provide
insights on the following key questions:
1. How do consumers perceive Queensland’s destinations?
2. How do consumers perceive our key competitors relative to Queensland?
3. Do consumers believe Queensland tourism products are delivering on their expectations?
4. How do social media reviews affect bookings?
Traditionally these questions have been addressed using primary research techniques (consumer
surveys). This study is groundbreaking for Queensland, and for Australia, in deep textual analysis of
social media commentary.
What we looked at:
20,000 posts; 8,400 reviews; every Queensland destination; 8 competitors; 4 industry
sectors; products across Queensland.
Profiles have been developed for Queensland's 13 destinations which can be used by tourism
stakeholders to understand social media feedback about their destinations. The report includes
commentary on products by mature destinations (Brisbane, Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast, Tropical
North Queensland, Whitsundays) and emerging destinations (Bundaberg North Burnett, Capricorn,
Fraser Coast, Gladstone, Mackay, Outback Queensland, Townsville, Southern Queensland Country).

The consumers' view of Queensland destinations
Key Findings from social media analysis:
 Queensland has remarkable natural wonders that can be explored in a relaxed manner
while being served by friendly people.
 Experiences align quite strongly with destination marketing positioning: Some
Queensland destinations have a compelling story to tell, mostly through natural wonders,
while others will need to better identify and/or build their 'pull factors'.
 The visibility of Queensland's tourism offer could be strengthened: Lifestyle experiences
such as food and wine are an opportunity for development.
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Common perceptual themes in social media posts for the majority of Queensland's tourism
destinations is that the people are friendly and it is relaxing, with nature elements being the main
focus for imagery for all except for the Gold Coast and Brisbane.
Perceptions of Queensland's experiences align quite strongly with the destination marketing
positioning:
 Queensland is portrayed through social media posts as a destination that offers experiences
within the themes of beaches and islands, nature and adventure.
 Perceptions of Queensland were dominated by signature experiences such as: holidays,
beaches, the Great Barrier Reef and the Gold Coast (including theme parks).
There are opportunities to further highlight:
 Destinations without a strong organic proposition (such as a natural wonder) can add value
through service delivery, accommodation, and other manufactured experience elements.
 Queensland lifestyle experiences have limited exposure, primarily through food and wine,
and is an area where associations with the destination could be strengthened.
 Other key elements of the Queensland offer that had limited exposure or were missing from
the social media posts were indigenous, outback and 'green' nature.

The consumers' view of Queensland relative to competitors
Key Findings from comparative social media analysis:
 The need to differentiate: medium and short haul international destinations offer similar
experiences to Queensland with stunning resorts as well as strong associations with
lifestyle experiences – with a price point not that different to a Queensland island holiday.
 Quality and service are vital: focusing on modernised accommodation, good quality food
and wonderful service will go a long way to protecting the Queensland customer base.
Consumer perceptions for a set of domestic and international competitors to Queensland were
analysed.
 Hawaii is perceived to offer very similar core experiences to Queensland. While
Queensland has a more concentrated focus on nature, adventure, islands and beaches,
Hawaii is also perceived to offer culture and romance.
 Fiji and Bali align strongly with Queensland through beach and islands, but they are also
seen to offer different activities and lifestyle experiences (luxury and romance for Fiji, and
markets, shopping and signature culture and aesthetics for Bali).
 New Zealand is perceived to offer nature and adventure experiences, however the activities
to satisfy these types of experiences are seen to be different to those offered by Queensland
(e.g. mountains, snow sports).
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 Melbourne (and Victoria) is seen to provide strong lifestyle experiences offerings which
clearly differentiates it from a Queensland holiday. It is also seen to provide nature
experiences through consumer perceptions around coastlines and the Great Ocean Road.
 Sydney (and New South Wales) is seen to offer lifestyle experiences as well as some similar
experiences to Queensland such as nature and beaches, however perceptions are
dominated by its icons.
 Sydney and Melbourne both dominate consumer perceptions of their respective state's
tourism offerings. While the experiences the capital cities are perceived to offer are the
same as the wider state offerings, the activities to satisfy these types of experiences are
seen to be different. The only difference in experiences is that New South Wales is perceived
to also offer adventure; an association not seen to be strongly linked to Sydney in the social
media analysed.
While Paris and London are not considered competitors of Queensland, the analysis highlighted that
the experiences most strongly identifiable as unique fall in the manufactured icons/architecture
category. Iconic architecture, such as the Eiffel Tower, Big Ben and the Opera House, helped set
Paris, London, as well as Sydney, apart from others in terms of social media prominence. The Gold
Coast's theme parks emerged as Queensland's strongest competitive advantage in this area. The
natural wonders of Queensland are not easily replicated, however they are not necessarily identified
by consumers as unique either.
To support Queensland's awe-inspiring natural attractions, an iconic, architectural wonder that
cannot be copied as it would be strongly aligned with a powerful, authentic experience is a major
undertaking that could be dreamed about for Queensland tourism in the long term.
How consumers see Queensland's tourism experiences relative to comparative destinations
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The consumers' view of Queensland's tourism performance
TripAdvisor reviews covering a six month period were analysed for four product types
(accommodation, attractions, tours, restaurants and hospitality) in each of Queensland’s
destinations. Each review was read and coded (and re-checked) to identify the product elements
that contributed to a positive or negative review. A total of 319 product elements were identified
across the four product types to code the commentary within the reviews for each destination. This
information will be useful for destinations to identify strengths and opportunities.
Key Findings from social media analysis:

 Consumer expectations are generally being met - Consumer perceptions’ of their
tourism experiences in Queensland are mostly positive; with the spread of the
review scores showing that it is generally of a high standard overall.
 The people factor: the behaviours of staff (friendly, helpful, professional,
experienced, knowledgeable) are highly influential on a customer's overall
evaluation of their experience and a core strength for Queensland to maintain.
 Service and price are important, but the devil is in the detail: meeting service and
price expectations is critical but this varies across star ratings/price categories. This
report provides a large amount of fine detail relevant to accommodation providers,
tour operators, attractions and tour operators.
 Modernise décor: the quality of décor of Queensland accommodation is an issue,
with a need for a modern aesthetic.
 Products that drive reviews: in mature destinations, attractions and tours drive
reviews as well as accommodation; in emerging destinations, it is accommodation
and food.
 Invest in delivery: some investment in facilities may be required to meet consumer
expectations, but focusing on the people factor and service is an opportunity to build
on a strength.

Areas to Focus On:
Deeper analysis of the text-based reviews suggest that negative performance of Queensland tourism
products are most influenced by customer service and pricing issues. These are also more often
mentioned in a negative context.
Attractions and tours are more specifically influenced negatively by price perceptions;
accommodation, tours and restaurants and hospitality operators are more specifically influenced by
customer service experiences.
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For accommodation in particular, rooms for some Queensland destinations require improvement;
where the quality of décor, the presentation of a modern aesthetic and even in some cases,
providing the basics of a clean room were identified as an area of concern within Queensland. This
specific area is important for emerging destinations as accommodation has a large impact on
consumer evaluation of their overall experience, and for mature destinations where consumers'
expectations of the finer detail are generally higher.
The Finer Detail is Important: Examples of 'finer detail' product attributes include items such as
provision of Wi-Fi in 5 star properties, portion sizes in premium restaurants and provision of dietary
options for food provided by premium tour operators. The ‘finer detail’ attributes may not make
much difference in some product areas: e.g. 3 star properties, lower priced attractions, or even
within some emerging destinations; but these same details can become deal breakers for a 5 star
property, higher priced attraction or even just generally in the context of mature destinations.

Dig into the Detail: This report provides extensive granular detail that draws attention to areas
of competitive advantage for tourism operators. Industry is urged to examine the in-depth
findings for the more finer detail.

Some product elements identified in the research for improvement particularly in terms of facilities
can be a large cost implication for businesses. However, an area where Queensland achieved a
number of positive reviews was the people factor. The behaviours of staff (friendly, helpful,
professional, experienced, knowledgeable) are highly influential on a customer's overall evaluation
of their experience and a core strength for Queensland to maintain. Other elements of service are
variable in their delivery across the State, however the friendliness of staff in particular helps drive
positive impressions for Queensland.
Quality product insights based on the consumer's view of Queensland's tourism performance are
summarised in the following table.
Top 10 Quality Product Insights
Quality products for tourism in Queensland can be delivered by maintaining strengths and improving
perceptions of areas of lower quality
Customer
service

Service levels are highly influential on the overall evaluation a consumer has of their
experience when posting a social media review. Customer service overall provided by
Queensland accommodation and restaurants is attracting negative as well as positive reviews,
showing this as priority area for improvement for some tourism product.
Customer service overall is a core strength for tours, but doesn't feature strongly for
attractions as an area of differentiation; which in part may be due to the nature of some
attractions where staff are less essential to the delivery of the core experience compared to
physical components.
Staff behaviours is a core strength for Queensland across the four product types, where
consumers reported to be engaged in a way that is friendly and helpful
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Price

Consumer perceptions of price is an area for improvement for attractions (especially) and
tours where their negative scores are influenced most strongly by price.
Perceptions of price is an area of focus for attractions in both mature and emerging
destinations, where both destination categories received a mix of positive and negative
reviews. For mature destinations, perceptions of food prices were negative particularly for
premium attractions. Entrance prices were identified as an area of focus for attractions
regardless of their price category.
Perceptions of price are mixed for restaurants/hospitality in emerging destinations. While
most experiences are positive there are also a relatively high level of negative experiences
which may be linked to negative reviews being received for quality and taste of food.

Facilities /
venue /
product

Taste/food quality is the number one driver of influence on the overall evaluation of the
experience for restaurants and hospitality in social media reviews. It is a particular area for
focus for Queensland; while most experiences are positive there are also a relatively high level
of negative experiences which can significantly influence perceptions of a quality product
Room décor and modernity is an area of importance for Queensland to action, and was
mentioned more in reviews for 3 star properties. The standard of rooms overall attracted
mixed reviews highlighting this as an issue for some properties. Except for these areas,
facilities overall, location, food quality and room size were all seen as strengths for Queensland
accommodation product and are areas to maintain as part of delivering a quality product

User
experience

Delivery of fun and interactive experiences for attractions is both important to consumers
and being mentioned as a strength for Queensland; this is a core strength to maintain
At an overall Queensland level, tours are delivering customers experiences that are fun,
enjoyable, relaxing, interesting, personalised and unique. It is the tours in mature
destinations that are reported to strongly deliver these types of emotional benefits and is an
area to maintain.

Product types impact the overall consumer experience differently, according to the maturity of
tourism in the destination. The level of influence of each of the four products types
(accommodation, attractions, tours, restaurant and hospitality) on the overall visitor experience for
mature tourism destinations differs to that for emerging destinations.
 Mature destinations: attractions and tours, followed by accommodation, have greater
impact on the overall review score;
 Emerging destinations: accommodation providers have substantially more impact on overall
review scores, followed by restaurant and hospitality providers.
For mature destinations, the investment in, maturity of, and the wide visitation of attractions and
tours, has yielded benefits in terms of building perceptions of the destinations. As a result, there is
slightly less emphasis on restaurant reviews even though these still contribute to forming of overall
perceptions.
The core strength of attractions and tours found in mature destinations is not as evident for
emerging destinations at this stage (although it is noted that some major attractions exist in certain
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destinations). As such, the current visitor focus for emerging destinations reverts back to the
primary experience of the accommodation and hence greater priority is placed on this element.
There is also a slightly higher contribution by restaurant reviews for emerging destinations in
forming overall perceptions.

Relationship between reviews and bookings
Key Finding: An increase in positive reviews, or decrease in negative reviews, can lead up to a
1.5-2% growth in bookings.
A correlation between review scores and bookings was conducted as part of this study, and the
pattern of this correlation shows a direct relationship between review scores and bookings. This
outcome implies that gains in bookings can be achieved if the number and balance of positive
reviews is increased and efforts are made to minimise negative reviews. In rudimentary terms, an
increase in bookings of up 1.5% to 2% can be achieved for every 10% more positive reviews, or 10%
less negative reviews, that are obtained. However, it must be kept in mind that although a
relationship may exist, this analysis in no way determines cause and effect.
Essentially, this finding supports other literature that there is a link between reviews and bookings;
hence importance can be attached to the impact reviews may have on bookings.

Summary
For social media specifically, the ultimate aim is that improved delivery to consumer expectations
increases the volume of positive reviews and influences review content in a way that is most likely to
attract further visitors.
For delivery of quality tourism products specifically, understanding the rational and emotive
elements contained within relevant social media reviews enables tourism providers to have a
greater capacity to alter their service delivery and product offer to better cater for the needs of their
customers.
Some Queensland destinations had very limited presence on the social media review site through
their tourism products. While each business has its own considerations, specific findings were in
support of tourism operators leveraging social media review sites to the benefit of their own
operations including:
 positive reviews were found to be much more common than negative reviews for
Queensland tourism product; and
 at a minimum, negative reviews can act as a source of direct, valuable information on how
to improve a product offering.
And these mostly positive reviews can help create compelling reasons to encourage others to visit.
There is opportunity in particular for those Queensland destinations that cannot rely on a major
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natural wonder as a drawcard to better leverage social media to add value to their tourism
proposition.
Social media could be better leveraged to grow presence: Increased exposure of destinations
and tourism product through social media can lead to greater 'cut through' and raise their
potential to be considered by travellers.

Queensland's mature tourism destinations are achieving a higher level of social media cut through in
terms of creating strong consumer perceptions; and these perceptions are generally in alignment
with their marketing positioning. The transparency of social media magnifies the importance of
fulfilling marketing promises by meeting or exceeding consumer expectations in order to remain
competitive. Specific priority areas for action, and to maintain, have been identified in this research
to assist Queensland destinations and tourism providers to strengthen the quality of their tourism
offer and enhance the overall consumer experience.
Social media has led to dialogue between marketers and consumers becoming two way, with the
individual consumer, regardless of who they are or where they are located, being able to reach
thousands if not millions of other consumers with a single post. This change in communication has
had significant impact on how holiday destinations, products and services are perceived and chosen.
This change highlights the importance for businesses to have made decisions on the level of focus
they need to place on management of their social media reputation that is appropriate and
beneficial for their own operations.
As social media channels continue to be a key way people communicate and connect by sharing
their thoughts and experiences, new ways will be devised to maximise the potential of the data. The
ability to cost effectively collect large volumes of global, valuable data means that social media
research will complement traditional research techniques into the future.
As with any research no singular data source or approach provides all the answers but read together
with insights from other sources this analysis of social media provides a strong contribution toward
understanding consumer perceptions, experiences and the relative importance of various product
elements to the overall tourism experience.
This research study supports that theory that the delivery of exceptional service; the
provision of quality tourism products; and the outcome of leaving visitors with the perception
that their expectations have been met; are key ways to create value, and thus obtain
competitive advantage.
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Introduction
Consumer tourism perceptions from social media posts and consumer tourism experiences based on
reviews posted on social media are presented in this report for Queensland. The research uncovers
the perceptions of Queensland expressed through social media mentions and image posts, and how
well this consumer view aligns with the market positioning of the destination. Greater clarity into
the tourism features of Queensland which are being communicated by consumers through social
media will help inform marketing and product development decisions for the destination.
The consumers' view of Queensland and its destinations relative to international and state
competitors is also explored. Social media mentions and commentary were analysed for
Queensland's destinations in comparison to Sydney, Melbourne, Paris, London, Fiji, Hawaii, Bali and
New Zealand to understand how Queensland's destinations are perceived in social media relative to
these Australian cities and international destinations. Similar analysis is undertaken for Queensland
at state level in comparison to New South Wales and Victoria as well as Bali, Fiji, Hawaii and New
Zealand.
The consumers' view of Queensland's tourism performance is provided through identifying the
elements of tourism products that are receiving consumer feedback on TripAdvisor and those
product elements (or attributes) that can drive the overall review score for a product higher or
lower. This information highlights the levers for encouraging positive reviews and minimising
negative ones, and can help prioritise core areas of focus based on consumer perceptions.
In the final part of the project, the relationship between modelled booking numbers and social
media reviews is also explored to understand if gains in bookings can be achieved if the number and
balance of positive reviews is increased and efforts are made to minimise negative reviews.
Three core areas of enquiry and analysis
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We know that satisfied visitors are more likely to return and the explosion of social media in recent
years has made satisfying visitors an even greater priority. Not only does the quality of products and
services provided influence the individual traveller’s decision to return, the accessibility and
influence of visitor comments and reviews on social media impact on the decisions of potential
visitors as well. The research findings will help Queensland's tourism industry better understand the
most influential and important product elements for visitors and therefore help inform strategic
decisions about priorities and focus areas.

Background
This project was commissioned under the theme of ‘Deliver quality, great service and innovation’
within the 20 Year plan for Queensland tourism. The Queensland Government's Department of
Tourism, Major Events, Small Business and the Commonwealth Games engaged Strategy 8
Consulting in collaboration with Colmar Brunton and Switched On Media to undertake a project with
the key objective being to understand traveller expectations and how these match the experiences
of travellers in Queensland. More specifically the project sought to understanding through analysis
of social media:
1. How do consumers perceive Queensland’s destinations?
2. How do consumers perceive key competitors relative to Queensland?
3. Do consumers believe Queensland tourism products are delivering on their expectations?
4. How do social media reviews affect bookings?
Consumer feedback on their travel experience through social media is now a powerful mirror on
performance for tourism destinations and businesses across the world. Social media offers the
tourism industry a powerful means to understand, and meet, the expectations of their visitors.
The focus of this data mining activity was:





Queensland at an overall level as well as each of Queensland's 13 regional destinations
State benchmark destinations of New South Wales and Victoria
Australian capital city benchmark destinations of Sydney and Melbourne
International benchmark destinations of Hawaii, Bali, Fiji, New Zealand, and world capital
cities of London and Paris
 Product categories of tourism accommodation, tourism attractions, tour operators and
restaurant and hospitality operators
Voice of Consumers - DestinationQ

The insights from this project will be a key input for the 2014 DestinationQ Forum. Through the
DestinationQ partnership, there has been agreement to make a deliberate move for Queensland and
its destinations to compete on quality and value, not price. At the same time as Queensland and its
tourism industry taking the strategic direction to deliver a quality service culture and standard,
consumers are increasingly expecting quality and value for money.
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This research looks to the Voice of Consumers to increase understanding about those expectations
and what a quality product is from the consumer point of view.

Methodology
The research design uses social media data of various forms to understand consumer sentiment
regarding tourism in Queensland and its destinations. Use of this type of data has many benefits
including the findings being on what consumers are saying in the ‘real world’ and is generally
unsolicited in comparison to a traditional research situation which is somewhat manufactured.
However, there are also drawbacks to using social media as the only data source including the
potential skew in impressions and the fragmented and sometimes incomplete data that has to be
worked with.
There were three primary components to the design each delivering against different research
objectives:
Figure 1: Research design overview

The research design involved the collection of ‘mentions’, images and text-based reviews and review
scores. It was important to contain the research scope into a manageable and high quality set of
data. The six month period of 1 October 2013 and 31 March 2014 was selected as the period of
interest for data extraction to align with the calendar quarters used for other reporting and to cover
the major holiday periods and seasons. Only English language social media was included in this
research, although there were international visitors represented who spoke dual languages.
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In total over 20,000 pieces of social media commentary have been analysed as ‘mentions data’,
along with 1,350 images and almost 8,400 reviews (that were manually coded for sentiment). Key
sources for this data were Facebook, TripAdvisor, Instagram as well as a range of blogs, forums and
other review sites.
Limitations have been minimised as much as possible but some caveats still apply. These are
outlined in the appendix A and include the potential skewing of perceptions due to the demographic
of social media reviewers, the sample size for some Queensland destinations, completeness of some
data sets, the analysis of reviews and bookings and the somewhat circular nature of the relationship
between positive reviews and increased bookings.

Social Media Context
In today’s society social media channels are key communication tools for people to share status
updates and images as a means of sharing their thoughts, experiences and state of mind with
friends, family and like-minded individuals. The dominant players in the social media landscape
(English speaking) are Facebook with 1.28 billion users[1], Instagram with 150 million monthly users[2]
and TripAdvisor with over 260 unique monthly users and over 150 million reviews[3]. The rise of this
medium has changed the way that products and services communicate: whereas previously
marketers largely controlled the public perceptions and commentary around their product through
broadcast or one way communication, in today’s world the dialogue has become two ways, with the
individual consumer able to reach thousands if not millions of other consumers with a single post.
This change in communication has had significant impact on how holiday destinations, products and
services are perceived and chosen. Regardless of who a traveller is or where they come from, their
posts about their experience within a particular destination are now available within the public
domain for all future travellers to see. Travellers are then using this information to inspire them as
to where to travel, to plan their trip and in their choice of products and services once at their
destination. The impact of such travel postings can be best seen through the below summary of key
statistics taken from recent research in this area:
 92% of Australians claim to trust personal recommendations of family and friends, 70%
recommendations on social media and only 44% advertising by a service provider1.
 52% of Facebook users state that a friend's photos of a destination cause them to consider
that destination.2
 73% state that they use photos posted to social media to make decision as to where to travel
to next.3

[1]

http://newsroom.fb.com/company-info/

[2]

http://instagram.com/press/

[3]

http://www.tripadvisor.com.au/PressCenter-c4-Fact_Sheet.html

1

Nielsen Global Trust in Advertising report, 2012

2

‘Customer Survey research Engagement’ Independent PhoCusWright study of 12,225 global participants conducted for
TripAdvisor December, 2013
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 77% of those who are aware of TripAdvisor will use reviews to select a hotel, 50% use
reviews to select a restaurant and 44% an attraction.3
 80% of those who are aware of TripAdvisor will read at least 6-12 reviews before booking a
hotel 3
Social media provides a wealth of data about consumers and their experiences. An enormous data
set has been harnessed through this research to understand what consumers view as a quality
product as well as to gain insight into consumer perceptions of Queensland, its destinations and its
key competitors. Understanding what drives positive reviews and negative reviews is also a key
element of this research. Through its speed and reach, social media can greatly impact tourism
businesses as reviews, whether they are accurate or not, can either dissuade or persuade consumers
to purchase.
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Destination Perceptions & Experiences
Consumer tourism perceptions from social media posts are presented in this section for:
 Queensland overall
 State benchmark destinations (New South Wales, Victoria)
 Australian Capital city benchmark destinations (Sydney, Melbourne)
 International benchmark destinations (key competitors: Hawaii, Bali, Fiji, New Zealand; and
world capital cities: London, Paris).
Consumer tourism experiences and reviews posted on social media are also presented in this section
for:
 Queensland overall
 Queensland's
o mature tourism destinations
o emerging tourism destinations
o Accommodation
o Tours
o Attractions
o Restaurants / hospitality

Chapters relating to Queensland's thirteen tourism destinations have been removed from this report
and provided as separate documents.
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Chapter 1
Queensland
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Chapter 1: Queensland
1.1 Destination Profile
Queensland is the second-largest and third-most populous state in Australia. Tourism in Queensland
contributes $23 billion to the Queensland economy3 and is the second largest export earner for the
state, behind coal4. Queensland attracts just under 20 million overnight visitors annually and around
36.5 million domestic day trip visitors (Year Ended December 20135). The majority of overnight
visitors are from domestic markets (17.5 million), of which just under a third are from interstate. Key
source markets contributing to the (approx.) 2 million international visitors to Queensland are New
Zealand, China, Europe, United Kingdom, Japan and the United States.
The Queensland tourism brand is "about capturing the moments where people shine, and
demonstrating how the Queensland experience makes them feel. It’s what we call our ‘shining
moments’. Shining moments are an incredible experience that individuals can only have on a
Queensland holiday, that they want to write home about"6.
For the Queensland target audience, "it is about slipping into holiday mode, putting aside life’s
endless ‘to-do list’, to focus on aspects of themselves and their lives that otherwise tend to get
pushed aside. They want to connect with experiences, people, places, even sides of themselves that
matter and are more genuine, more authentic". Figure 1.1.1 below provides a summary of the
destination marketing positioning.
Figure 1.1.1 – Overarching Queensland Summary
Destination Offer

Positioned as the signature Australian experience - a beautiful Australian holiday
destination famous for sunshine, but also the shining essence of Queensland's
incredible destinations, unforgettable experiences and Queenslanders
themselves

Iconic Features

Queensland lifestyle, Islands and beaches, Natural encounters, Adventure

Destination Personality

Warm, Friendly, Outgoing, Positive, Welcoming, Carefree, Cheeky,
Unpretentious, Down-to-Earth, Accepting, Non-judgmental

What you can do there

Food, wine, fresh produce, events, shopping, indulgence, Queensland style
Reef experiences, water activities, surfing, beach culture
Reef, rainforest, flora, fauna
Outback, theme parks, wildlife parks, adventure activities, sailing, diving
Source: adapted from information provided by Tourism & Events Queensland

3

Tourism Research Australia, State Tourism Satellite Accounts 2012-13
Office of Economical and Statistical Research, year to June 2012
5
National and International Visitor Survey, Tourism Research Australia via Tourism & Events Queensland Facts and Figures (Year Ended
December 2013)
6
Tourism & Events Queensland website
4
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1.2 Destination Perceptions
Social media mentions and Instagram image posts were analysed to identify what consumers are
communicating about Queensland at an overarching level on social media. Consumer perceptions of
the destination and the content they post about it was assessed through identifying the themes
most frequently mentioned (through social media mentions) and those most frequently shown
(through image posts), and these are summarised for the destination in Figure 1.2.1. The relevant
themes and attributes least mentioned or shown via social media are also outlined for the
destination.
Figure 1.2.1 – Queensland Overall Perceptions summary

Together, the social media perceptions information paints a picture of both how consumers portray
the destination in the social media space and the consumer-posted content social media viewers are
able to access about the destination publicly. Direct conclusions about consumer awareness of the
destination or its attributes cannot be drawn using this methodology.
Destination Social Media mentions

A total of 2,678 tourism relevant mentions relating to Queensland at the overall level were extracted
from social media during the six month period of 1 October 2013 to 31 March 2014. Of these, the
majority of mentions were positive, as shown in Figure 1.2.2. In this figure 'Not assigned' refers
mostly to mentions about the journey, an experience, or product which are more neutral in nature;
for example, a consumer providing their opinion on the best way to get from one town to another.
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Figure 1.2.2 – Positive and Negative Social Media Mentions for Queensland

Across all mentions for Queensland, the top 5 themes were:
 Holiday destination (87%) – indicating the strong alignment of Queensland to being a holiday
destination
 Activities and Attractions (59%) – highlighting the wide variety offered in Queensland
 Accommodation (42%) – highlighting the importance of this aspect within the holiday
experience
 Natural environment (37%) – showing high levels of appreciation of the environmental
wonders located in this part of the world
 Weekend Break (34%) – indicating a strong regional/domestic customer base as well as day
trip exploration
 Tropical Island and beaches (34%) – highlighting importance of these iconic features of the
overarching destination offer.
All of these perceptual themes are very much on target and aligned with how Queensland is
marketed and promoted as offering a range of experiences to travellers.
The less often mentioned attributes of Queensland at an overall level were:






Sporting Activities (3%);
Luxury (3%);
Traditional experience (3%);
Camping (2%);
Welcoming (1%).

Perceptions of Queensland, as reflected through social media mentions, appear to be very focused
on signature holiday experiences, focussing on relaxing holidays centred around islands and
beaches, with lower levels of overarching alignment to the broader Queensland offerings of
indigenous and outback experiences. With the exception of the Great Barrier Reef, limited mention
is also made of specific destinations within Queensland.
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The lack of broader detail and focus in the social media commentary around Queensland at an
overall or standalone level, in combination with low cut through of personality / emotive
perceptions other than relaxing, highlights that specific experiences and attractions are typically
attributed to a specific destination within Queensland rather than to Queensland itself.
Figure 1.2.3 – Queensland Perceptual Themes

Destination Instagram Images

The perceptual themes identified by the social media mentions for Queensland at an overall level is
further reinforced by the images posted by visitors to Instagram (refer to Figures 1.2.4 and 1.2.5).
These images underwent qualitative thematic analysis in order to illustrate the visual components
most associated with the destination on social media. The images illustrate a range of key features
including:





Beaches
Coastline
Sunrises
Reef
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 Theme Parks
 Gold Coast
 Adventure activities.
While much of this content was aligned with the social media mentions and focuses very much on
the iconic holiday experiences felt to be offered by Queensland, both theme parks and the Gold
Coast featured much more strongly in the image posts compared to the social media mentions.
The first collage below (Figure 1.2.4) highlights the strong importance of a beach experience to the
perceptions portrayed on social media of a Queensland holiday. This is aligned with strong written
mentions on this theme. The imagery displays a calmness, limited interactivity and people, and is
relatively low key. Beauty is conveyed but it may not be strong, different and interactive enough to
be considered as 'unforgettable experiences'.
Figure 1.2.4 – An abundance of beaches

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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The focus on signature sightseeing in image posts in social media about Queensland is also very
apparent (see Figure 1.2.5 below), with reef imagery, theme park imagery and Australian fauna
(within a theme park type environment) being strongly represented. More interactivity and colour
seems to be conveyed by these images.
Figure 1.2.5 – Signature sightseeing

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.

Imagery that either did not come through in the analysis of the Instagram posts, or only came
through at very low levels related to:










Indigenous experiences
Outback experiences
Food / wine
Tropical wetlands and hinterland
Specific resorts and facilities
Fresh Produce
Shopping
Indulgence
Nightlife and entertainment.

1.3 Destination Product Descriptions
Social Media mentions of Queensland at the overall level was further analysed to identify specific
product features highlighted by consumers and their emotion-based descriptions of the product.
This information provides insight into the product features that dominate the perception of the
destination and the most common emotions the product generates amongst consumers.
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Product features

A word cloud analysis conducted on the social media mentions of Queensland highlights key, mostmentioned, product features. Again, the Great Barrier Reef, beaches and islands are the major
product features mentioned. However broader perceptions of Queensland as being a destination for
holidays and travel in general, as opposed to specific destinations or products, tend to dominate
discussion.
Figure 1.3.1 – Word Cloud: Product Features and Activities

Emotion-based product descriptions

Key emotion-based descriptions by visitors spending time in Queensland were that it is great,
beautiful, good, amazing and new. Both perfect and tropical also come through strongly. Cheap was
commonly used as a descriptor of product options for flights and accommodation.
Figure 1.3.2 – Word Cloud: Product Descriptions
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1.4 Destination Perceptions Summary
Overall, perceptions expressed through social media mentions and image posts align quite strongly
with the destination summary for Queensland (Figure 1.1.1). The destination's positioning as a
beautiful Australian holiday destination famous for sunshine, but also the shining essence of
Queensland's incredible destinations, unforgettable experiences and Queenslanders themselves
comes through clearly in the mentions and moderately in the images.
Three of the four core themes for Queensland are highlighted strongly in the posts: Islands and
beaches, Natural encounters, and Adventure. There is some evidence of the fourth theme,
Queensland lifestyle, in the social media mentions through food and wine, and events. There is little
evidence of this fourth theme, or any of the experiences that are part of it, conveyed in the images.
Queensland overall is seen to offer experiences within the themes of beach, islands, nature and
adventure. Social media mentions and imagery were dominated by holidays, beaches, the Great
Barrier Reef and the Gold Coast. Key experiences that were limited or missing from social media
were indigenous, outback, food and 'green' nature.
Perceptions expressed through the posts highlight that at an overarching level the iconic features of
beach, reef, islands, Gold Coast and theme parks are those which are most closely aligned to being a
Queensland holiday experience. The lack of mention made as to other specific Queensland locations
and experiences outside such iconic features further highlights that consideration and enjoyment of
broader experiences are more closely aligned to a particular destination within Queensland than to
Queensland as a whole.
The imagery, and in particular the first collage for Queensland overall, conveys a relaxed and easy
going component to a Queensland holiday. However, this more low key and relaxed imagery is still
firmly anchored against the natural beauty of the region. The images analysed show limited people
and interaction and thus are not highly emotive. That said, the destination personality still comes
through to a moderate level.
Activities such as enjoying food and wine, the hinterland/nature experiences and events that
featured in the mentions are all in alignment with the destination features. However, none of these
elements were overtly evident in the image analysis. Family was also mentioned but not conveyed
in the images. Indigenous experiences, fresh produce, shopping, indulgence are all Queensland
experiences that had little or no evidence in the social media posts.
In later chapters, perceptions of the 13 Queensland regions suggest that consumers view them as
destinations within their own right, having their own set of attributes, expectations and experiences
(although some clearer, stronger and more unique than others).

Figure 1.4.1 summarises the aspects of the destination positioning that are featuring in the social
media mentions and images for Queensland.
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Figure 1.4.1 - Queensland Destination summary: Evidence in social media

 = strong evidence of attribute’s association with the destination
 = some evidence
 = little or no evidence
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1.5 Destination Experiences & Reviews Analysis
TripAdvisor reviews were collected and analysed to understand the consumer experience when they
visit Queensland, and the nature of social media reviews for across Queensland destinations.
TripAdvisor was chosen as the review site used for this analysis given the coverage and depth of
reviews available for each destination in Queensland. It is also one of the most common globally
referenced sites by potential customers seeking assistance in their decision making process.
Across Queensland, 304 products across accommodation, tour operators, attractions and
restaurant/hospitality were selected to represent tourism experiences.
These products were selected based on:
 constituting a cross section of tourism product offerings for each destination;
 a minimum volume of reviews on TripAdvisor to enable sufficient extraction of data;
 representation of various star ratings or price point levels as a proxy for the quality standard
of the product;
 representation of products that achieved a spread of positive and negative reviews across
the destination; and
 approval by DTESB (following initial input from TEQ, QTIC and RTOs) that the selection was a
fair representation of each destination’s product.
Both the review scores and the text based commentary in TripAdvisor were analysed for these
products. Social media reviews, such as those on TripAdvisor, allow a more granular understanding
of the experiences had by visitors beyond the overall perceptions of the destination. Information
about the areas in which consumer expectations are being met can be derived from the reviews.
Understanding this information is particularly useful as social media reviews are often a core
reference point when visitors are going through their travel decision making processes and
purchasing. Perceptions of consumers can be influenced by the social media reviews they read,
regardless of skews that may exist in the data.
Destination Review Scores

The TripAdvisor process requires consumers to rate a product overall on a scale of 1 to 5 where 5
represents ‘excellent’ and 1 represents ‘terrible’. For the total Queensland perspective, a total of
8,392 reviews were extracted from the period 1 October 2013 to 31 March 2014. Total reviews
comprised of:
 2,975 accommodation reviews
 1,635 tour operator reviews
 2,143 attractions reviews
 1,639 restaurant and hospitality operator reviews.
The majority of these reviews were positive receiving a score of 4 or 5 out of a possible score of 5
(Figure 1.5.1). Approximately one in ten reviews were ‘neutral’ reviews scoring 3 out of 5 and a
similar proportion provided a negative score of 1 or 2 out of 5. This finding gives perspective as to
the quantity of negative ratings compared to positive and neutral ratings.
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Figure 1.5.1 – Overall Queensland Review Score Summary

Over half (53%) of the total Queensland review scores were classified as ‘excellent’ (score of 5).
Tour operator products received very positive review scores with a heavy skew towards scores of 5.
Accommodation, attractions and restaurant and hospitality operators were mostly spread over
scores of 4 and 5. Slightly more negative scores were given for accommodation and restaurant and
hospitality products, compared to tour operator products and attractions.
Figure 1.5.2 – Overall Queensland Review Score Breakdown

These review scores indicate that the consumer experience in Queensland is of a high standard
overall. In addition to these review scores, the text based commentary in TripAdvisor has been
analysed for deeper insights into the consumer experience.
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Destination Product Attribute Mentions

The TripAdvisor process provides an open field for text based commentary to support the review
score. There are no guidelines on the nature of the content or character limits. Some reviews were
extremely comprehensive while others were limited.
The text-based commentary was analysed by firstly identifying core product attributes evident
within the commentary. Each product attribute identified was then manually coded for sentiment;
that is, whether the sentiment was positive, negative, neutral or no mention. A total frame of 319
possible product attributes was developed for the purpose of coding the commentary, of which 119
product attributes were nominated for accommodation, 57 for tour operators, 64 for attractions and
79 for restaurant and hospitality (see Figure 1.5.3).
Figure 1.5.3 – Product Attribute Factors
Accommodation

Tour Operators

Attractions

Restaurant & Hospitality
operators

119

57

64

79

The 319 product attributes within the text for 8,392 reviews were analysed to determine:
 Number of mentions - how frequently consumers mentioned the specific attributes
 Influence of each of the attributes on the overall review score – impact of the attribute on a
review score.
In terms of number of mentions, highlights of the reviews for Queensland products is summarised at
an overall level in Figure 1.5.4 and shows that Queensland is strong in terms of provision of friendly,
helpful, professional and experienced staff across all four product types (accommodation, tours,
attractions and restaurant and hospitality operators). Tour operators garnered more positive
reviews consistently within the commentary provided. Within Queensland, Brisbane, Outback,
Southern Queensland Country and Townsville were the destinations receiving a higher level of
positive reviews and commentary.
Negative comments in TripAdvisor reviews were related to service and pricing components across
all four product types. Positive reviews for service outnumbered negative reviews, however it was
still the most represented category within the negative reviews. This is due primarily to the highly
personalised nature of service and hence the potential for the experience to be highly influenced by
individual staff members. For price, a common consumer gripe regardless of the industry in
question, it was found that negative comments were most likely amongst Attractions and Restaurant
and Hospitality Operators. A further theme for negative comments related specifically to the
accommodation category and was focused on the dated décor.
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Figure 1.5.4 – Overall Queensland Product Attribute Highlights

Accommodation Product Attribute Mentions

Figure 1.5.5 displays a summary of the accommodation product attributes mentioned in reviews
across Queensland. The charts show the top 20 total mentions (positive, neutral or negative), the
top 20 positive mentions and top 20 negative mentions. Also shown is the 20 least mentioned
accommodation attributes from the total list of 119 product attributes identified for this product
type.
Overall, the research identified that if a product attribute is mentioned in a TripAdvisor review the
overall balance of the comments related to this attribute tended to be positive. Hence the list of
overall mentions and positive mentions are quite similar.
For accommodation, the most positive mentions are for service, location and room factors:
 Service: there were high mentions of friendliness and helpfulness of staff
 Location: particularly proximity to beaches, shops, cafes and restaurants
 Rooms: attributes that were spoken about in a positive context included the cleanliness,
view, size, comfort of the room and comfort of the bed(s).
The pool, water parks and other accommodation facilities were also widely mentioned in a positive
context across the Queensland reviews.
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The most negative content in the accommodation reviews for Queensland were regarding general
room and service issues, pricing criticism and the décor and modernity of the property. There were
also negative mentions related to the cleanliness of the room, noise levels within the room and the
facilities available at the property.
A number of product attributes appeared in both the top positive and top negative lists indicating
that mixed impressions were gained by visitors. While most were highly positive there were some
inconsistencies. Service, cleanliness of the room and general facilities received mixed reviews of
both a positive and negative perspective.
Figure 1.5.5 – Accommodation Product Attribute Mentions
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Tour Operator Product Attribute Mentions

Figure 1.5.6 displays a summary of the 57 tour operator product attributes mentioned in reviews
across Queensland broken out by positive and negative mentions. Again, if a product attribute is
mentioned in a TripAdvisor review the overall balance of the comments related to this attribute
tended to be positive. As a category, tour operators received far more positive mentions across the
product attributes.
For tour operators, the most positive mentions were related to service overall, the fun nature of the
experience and facilities. Specifically for service there were mentions of friendliness, knowledge,
professionalism, helpfulness and experienced staff. More typically fun and enjoyment was
expressed in the content of the review than for other product types including attractions. Food
components of the tours also received quite high positive comments, particularly the quality of the
food and the food options available. To a slightly lesser extent beverages were also positively
commented upon.
There was not a high level of negative mentions for the tour operator reviews across Queensland.
Price overall, and service overall, despite also being a positive factor, were the most criticised. More
specific attributes garnered very little negative mentions at the total Queensland level.
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Figure 1.5.6 – Tour Operator Product Attribute Mentions
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Attractions Product Attribute Mentions

Figure 1.5.7 displays a summary of the 64 product attributes for attractions mentioned in reviews
across Queensland broken out by positive and negative mentions. Likewise, in this product type, if
an attribute is mentioned in a TripAdvisor review the overall balance of the comments related to this
attribute tended to be positive. As a category, attractions consist of quite diverse products meaning
that the factors commented upon for one attraction might vary significantly for another.
The most positive mentions were related to the attraction being a fun experience. While there was
a wide variety of attraction types included in the reviews analysis, core product features such as
animal displays, information provided, and the interactive nature of the attractions / displays all
received a high number of positive mentions. While service attributes do appear in the positive
mention list they were somewhat lower than where they typically appeared for all other product
types (accommodation, tour operators and restaurant and hospitality operators). Service attributes
receiving more positive mentions include friendliness, knowledge, helpful and entertaining staff.
Price, particularly the food and entrance prices, were the attributes most commented upon in a
negative context.
Figure 1.5.7 – Attractions Product Attribute Mentions
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Restaurant & Hospitality Operators Product Attribute Mentions

Figure 1.5.8 displays a summary of the 79 restaurant and hospitality operator product attributes
mentioned in reviews across Queensland broken out by positive and negative mentions. Once again,
if a product attribute is mentioned in a TripAdvisor review the overall balance of the comments
related to this attribute tended to be positive. As would be anticipated for a restaurant review,
almost all reviews contained some mention of taste or food quality of the provider. In addition to
positive mentions of food and taste, service attributes received a high number of positive mentions.
In particular, the friendliness of staff and the speed of service were the strongest rated service
attributes. At a slightly lower level, staff engagement and interaction, helpfulness, attentiveness and
knowledge of staff also received positive mentions. Venue attributes, the menu, location, view and
choice / options also received high positive mentions.
Price attributes were the most commented upon negative component to reviews for restaurants and
hospitality operators on TripAdvisor. While service and taste / food quality were most positively
commented upon, they were also factors that received negative mentions as well. Attributes related
to food safety were only rarely commented upon in reviews supporting the general positive
experience had by patrons.
Figure 1.5.8 – Restaurant & Hospitality Operators Product Attribute Mentions
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1.6 Product Impact Model
The influence or impact of each of the product attributes specified within the TripAdvisor reviews
had on the overall product review score was also analysed. Regression modelling was used to
identify the extent of influence each attribute had on the total review score, and each attribute was
classified as having a high, moderate or limited influence on the final review score given for that
product.
This data was used to develop an overall product impact model for Queensland. An overall review
score for Queensland was constructed (as this does not exist on review sites) and put through
multiple regression models to understand at the product category level which products have
relatively more influence or less influence on the overall visitor experience. The results are
displayed in model form (see Figure 1.6.1) and clearly illustrate the extent to which the product
types influence review scores, and the key product attributes within each product type that are
having the main impact on reviews.
The product impact model for Queensland (see Figure 1.6.1) shows the following:
 Accommodation has the greatest impact on the overall review scores provided for
Queensland (impact weight = 32%); followed by tourist attractions (impact weight = 29%);
restaurant/hospitality establishments (impact weight = 26%); and tour operators (impact
weight = 13%). This provides an indication as to the relative impact each of these product
experiences has on the overall destination experience.
 Within accommodation, service levels overall have the greatest influence, but obtain mixed
reviews of both positive and negative comments, indicating that there may be a level of
inconsistency with accommodation service provision in Queensland. The next most important
product attributes within accommodation are facilities, friendliness of staff, and helpfulness of
staff, with all of these receiving mainly positive comments. Room overall, also attracted
mixed reviews. The areas that are weaker for accommodation in Queensland, and which are
still highly influential in impacting the overall review score are décor and modern
aesthetics/image. These are key areas for improvement.
 Within restaurants and hospitality operations, key product attributes influencing the overall
review score are taste/food quality and service. The perceptions regarding the performance
of these attributes are mixed demonstrating a possible inconsistent level of service delivery in
these areas. Menu and friendliness of staff are also important factors, both of which have
mainly positive perceptions and seem to be strengths for this industry.
 Within tourist attractions there are a number of key influencing product attributes in the top
10 which have corresponding negative perceptions amongst the review commentary. In
particular, price has a high level of impact on the overall review and is receiving a mix of
positive and negative reviews, along with value for money. Entrance price is within the top 10
important factors in this space and is also represented amongst negative perceptions. Food
prices have also received negative reviews. Overall price/cost appears to be an issue for
tourist attractions. Other important factors such as facilities, helpfulness of staff, venues and
safety are influential on the review score but perceptions are not skewed to either positive or
negative in relation to these attributes which means that they are probably being delivered to
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a sufficient level. Attributes with positive perceptions are interactive, information, fun
experience and friendly staff, however these have slightly less impact on the overall review
score.
 For tour operators, the friendliness of staff, service overall and professionalism of staff are
important and generally have positive perceptions. Value for money is important but has
generated mixed reviews of both positive and negative comments. Other important factors
such as relaxing, interesting and personalised have no skew in terms of perceptions which
means they are probably being delivered to a sufficient level, whereas slightly less important,
but still influential, factors such as fun experience, knowledge of tour guide, knowledge of
staff and enjoyment have strong positive perceptions.

The model illustrating the level of impact for each of the product types as well as the specific
product attributes within each product type, is shown on the following page. Note that this
information is presented at the overall Queensland level. Separate analysis has also been
undertaken for mature Queensland destinations and for emerging Queensland destinations, with
results detailed in Chapter 17 and Chapter 18. Essentially, the impact of attractions and tours is
higher for mature destinations than for Queensland overall, and accommodation and restaurants
and hospitality establishments are higher amongst the emerging destinations.

Interpretation guide for the following Product Impact Model
Area of particular strength and Area of particular weakness
These are product attributes which are mentioned more frequently in a positive context or more frequently in a
negative context for the destination. They represent those attributes which are more prominent.
Area of particular strength/weakness in the moderate influence list
Moderate influence attributes are still important to the overall perceptions of the product. Those moderate
influence attributes which are also mentioned more often in a positive or negative context warrant highlighting
rather than being mixed in with all lower mentioned attributes.
Both pos & neg
These are product attributes which are mentioned more frequently in a positive context as well as more
frequently in a negative context for the destination. They represent those attributes which are more prominent.
↑ Stronger influence c.f. total QLD
These are product attributes showing a higher rank order/level of influence on review scores for the destination
compared to the where the same product attribute appears in the Total Queensland Product Impact Model. An
arrow indicating a weaker influence equals lower rank order.
Importance %
The percentages of impact/importance provide an ability to rank order the product attributes and provide cut
points between product attributes with high and moderate levels of influence on review scores. Because of the
large number of product attributes included in the regression modelling there is little actual difference in many of
the percentages shown within these product types. The percentages of impact/importance are commonly
displayed for regression models as an indicator of weight.
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Figure 1.6.1 –Product Impact Model for Queensland
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1.7 Product Impact / Frequency model
To understand where the destination overall needs to focus its attention in order to drive up positive
reviews and minimise negative reviews, the level of influence of each product attribute needs to be
assessed in regard to the current level of mention and whether this is positive or negative (as shown
in Chapter 1.5 reviews analysis).
To identify these priority areas for focus, a matrix-design model was developed through a
combination of the frequency of mention and level of influence results for the product attributes.
The model is based on a probability / impact matrix which is traditionally used to identify risk and
hence priorities of focus. As shown in Figure 1.7.1, on the vertical axis is the impact - that is, the
influence of the product attribute on the review score, and on the horizontal axis is the probability,
that is, the attribute's frequency of mention in the review. To improve overall results, positive
attributes need to be maintained and negative attributes actioned. Figure 1.7.1 also shows the
order of priority listed from 1 to 12. If there is a need to prioritise between action and maintain
product attributes, those requiring action should always take priority over those needing to be
maintained if they are on the same vertical alignment. However if they are on different vertical
alignments then those higher on the vertical take priority.
Figure 1.7.1 - Product Impact/Frequency model interpretation

Figure 1.7.2 below is the Product Impact/Frequency model which has been overlayed with the
Queensland data. In the top right box are those product attributes that consumers are mentioning
frequently in the reviews and that have a high influence on the overall review score. The product
attributes in red are being commented on negatively for Queensland product, and those in green are
a particular strength as indicated by positive comments. Those attributes highlighted in orange are
being commented on both positively and negatively at a reasonable level suggesting inconsistencies.
Attributes which are not colour coded are primarily positive mentions but not to the same extent as
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those in green. The strategy is to take action for negatives, and to maintain for positives. The six
groups of product attributes for Queensland shows:
1. High impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 1 and 4)
The product attributes in this square have a high level of influence on the review score and are
frequently mentioned within comments. These are the key product attributes that constitute the
most important and valued components of the tourism experience in this destination, and most
critically these are the experiences being most represented on TripAdvisor. Essentially these
attributes are the ‘pull factors’ for Queensland: that is they are the high impact product attributes
being most represented in reviews and which could ultimately be most influential in attracting
future customers to Queensland. Hence, Queensland needs to focus on delivering these at a high
quality level in order to gain competitive advantage and achieve repeat business in the current
market. The elements for Queensland requiring most attention in this segment for the various
product types are:
 Accommodation: customer service overall and rooms overall are currently receiving a mixed
level of review possibly illustrating an inconsistent level of quality throughout the
destination. Facilities overall, friendliness of staff, quality food, size of room are currently
receiving positive reviews illustrating that these product attributes could become a strong
competitive advantage for tourism in Queensland;
 Restaurant and hospitality: taste/food quality and restaurant/hospitality service overall are
currently receiving a mix of both positive and negative reviews, and consistency of service
delivery requires improvement. Menu and friendliness of restaurant/hospitality staff are
receiving positive reviews and again constitute a possible area of competitive advantage for
tourism in Queensland;
 Attractions: the price overall for tourist attractions is receiving a mixture of positive and
negative reviews and so there is opportunity to improve consumer perception of value
and/or better meet their expectations to improve the overall service proposition for tourism
in Queensland. Interactive, fun experience, level of information / content and friendly staff
are seen as important and Queensland attractions are receiving a high number of positive
reviews in this area;
 Tours: the important attributes that Queensland tour operators are excelling in are around
service overall, staff behaviours (friendly, professional, knowledgeable) and delivering a fun
and enjoyable experience.
2. High impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 2 and 5)
The product attributes in this square have a high level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. These are potentially critical improvement areas for
Queensland in that they will have a greater impact on increasing or decreasing the review score and,
if delivered to a high quality, could become more noticed and mentioned by visitors. Improvement
of the attributes with negative perceptions could develop these attributes into ‘pull factors’ for
Queensland.
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The product elements requiring most attention in this segment are:
 Accommodation: Décor and modernity of the rooms are attributes that are considered
important by visitors and require improvement as currently perceptions are negative;
 Attractions: Entrance price and food prices are not meeting expectations at a Queensland
level, and reviews received for value for money are mixed.
 Tours: Value for money is not meeting expectations in some areas at a Queensland level.
3. High impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 3 and 6)
The product attributes in this square have a high level of influence on the review score and a limited
level of mention. These could be considered to be the ‘must have’ product attributes that must
always be high quality even if they may be considered minor elements. For accommodation, these
are elements such as not having an unpleasant odour in the room, (good) staff knowledge and air
conditioning. For attractions it is safety, signage and presentation of facilities, and for tour operators
it is easy access and being on time. If these product attributes are not delivered it could cause
review scores to decline. None of the 79 product attributes for restaurants and hospitality were in
this segment.
4. Moderate impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 7 and 10)
The product attributes in this square have a moderate level of influence on the review score but are
frequently mentioned within comments. Many of these product attributes may be considered
hygiene factors. They have a moderate influence on the review scores and are important enough to
be mentioned frequently as part of the review comments, but they may not make the ultimate
difference between delighting or disappointing the visitor's overall experience with the product.
These are the product/service areas where Queensland needs to maintain a good level of service
quality to maintain high review scores, but investment in improvement in these areas may not result
in as significant increases in the review score as focusing on competitive advantage attributes. The
elements requiring most attention in this segment are:
 Accommodation: Restaurants, comfort of room, cleanliness of room, prices overall,
pool/water parks;
 Tours: quality of food provided, price overall, helpful staff, facilities overall;
 Attractions: service overall; and
 Restaurants and hospitality: speed of service.
5. Moderate impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 8 and 11)
The product attributes in this square have a moderate level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. These are the core service areas for Queensland in
that they will have a moderate level of impact on reviews and they are also mentioned to a
moderate level, meaning they are of medium level importance to visitors but are less often
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mentioned in reviews. These could be considered to be the base level, core attributes that need to
be delivered to be on par, and to simply be a player in the tourism space. There are a number of
product elements in this segment but none of which would be considered a strength or weakness for
Queensland at the moment.
6. Moderate impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 9 and 12)
The product attributes in this square have a moderate level of influence on the review score and
limited level of mention within comments. On average, these elements are nice to have, but are not
generally commented on in social media reviews. Some of these elements are the 'finer detail'
which are shown in later chapters to be more important for 5 star/premium products. These are
elements such as a foyer, wi-fi, deals/specials, transfers, green space, and tea and coffee in rooms.

These findings are best considered in line with the product type star ratings/price category insights
which has been undertaken as additional analysis for each of the four product types and is outlined
in Chapter 19. Some of the product attributes may shift segments as consumer expectations change
according to the price points of products. For example, wi-fi is a 'moderate influence-low mention'
attribute for Queensland accommodation overall but has a higher influence on reviews (ratings and
mentions) for 5 star properties compared to 3 and 4 star rated properties.

The Product Impact/Frequency model (Figure 1.7.2) for Queensland is shown on the following page.
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Figure 1.7.2 – Product Impact/Frequency model for Queensland
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1.8 Drivers of Positive and Negative Review Scores
The product impact model for Queensland shown in the previous section and all subsequent services
impact models displayed for each Queensland destination in later chapters are two directional
(Figure 1.6.1; Figure 1.7.2 as previously shown plus the matching figures for each destination). That
is, the regression aims to identify those product attributes that are of most impact in influencing a
positive or negative direction in the review score provided. This two directional method was applied
across all product types and destination level output and tends to be easier than other models to
interpret7 as only one rank order is considered.
An investigation was also done at the total Queensland level to build service impact models for
positive review scores separately and distinct from negative review scores. Essentially, this second
type of model involves more powerful analysis than the previously shown two-directional model.
However the costs outweigh the benefits of the extra granularity to repeat this second model for
each Queensland destination, hence it is only undertaken at the total Queensland level. The twodirectional model for Queensland allows for closer comparison with the services impact models for
each of the destinations.
While the former two-directional model seeks to gauge the variance of either positive or negative,
these additional models are designed to identify specifically those elements most influential on
whether the review score is positive v. not positive, or negative v. not negative (results displayed in
Figure 1.8.1). These are the attributes of a product that can more specifically drive a review score
upwards, or drive it downwards. Hence, these are key levers for focus that apply across the
destinations within Queensland.
The rank order of the attributes in the positive v. not positive models most closely aligns with the
product impact model at an overall level (Figure 1.6.1). Hence, it is the negative v. not negative
model which shows greater insight into those attributes that have more influence on whether a
review is negative or not. This information can be considered as part of the process for making
improvements to the products and for trying to avoid negative review scores.
Figure 1.8.1 illustrates the results of the two different one-directional models and shows the top 10
positive and top 10 negative impact attributes for each of the product categories at a total
Queensland level. The core findings are summarised as follows:
 Overall: For attractions, and restaurants and hospitality providers, the attributes in the
negative model differ quite significantly from those in the positive model. That is, the product
attributes that have the highest impact on positive scores are different on the most part to
those that have the highest impact on negative scores. For the accommodation and tour
operator models there are a number of attributes that appear as both positive and negative
levers.
 Accommodation: The core attributes of service overall, facilities overall and helpfulness of
staff are more frequently mentioned attributes that have a strong influence both as positive
and negative levers for accommodation. In addition to the general attributes of service,
7

It was also selected as the primary model type for budgetary reasons to enable the models to be replicated for products,
destinations and standard ratings and to gain the greatest value from the research.
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facilities, room and price, other more specific attributes which have a high influence
on negative review scores include smell of the room, the cleanliness of the room and
bathroom, the pool / water park and check out.
 Tour operator attributes which are highly influential on both positive and negative reviews
include service overall, friendliness of staff, professionalism and knowledge of staff, and
offering a unique or fun experience. Price and value for money perceptions are high influence
factors in driving negative reviews.
 Attraction attributes which are highly influential on negative review scores include price
overall and value for money perceptions and more specifically package pricing and entrance
prices. The facilities and venue elements including the nature of attractions, displays, visual
presentation and information are also influential on negative reviews.
 Restaurant and hospitality operator attributes which have a strong influence on both positive
and negative models include the taste / food quality, service overall and price overall. Service
attributes have more influence on the negative review model (more so than price) indicating
poor service is a bigger turn off than lack of perceived value.
These more unique attributes identified in these separate models should be a consideration in
making improvements to the products and trying to avoid negative review scores across all
Queensland destinations. The fact that they are identified here should raise their priority as a
potential action point.
Figure 1.8.1 – Attributes most influencing Positive and Negative Review Scores
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1.8 Social media reviews summary
Destination Experiences & Reviews Analysis
The review scores and the review commentary from TripAdvisor were analysed to provide a
summary understanding of the review scores across the products and the frequency with which each
of the product attributes was mentioned in a positive or negative context. This was outlined in
section 1.5. As explained, analysis of the review scores indicates that the consumer experience in
Queensland is of a high standard overall. The majority of social media review scores for Queensland
tourism products were positive, with only around one in ten negatively rated. Social media review
scores were slightly more positive for tour operator products and attractions, compared to tourism
accommodation and restaurants & hospitality establishments.
The text-based comments of TripAdvisor reviews were analysed to better understand consumer
views on Queensland tourism products. Through determining how frequently consumers mentioned
specific product elements, it was found that Queensland is strong in terms of provision of friendly,
helpful, professional and experienced staff across all four product types. Tour operators garnered
more positive reviews consistently within the commentary provided. Brisbane, Outback, Southern
Queensland Country and Townsville were more likely to be destinations receiving a higher level of
positive review scores and commentary. Gold Coast, Capricorn, Mackay and Fraser Coast received
slightly less positive review scores.
Negative comments in TripAdvisor reviews are mostly related to service and pricing components
across all four product types. Service was most represented amongst negative reviews, although
overall it received more positive comments. Attractions, and restaurant and hospitality operators,
were more likely to have reviews containing negative content regarding price attributes. Dated
décor is a slight weakness specifically for the accommodation category.
Product Impact Model
The level of influence each product type has on the overall visitor experience for Queensland was
determined and outlined in section 1.6. It was found that accommodation has the greatest impact
on the overall review score provided for Queensland (impact weight = 32%); followed by tourist
attractions (29%); restaurant/hospitality establishments (26%); and tour operators (13%). With
Accommodation having the highest impact overall, this elevates the priority of addressing perceived
negative product attributes within this space, primarily dated décor and lack of modernity.
Although accommodation providers have the greatest impact in Queensland overall, the impact of
attractions and tour operators is higher within mature destinations, and accommodation, and
restaurants and hospitality establishments are higher amongst the emerging destinations. These
results provide an indication as to the relative impact each of these product types has on the overall
destination experience, and within those product types the product elements that are impacting
positively and/or negatively on the experience overall.
Product Impact / Frequency Model
Next, the order of priority for addressing the product attributes based on frequency of mention and
influence on the total review score for a destination was outlined in section 1.7. A matrix aligning
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the frequency of mentions data with the level of influence/impact data identified the areas to
prioritise for either action or for maintenance.
For Queensland overall, price (or the value proposition) is the key priority for attractions and tours
to action, followed by room décor and modernity for accommodation. Facilities, friendly, helpful
and knowledgeable staff are key areas of focus to be maintained for Queensland. These are areas
consumers are mentioning frequently, that influence their overall review score, and that tend to be
commented on positively for Queensland.
Service levels overall are largely influential on review scores for accommodation, and restaurants
and hospitality, but obtain mixed reviews of both positive and negative comments, indicating that
there may be a level of inconsistency with service provision for these product types in Queensland.
The same can be said for the quality and taste of the food served at restaurant and hospitality
establishments, which is this product type's number one driver of influence on the overall evaluation
of the experience. If the consumer's experience of this is extreme - that is, excellent or very poor this can automatically influence the overall review score almost regardless of other attributes.
These findings are best considered in line with the product type star ratings/price category insights
analysis undertaken for each of the four product types. This is outlined in Chapter 19. Essentially,
while there are common elements that are influential across the star ratings/price categories there
are also some differences.
Drivers of Positive and Negative Review Scores
Finally, those attributes for a product type that have the most impact on whether a review is positive
or not, and whether a review is negative or not, were outlined in section 1.8. These are the
elements of a product that can more specifically drive a review score upwards, or drive it
downwards. Hence, these are key levers for focus across the destinations within Queensland.
The top 10 positive and top 10 negative impact attributes for each of the product categories at a
total Queensland level were identified. For attractions and restaurants and hospitality providers the
attributes in their top 10 for negative impact attributes differ quite significantly from those in their
top 10 for positive impact attributes. For accommodation, a number of the same attributes appear
as both positive and negative levers, such as service overall, facilities overall and helpfulness of
staff. For tour operators a number of the same attributes also appear as both positive and negative
levers, such as service attributes and the unique or fun nature of the experience. The top 10
negative impact attributes provide the greater insights and can be considered as part of the process
for making improvements to the products and for trying to avoid negative review scores.
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1.9 Key insights
The consumer's view of Queensland's tourism experiences
Overall, perceptions expressed through social media mentions and image posts align quite strongly
with the destination market positioning for tourism in Queensland. Three of the four core themes
for Queensland experiences are highlighted strongly in the posts: Islands and beaches, Natural
encounters, and Adventure. There is some evidence of the fourth theme, Queensland lifestyle, in
the social media mentions through food and wine, and events. However, there is little evidence of
this fourth theme, or any of the experiences that are part of it, conveyed in the images.


Experiences align quite strongly with destination market positioning: Queensland overall
is seen to offer experiences within the themes of beach, islands, nature and adventure.



The visibility of the offer could be strengthened: Lifestyle experiences such as food and
wine are an opportunity for development.

In social media, perceptions of Queensland are dominated by the signature experiences of holidays,
beaches, the Great Barrier Reef and the Gold Coast (including theme parks). Key elements of the
Queensland offer missing from the overarching perceptions are indigenous, outback, food and
'green' nature. Some of these elements are more evident within the perceptions of Queensland's
destinations. The lack of mention made as to other specific Queensland locations and experiences
outside such iconic features further highlights that consideration and enjoyment of broader
experiences are more closely aligned to a particular destination within Queensland than to
Queensland as a whole.


A few core experiences dominate: Social media mentions and imagery were dominated by
holidays, beaches, the Great Barrier Reef and the Gold Coast. Key experiences that were
limited or missing from social media were indigenous, outback, food and 'green' nature.

The imagery for Queensland overall conveys a relaxed and easy going component to a Queensland
holiday and is firmly anchored against the natural beauty of the destination. The images analysed
show limited people and interaction and thus are not highly emotive. That said, the destination
personality still comes through to a moderate level.

The consumer's view of Queensland's tourism performance
Consumer perceptions of tourism experiences in Queensland overall are mostly positive.
TripAdvisor commentary is mostly positive in sentiment, contrary to some commonly held beliefs.
While there may be justified concern about the potential impact of negative reviews and ratings on
tourism businesses, this research gives perspective as to the quantity of this type of rating compared
to positive and neutral ratings where, of the 8,392 reviews collected for Queensland, only 9% had a
negative rating (scored 1 or 2 out of 5).
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 Consumer expectations are generally being met: Consumer perceptions’ of their tourism
experiences in Queensland are mostly positive; with the spread of the review scores
showing that it is generally of a high standard overall.

Social media review scores for Queensland overall were slightly more positive for tour operator
products and attractions, compared to tourism accommodation and restaurants & hospitality
establishments. Deeper analysis of the text-based reviews suggest that negative scores for
Queensland overall are influenced strongly by price/perceptions of value, and customer service
overall for all four product types, in addition to modernity and decor for Queensland
accommodation and taste/food quality for restaurants and hospitality.


Service and price are areas of focus: Customer service and pricing issues are negatively
influencing the overall performance of Queensland tourism products in general. These
elements are also more often mentioned in a negative context.

Price, a common consumer gripe regardless of the industry, was particularly mentioned for
Queensland attractions (price overall, price of food and entrance, value for money) and for
restaurant and hospitality operations (price overall, meal prices, value for money). It was also found
to be highly influential on review scores and frequently commented on negatively for attractions
(price of food and entrance, plus mixed reviews for price overall and value for money) and for tour
operators (value for money).


Negative attributes vary by product type: Attractions and tours are more specifically
influenced negatively by price perceptions; accommodation, tours and
restaurants/hospitality operators are more specifically influenced by customer service
experiences.

While both Queensland attractions and tours are seen to deliver on emotive elements such as fun
and enjoyable experiences, price (and associated elements) has been identified as a key priority for
action. Consumer focus on price/value proposition for these two product types may be in part due
to it being more difficult for consumers to compare like for like as many have unique elements as
part of their offering. These findings highlight the need for tourism operators to continue to ensure
that consumers are delivered an experience that meets their expectations and leaves them with the
perception that they have received value for money.
Price and accommodation location are attributes that are often critical as part of the pre-purchase
decision and only tend to be mentioned in social media reviews if they exceed or do not meet
expectations. Consequently, when they are mentioned they tend to be highly influential on a
consumer's overall review score.
Service levels overall for a product, and particularly the behaviours of staff and their interactions
with the consumer, are intangible elements of a product that are not as easily identifiable prior to
purchase. Social media reviews provide a quick and comprehensive platform for consumers to
gauge the customer service and other emotive elements prior to purchase; adding to the popularity
of these types of sites and the impact they have on the perceptions of others and potentially on
future bookings.
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Exceptional service can drive impressions and is a high impact area for Queensland to maintain.
Service levels are highly influential on the overall evaluation a consumer has of their experience
when posting a social media review. For Queensland overall, reviews frequently mentioning 'service
overall' for accommodation and restaurants and hospitality operators were a mix of positive and
negative in sentiment indicating that there may be a level of inconsistency with service provision for
these product types across Queensland. Analysis at the Queensland destination level provides
additional insight into the regions attracting negative comments about general service levels from
consumers.


Service is vital: Service levels are highly influential on the overall evaluation a consumer has
of their experience when posting a social media review.

Delving further into the category of customer service, the behaviours of staff were commented on
more than other customer service characteristics such as age category, nationality as well as
information desk and hours of reception. The behaviours of staff (friendly, helpful, professional,
experienced, knowledgeable) are highly influential on a customer's overall evaluation of their
experience and a core strength for Queensland to maintain.
Maintaining this competitive strength for Queensland may become more challenging as new
applications for technologies are leading to travellers becoming more independent in their planning
but also acting more autonomously when they are visiting a destination (e.g. for accommodation,
self check-in and self check-out). This is leading to less contact points between customers and staff,
and hence less opportunities for expectations to be exceeded through delivery of emotive elements
of service such as friendliness, helpfulness and so on. Also, if consumers do not see the value of an
interaction then they are more likely to seek more autonomy. New ways of delivering exceptional
service may need to be found.


The people factor: Staff behaviours is a core strength for Queensland across the four
product types, where consumers reported to be engaged in a way that is friendly and
helpful.

Customer service is an area where a tourism operator can make greater impact toward meeting/
exceeding customer expectations, over and above most other product attributes. While the
intangible nature of customer service also means it is one of the more challenging areas of a
business to manage, this research gives weight to the importance of placing effort in this area given
its level of influence on the whole visitor experience.
For accommodation, the decor and modernity of rooms have been identified as key priorities for
action. In particular these areas are an issue more so for 3 star accommodation, with these two
room attributes driving negative reviews and being frequently mentioned by consumers.


Modernise decor: Room decor and modernity is an area of importance for Queensland to
action, and was mentioned more in reviews for 3 star properties.
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Strengths to maintain for Queensland accommodation were identified as the facilities overall,
location, food quality and room size.


Accommodation strengths: Facilities overall, location, food quality and room size were all
seen as strengths for Queensland accommodation product and are areas to maintain as
part of delivering a quality product.

Finally, restaurants and hospitality operators contribute strongly to the overall review scores for
Queensland, along with accommodation and attractions. The structure of the tourism industry
traditionally focuses more heavily on accommodation, attractions and tour operators than the food
component. The level of influence of restaurants and hospitality experiences on a consumer's entire
experience suggests that this component is also a key part of Queensland's overall tourism offering.


The standard of food: Quality and taste of food is the number one driver of influence on the
overall evaluation of the experience for restaurants and hospitality in social media reviews,
and is a particular area for focus for Queensland.

Figure 1.9.1 summarises the product insights to provide tourism destinations and operators better
clarity into consumer experiences of Queensland tourism products and to determine how quality
products for Queensland can be delivered, as evidenced in social media.


Consumer input through reviews provide better clarity into their needs, expectations and
sentiments about a product. Understanding their inputs enables tourism destinations and
businesses to make changes to their product elements to improve customer experience
and drive better results.

An interpretation guide for Figure 1.9.1 is provided on the page following the figure.
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Figure 1.9.1 - How consumers see Queensland tourism products performing overall
Evidence in social media

Quality products for tourism in Queensland can be delivered by maintaining the positives
and improving perceptions of areas of lower quality

These are the most influential and frequently mentioned of 319 product elements identified in 8,392 reviews for 304 tourism products
selected to represent Queensland.

= Areas of particular strength to maintain (highly mentioned attributes with a high influence on review scores)

= Areas of strength to maintain

= Areas for improvement to action

= Areas receiving a mix of positive and negative reviews to action where necessary
  = Areas receiving a particularly high number of positive and negative mentions to action where necessary (highly mentioned
attributes with a high influence on review scores)
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Interpretation guide for Figure 1.9.1
When interpreting the information shown in Figure 1.9.1 it is best to refer to the charted positive and negative
mentions for each product type (Figures 1.5.5 to 1.5.8) to gain more of an understanding about how frequently it
was commented on by consumers in a negative context. This, plus the Interpretation Glossary of Product
Attributes (separate document), should provide a more complete understanding of how each attribute was
perceived and why it was identified as important for the destination.
Product attributes commented on in reviews by consumers were more likely to be mentioned in a positive, rather
than negative, sense. Hence, interpretation follows that if a highly or moderately influential product attribute was
mentioned then it could generally be considered a strength for the destination (even if it is not highlighted in
Figure 1.6.1). Strengths relevant for the destination are indicated by a tick in Figure 1.9.1.
There are a few exceptions to this interpretation where specific product attributes, if commented on in a review,
were more likely to be mentioned in a negative context. Those relevant to the destination are all denoted by an x
in Figure 1.9.1; and while they are considered areas for improvement to action the strength of their negative skew
does vary.
Attributes that were almost always mentioned in a negative manner:



Accommodation - smell of room
Accommodation - insects

The main takeout is to be aware that smell of room and insects can really detract from the experience of visitors,
and then understanding the level with which it is being mentioned negatively in reviews for the destination.
There were also some product attributes which attracted a mixture of positive and negative comments but did
have a slight or moderate negative skew:










Accommodation - modern
Accommodation - décor
Accommodation - noisiness of location
Accommodation - noise / quiet in room
Accommodation - housekeeping
Tours - queues
Restaurants/hospitality - queues / busy
Restaurants/hospitality - ease of paying
All price related elements (except for value for money or discounts/ specials which were more often
mentioned in a positive context (but a mix)).

Again, referring back to the Product Attribute Mentions charts for each product type (Figures 1.5.5 to 1.5.8)
provides further context specific to the destination.

Finally, provided in Figure 1.9.2 is a summary of what consumers are commenting upon when
reviewing Queensland tourism products on social media along with the top three drivers of positive
and negative review scores for the four product types analysed.
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Figure 1.9.2 - Summary of top 3 drivers for positive and negative review scores by product type
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Chapters 2 - 14
The chapters relating to the 13
Queensland destinations have been
removed from this report and provided
as separate documents.
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Chapter 15
Queensland State versus
competing State and
International Destinations
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Chapter 15: Queensland State versus competing State and
International Destinations
Consumer tourism perceptions posted on social media for Queensland at an overall level are
compared with that of Australian state and international competitors and presented in this chapter.

15.1 Comparative destinations at state / international level
When selecting a holiday destination, travellers are able to choose from a wide variety of potential
locations, with many of these locations offering similar experiences and products to that offered by
Queensland. In order to understand how Queensland is perceived in social media relative to key
competitors, analysis was undertaken of social media mentions and commentary for Queensland
versus New South Wales and Victoria at the state level, and against Fiji, Hawaii, Bali and New
Zealand.
This analysis included a review of both positive and negative language, core theme analysis based on
both social media mentions and core imagery analysis. Note that analysis in this chapter is based
only on social commentary that makes specific mention of the aggregate destination name (e.g.,
‘Queensland’ or ‘QLD,’ ‘New South Wales’ or ‘NSW,’ New Zealand or NZ, etc).
The competitor destinations selected for this analysis were nominated and approved by DTESB.
They are locations that are deemed to be key competitors, both because they pull visitors from the
same consumer base, and also because they compete on similar features or product offers.

15.2 Social media mentions for Queensland overall versus competitors
A total of 2,678 tourism relevant mentions relating to Queensland at the overall level were extracted
from social media during the six month period of 1 October 2013 to 31 March 2014. For
comparison, the following social media mentions were extracted for the international and state level
competitor destinations during this same period:
-

Hawaii: 10,516 mentions
Bali: 10,018 mentions
Fiji: 3,133 mentions
NZ: 2,277 mentions
NSW: 123 mentions
Victoria: 120 mentions.

Hawaii and Bali received a significantly higher volume of tourism relevant mentions in comparison to
Queensland, with both New South Wales and Victoria receiving considerably less, and with Fiji and
New Zealand relatively on par. While the level of visitation would be a contributing factor, this
outcome could also indicate that Hawaii and Bali have a higher propensity to be seen as a
destination in their own right and thus be commented upon on this basis; whereas Queensland, New
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South Wales, Victoria, Fiji and New Zealand are more likely to be seen as the umbrella for a range of
destinations which are more likely to be commented on independently. This is particularly true for
both New South Wales and Victoria who received only limited mention at an aggregate state level
but where high volumes of tourism related mentions are apparent for their capital cities of Sydney
and Melbourne, and to a lesser extent of the Great Open Road in Victoria (as shown in the Chapter
16).
The actual commentary made by consumers on social media was overwhelming positive for all seven
destinations, with very few negative mentions being made; as shown in Figure 15.2.1. One notable
difference is the larger number of mentions of neutral/unassigned sentiment for Queensland than
for any of the competitor destinations.
Figure 15.2.1 – Positive / Negative language analysis for Queensland versus comparative state /
international destinations

15.3 Thematic analysis for Queensland overall versus competitors
To better understand how each competitor destination is perceived by consumers in relation to
Queensland, qualitative analysis of both product based and emotive themes was undertaken for
each destination in addition to thematic analysis to identify core imagery. Outcomes from this
analysis for Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, Fiji, Hawaii, Bali and New Zealand are provided
in this section.
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Queensland
Consumer perceptions expressed through social media mentions and image posts for tourism in
Queensland at an overall level were provided in Chapter 1; and to enable comparison with
competitors the thematic imagery is shown again below in Figure 15.3.1.
Product related features: Three of the four core themes for Queensland experiences are highlighted
strongly in social media posts: Islands and beaches, Natural encounters, and Adventure. The fourth
theme of Queensland lifestyle is expressed in the social media mentions through food and wine, and
events, however, there is little evidence of it conveyed in the image posts. In social media,
perceptions of Queensland are dominated by the signature experiences of holidays, beaches, the
Great Barrier Reef and the Gold Coast (including theme parks). Key elements of the Queensland
offer missing from the overarching perceptions are indigenous, outback, food and 'green' nature.
Shopping and indulgence are also Queensland experiences that had little or no evidence in the social
media posts.
Emotion: The imagery, and in particular the first collage for Queensland overall, conveys a relaxed
and easy going component to a Queensland holiday. However, this more low key and relaxed
imagery is still firmly anchored against the natural beauty of the region. The images analysed show
limited people and interaction and thus are not highly emotive. That said, the destination
personality still comes through to a moderate level, and in particular the perception of 'friendly'
comes through strongly in the social media mentions.
Figure 15.3.1 – Queensland Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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New South Wales
Product related features: Social media mentions of holidays in New South Wales include a plethora
of outdoor activities such as windsurfing, diving, fishing, golfing and snowboarding. Being healthy in
New South Wales means being active and fit, with a focus on holistic wellness. Visitors frequent
coastal towns such as Byron Bay, Bondi and Coffs Harbour, and also enjoy country and alpine
getaways. Much of the natural beauty described in New South Wales relates to snowy mountains
and freshwater creeks, with abundant native Australian wildlife such as koalas and marsupials
adding to the splendour of the region.
Accommodation in New South Wales ranges from luxury villas and spacious suites to campervans
and small cabins. This reflects the popularity of camping, road trips and long weekend getaways in
this state. Visitors to New South Wales also partake in artistic and cultural activities such as visiting
exhibitions and art galleries. Iconic landmarks such as the Sydney Harbour Bridge and the Opera
House are also important attractions. Finally, wining and dining is commonly enjoyed during a New
South Wales holiday, with cocktails, wine and seafood particular favourites.
Emotion: Staying in New South Wales is felt to be comfortable, refreshing, relaxing and tranquil.
Reflecting the active and outdoorsy nature of many of the activities and attractions of this state,
many people describe their holiday as beautiful, epic and a perfect experience.
Imagery for New South Wales is dominated by images of coastal living, and with significant inclusion
of iconic Sydney experiences.

Figure 15.3.2 – New South Wales Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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Victoria
Product related features: Holidays in Victoria are commented upon in social media posts for their
relaxing and leisurely pace, with less focus placed on outdoor adventure activities. Victoria’s wine
region is a key drawcard for the area, with visitors enjoying the rustic accommodation and ecolodges associated with the Victorian hinterland. Weekend getaways, romantic couples’ retreats and
road trips along the Great Ocean Road are popular in this region. Visitors enjoy the natural beauty
of coastal areas such as the Mornington Peninsula, St Kilda and Torquay, and also frequent country
towns like Ballarat, Mildura and Geelong. These country areas boast lush greenery, mountains and
lakes. Popular activities in Victoria include visiting markets and exhibitions, going to Melbourne, and
cycling tours.
Emotions: The scenic and peaceful nature of Victorian holidays makes this destination be seen as a
relaxing haven. Visitors describe their experience as beautiful, natural and perfect.
Imagery for Victoria comprises pictures of gardens, national parks and country side, however very
limited inclusion is made of the Great Ocean Road.

Figure 15.3.3 – Victoria Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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Bali
Product related features: Bali is portrayed in social media as a tropical paradise with beautiful
beaches and stunning natural surrounds. It is a popular tourism destination, and as such many
visitors look for tour packages, flight deals, guides and drivers. Popular activities in Bali are spa visits
and massages, shopping, cruises, eating out and enjoying the nightlife. Visitors also enjoy some
more active pastimes, such as swimming, diving and boating. Further, Bali is a location for romance,
with the destination being a popular spot for weddings and honeymoons. In addition to these usual
tourist activities Bali also offers an experience of traditional Balinese culture, in the form of temples
and cultural performances. Accommodation in Bali ranges from affordable, value for money hotels
to spacious and luxurious villas overlooking the ocean.
Emotion: Visitors to Bali describe the experience as an adventure and a memorable and exciting trip.
The Balinese people are considered friendly and helpful and contribute to the enjoyment of this
destination.
Imagery for Bali comprises a mix of resort living, Balinese architecture and water vistas. The key Bali
experience not to be included is markets and shopping.

Figure 15.3.4 – Bali Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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Fiji
Product related features: As an island getaway, Fiji is known in social media posts for romance,
relaxation and luxury. In Fiji couples can enjoy weddings and honeymoons in private locations.
Relaxing with a book either on the beach or by the pool is also a popular pastime, and visitors to this
destination prefer luxury accommodation. Other activities include diving, swimming, boating and
cruises around the island. In addition to this, the local villages of Fiji offer visitors a cultural
experience. Fiji is frequently described as a tropical paradise, and the natural beauty and tranquillity
offered by the scenic surrounds draw visitors to this destination. Finally, as a tourism destination,
many visitors look for package deals and promotions when planning their trip.
Emotion: Fiji is often described as a dream destination. Visitors find the island beautiful, amazing,
wonderful and fun.
Imagery for Fiji is dominated by water vistas and resort experiences.

Figure 15.3.5 – Fiji Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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Hawaii
Product related features: Hawaii is widely portrayed in social media posts as a beach vacation
destination. The island’s tropical waters, friendly and welcoming people and mountainous terrain
make this location a place for adventure and family holidays, similar to Queensland. Favourite
destinations include Waikiki beach and Honolulu. Visitors to Hawaii enjoy activities such as golfing,
swimming, boating, fishing and hiking. Cruises around the islands are also popular, as well as visiting
historical sites such as Pearl Harbour. In addition to being a family destination, Hawaii is also a
popular location for romantic getaways, weddings and honeymoons, with the natural beauty of the
island a perfect backdrop. Holiday makers have a strong preference for beach front accommodation
in Hawaii, with villas and resorts the most popular choice. A focus on Hawaiian culture is also
apparent here, with locals sharing their heritage through dances, performances and food.
Emotion: Hawaii is described as beautiful, stunning, charming and welcoming; a reflection on both
the natural beauty of the island and the Hawaiian people.
Imagery for Hawaii is focused on the beauty of the natural landscape, including beaches. Little to no
representation is made as to shopping or American culture.
Figure 15.3.6 – Hawaii Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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New Zealand
Product related features: New Zealand is portrayed through social media posts as being the home of
breathtaking scenery and adventure activities. Visitors to this country typically partake in a
sightseeing holiday and an adventure trip. Popular activities include caving, bungy jumping,
skydiving, jet boating, hiking, skiing, snowboarding and 4x4 driving. A cruise on Milford Sound is also
a common activity, with this area a popular place to take in the natural beauty of New Zealand.
Many travellers choose to navigate the islands by car, allowing them to make stops as desired. In
addition, walking tours and Lord of the Rings guided packages are also available. New Zealand’s
wine region also makes this destination popular for food and wine lovers, and secluded alpine
getaways are perfect for romance.
Emotions: An action packed New Zealand adventure is described as wonderful, best, and an amazing
experience. Visitors also associate this destination with beauty and stunning scenery.
Imagery for New Zealand is dominated by scenic vistas, including snow and mountains. Lesser
inclusion is made of shopping and dining experiences.

Figure 15.3.7 - New Zealand Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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Figure 15.3.8 below provides a more concise summary of the thematic analysis comparison
outcomes for Queensland compared to competitors at the aggregate level.
Figure 15.3.8 – Summary of thematic analysis for Queensland versus comparative state / international
destinations
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Based on social media mentions and qualitative analysis of image posts

Consumers seeking nature-based and adventure experiences may perceive from social media posts
that they could equally satisfy these needs with a New Zealand holiday as much as with a
Queensland holiday. However, it can be seen that New Zealand offers quite different activities (e.g.
mountains, snow sports) to satisfy the desire of a nature-based or adventure holiday and so choice
may come down to preference regarding activities among other influences.
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Hawaii on the other hand looks to satisfy consumer needs for specific travel experiences in a much
more similar way to a Queensland holiday (e.g. tropical nature, island and beaches, water sports).
Hawaii is also most closely aligned in terms of personality (how seen) with Queensland in social
media; albeit arguably coming through a little stronger - but this could also be a factor of greater cut
through with almost four times as many tourism-relevant social media mentions than Queensland.
Consumer perceptions of a typical holiday in Fiji are centred around one core experience: islands
and beaches. A Fijian holiday is all about islands and beaches with a touch of luxury and romance as
well as cultural experiences. Apart from Fiji's signature culture, it is differentiated from a
Queensland beaches and island experience through the luxury and romance elements which do not
seem to be associated with the State via social media posts.
Consumer perceptions of tourism in Bali are most strongly aligned with the islands and beaches
theme in line with Queensland, Hawaii and Fiji. It is differentiated from its three 'tropical'
competitors in social media through its relatively strong association with the lifestyle experiences of
shopping and markets, its signature culture and architecture (Balinese homes) as well its more
luxurious resorts. These four destinations also share the perception of a relaxing holiday.
Both Queensland and Victoria are perceived to have a strong nature experience offering although
the type of nature found in each state is different. Victorian nature is focussed around a fresh
outdoors feel while Queensland nature is focussed around sun, sea and surf. In contrast to
Queensland a Victorian holiday is perceived to have a much stronger association with lifestyle
experiences, especially shopping, spas and art.
The iconic features of Sydney's Harbour Bridge and the Opera House dominate the social media
imagery for New South Wales. Additional elements to a New South Wales holiday are drawn out
more in the text-based mentions where the adventure theme features more strongly particularly
around outdoor activities such as water sports and snow sports. The destination is not associated
with 'tropical' which in itself can differentiate their holiday offering from Queensland in the minds of
consumers. It is also not strongly perceived to be a relaxing holiday according to the social media
analysis, while this is a strong feature seen for Queensland.
In summary, three of the four core themes for Queensland experiences that are highlighted strongly
in social media posts - Islands and beaches, Natural encounters, and Adventure - are also perceived
to be strongly aligned with Hawaii. Queensland's other two 'tropical' competitors of Fiji and Bali
align most strongly with beaches and islands but are also seen to offer different activities and
experiences (culture plus luxury and romance for Fiji, and shopping and markets for Bali).
Perceptions of New Zealand align closely with Queensland in terms of nature and adventure
experiences, however the activities to satisfy the desire for these types of experiences are seen to be
different (mountains, snow sports, for example). Victoria is perceived in social media to provide a
strong lifestyle experiences offering (such as shopping, spa, art) which, together with being seen as
romantic and it not being a tropical destination, means it is not likely to be perceived as too similar
to a Queensland holiday. Finally, New South Wales is dominated by its icons of Sydney's Harbour
Bridge and the Opera House but is perceived to offer some similar experiences to Queensland such
as adventure and beaches.
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Chapter 16
Queensland Destinations
versus Domestic and
International Destinations
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Chapter 16: Queensland Destinations versus Domestic and
International Destinations
The previous chapter (Chapter 15) discussed the aggregate Queensland State destination in
comparison to other Australian States and key competing tropical destinations.
This chapter provides a discussion of how Queensland's 13 specific destinations compare with
selected Australian capital cities and international destinations including a number of nominated
“world cities” that have been selected to represent a benchmark in terms of premium and high
quality tourism destinations.

16.1 Queensland destinations versus comparative destinations
In selecting a specific holiday destination travellers are able to choose from a wide variety of
potential locations, with many of these offering similar experiences and products to that offered by
individual destinations within Queensland. In order to understand how individual Queensland
destinations are perceived in social media relative to other Australian cities and to a range of
international destinations, analysis was made of social media mentions and commentary for
Queensland's destinations in comparison to Sydney, Melbourne, Paris, London, Fiji, Hawaii, Bali and
New Zealand.
This analysis included a review of both positive and negative language, core theme analysis based on
both social media mentions and core imagery analysis.

16.2 Social media mentions for Queensland destinations versus comparative
destinations
The following volume of tourism relevant mentions for each Queensland destination was extracted
from social media during the six month period of 1 October 2013 to 31 March 2014:






Brisbane: 4,388
Bundaberg: 53
Capricorn: 52
Fraser Coast: 417
Gladstone: 108






Gold Coast: 2,987
Mackay: 160
Outback Queensland: 36
Southern Queensland
Country: 56

 Sunshine Coast: 488
 Townsville: 110
 Tropical North
Queensland: 2,397
 The Whitsundays: 1,627

In comparison, the following social media mentions were extracted for the range of domestic and
international competitor destinations during this same period:



Sydney: 3,045
Melbourne: 3,720
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Paris: 12,483
London: 12,538
Hawaii: 10,516 mentions
Bali: 10,018 mentions
Fiji: 3,133 mentions
NZ: 2,277 mentions

London, Paris, Hawaii and Bali all received a significantly high volume of tourism relevant mentions
via social media. This outcome indicates that London, Paris, Hawaii and Bali have a higher
propensity to be seen as a destination in their own right and thus be commented upon on this basis,
with the volumes of mentions also reflecting the volume of visitors that each of these destinations
receive.
Brisbane, Gold Coast, Tropical North Queensland, Sydney, Melbourne, Fiji and New Zealand are
relatively on par with a moderate amount of mentions, followed by the Whitsundays. Of all the
individual Queensland destinations, Brisbane receives the highest number of mentions.
The remaining Queensland destinations received a significantly smaller volume of relevant tourism
related mentions on social media during this period than do any of the comparative destinations,
with Bundaberg, Capricorn, Outback Queensland and Southern Queensland Country all receiving less
than 100 relevant tourism related social media mentions.
The social media commentary for all the destinations was overwhelming positive, with very few
negative mentions (refer Figure 16.2.1). Further analysis of this sentiment coding highlighted that:
-

A lower proportion of positive mentions were made about Tropical North Queensland and
the Whitsundays than was apparent for any other destinations.
However the impact of the reduced positive mentions was an increased proportion of
sentiment neutral mentions, rather than the proportion of negative mentions for each of
these destinations.

-

Mackay, Capricorn and Bundaberg received a higher number of negative mentions. Of the
comparative destinations Hawaii, Fiji and New Zealand received slightly higher negative
mentions.
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Figure 16.2.1 – Positive / Negative language analysis for Queensland destinations versus comparative
Australian city / international destinations

16.3 Thematic analysis for Queensland destinations versus comparative
destinations
The key positioning for each of Queensland's 13 destinations, alongside full detail as to the social
media analysis outcomes for each, is contained within the preceding chapters (chapters two to 14).
To better understand how Queensland destinations compare to a range of competitor destinations
(both domestic and internationally), qualitative analysis of both product based and emotive themes
of both product based and emotive themes was undertaken. Outcomes from this analysis for
Sydney, Melbourne, London, Paris, Fiji, Hawaii, Bali and New Zealand are provided in this section.
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Sydney
Product related features: In Sydney, the location of accommodation is paramount according to the
social media mentions. It is important to visitors for the accommodation to be central and close to
transportation and key features of the city, such as the harbour area and the CBD. This reflects the
busy, metropolitan atmosphere of Sydney. In addition, Sydney’s iconic landmarks, like the Sydney
Harbour Bridge, the Opera House and Kings Cross, are a key drawcard for the city and a must see for
many visitors. Other popular places to visit are the Botanical Gardens and Taronga Zoo. As a beach
city, visitors frequent coastal towns such as Bondi and Manly, and enjoy activities like swimming,
surfing and boating. Receiving a professional service is also a significant aspect of holidaying in
Sydney. Visitors like to be provided with options, offered upgrades and are willing to tip generously.
Emotion: People in Sydney are described as friendly, helpful and courteous. A holiday in Sydney is
energetic and eventful; with visitors feeling that it was a perfect experience, amazing, exciting and
spectacular.
Imagery for Sydney is dominated by the Harbour Bridge, the Opera House and the harbour more
generally.

Figure 16.3.1 – Sydney Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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Melbourne
Product related features: Melbourne is a destination known for wining and dining. Visitors enjoy
breakfasts, lunches and dinners in eateries ranging from fine dining restaurants to quaint cafes.
With the exception of skiing, ballooning and hiking, activities in Melbourne tend to be less outdoorsy
than those in Queensland. This may contribute to a differing perception of healthy living in
Melbourne, which focuses on active sports, such as running, boxing and cycling. Visitors in
Melbourne enjoy shopping, art galleries, orchestra, symphony, comedy, the botanic gardens, and
sporting events. A road trip along the Great Ocean Road is also a popular pastime. Melbourne has a
metropolitan atmosphere, with its iconic trams, alleyways and arcades, and boutique shops which
are all a strong drawcard for visitors. In addition, the natural and rugged beauty of mountains,
alpine regions and the Victorian coastline is supplemented by grand and historic architecture
throughout the city. Melbourne is also a destination for business, with visitors coming to the region
for conferences, business meetings and to study.
Emotions: With its wintery weather, Melbourne is commonly viewed as a peaceful retreat, perfect
for a cosy getaway. It is also a city of romance and luxury and is the setting for unique experiences
or special occasions, with visitors describing their stay as magical, unforgettable and eventful.
Imagery for Melbourne is dominated by street scapes, laneways and shopping, with limited
reflection of dining experiences.

Figure 16.3.2 – Melbourne Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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London
Product related features: London is another leading European tourism destination, and as such
welcomes a variety of travellers from backpackers to those looking for a luxury experience.
Consistent with this, London has a vast range of accommodation styles and prices. Visitors to
London value convenience and want to be able to access attractions easily. Popular activities
include guided tours of the city, historic and ghost tours, visiting theatres, cathedrals and museums,
shopping and enjoying the bars and nightlife. Iconic features of the city such as the Palace, Big Ben,
the Thames River and the London Eye are also popular pastimes.
Emotions: The people of London are described as warm and welcoming, which no doubt adds to the
cosy feel of the city, offset by its wintery weather. London is also felt to be stunning, lovely, magical
and stylish.
Imagery for London depicts a combination of historic and modern landmarks, with limited display
made of shopping, museums or people.

Figure 16.3.3 – London imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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Paris
Product related features: As one of the leading tourism destinations in Europe, Paris is visited both
as part of a larger trip, as a sole destination and as part of a tour. Famous for romance, Paris is a
popular location for couples getaways and romantic holidays and honeymoons. Visitors to Paris
frequent the city’s iconic features, such as the Eiffel tower, Champs-Elysees, Arc de Triomphe, the
Louvre museum, the Moulin Rouge and Notre Dame. A centre for art and fashion, Paris also is a
popular destination for shopping and exhibitions, and the multitude of restaurants and European
style cafes make a holiday in this city one of indulgence.
Emotion: The beauty of Paris comes from its grand and historic architecture, the quaint bridges
connecting the banks of the Seine River, and the lights of the Eiffel tower. As such, visitors describe
the city as magical, wonderful and delightful.
Imagery for Paris is dominated by the Eiffel Tower (especially at night), however strong
representation is also made of other architectural icons and street scapes. Limited imagery is
apparent in regards to fashion and food.

Figure 16.3.4 – Paris Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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Bali
Product related features: Bali is portrayed in social media as a tropical paradise with beautiful
beaches and stunning natural surrounds. It is a popular tourism destination, and as such many
visitors look for tour packages, flight deals, guides and drivers. Popular activities in Bali are spa visits
and massages, shopping, cruises, eating out and enjoying the nightlife. Visitors also enjoy some
more active pastimes, such as swimming, diving and boating. Further, Bali is a location for romance,
with the destination being a popular spot for weddings and honeymoons. In addition to these usual
tourist activities Bali also offers an experience of traditional Balinese culture, in the form of temples
and cultural performances. Accommodation in Bali ranges from affordable, value for money hotels
to spacious and luxurious villas overlooking the ocean.
Emotion: Visitors to Bali describe the experience as an adventure and a memorable and exciting trip.
The Balinese people are considered friendly and helpful and contribute to the enjoyment of this
destination.
Imagery for Bali comprises a mix of resort living, Balinese architecture and water vistas. The key Bali
experience not to be included is markets and shopping.

Figure 16.3.5 – Bali Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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Fiji
Product related features: As an island getaway, Fiji is known in social media posts for romance,
relaxation and luxury. In Fiji couples can enjoy weddings and honeymoons in private locations.
Relaxing with a book either on the beach or by the pool is also a popular pastime, and visitors to this
destination prefer luxury accommodation. Other activities include diving, swimming, boating and
cruises around the island. In addition to this, the local villages of Fiji offer visitors a cultural
experience. Fiji is frequently described as a tropical paradise, and the natural beauty and tranquillity
offered by the scenic surrounds draw visitors to this destination. Finally, as a tourism destination,
many visitors look for package deals and promotions when planning their trip.
Emotion: Fiji is often described as a dream destination. Visitors find the island beautiful, amazing,
wonderful and fun.
Imagery for Fiji is dominated by water vistas and resort experiences.

Figure 16.3.6 – Fiji Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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Hawaii
Product related features: Hawaii is widely portrayed in social media posts as a beach vacation
destination. The island’s tropical waters, friendly and welcoming people and mountainous terrain
make this location a place for adventure and family holidays, similar to Queensland. Favourite
destinations include Waikiki beach and Honolulu. Visitors to Hawaii enjoy activities such as golfing,
swimming, boating, fishing and hiking. Cruises around the islands are also popular, as well as visiting
historical sites such as Pearl Harbour. In addition to being a family destination, Hawaii is also a
popular location for romantic getaways, weddings and honeymoons, with the natural beauty of the
island a perfect backdrop. Holiday makers have a strong preference for beach front accommodation
in Hawaii, with villas and resorts the most popular choice. A focus on Hawaiian culture is also
apparent here, with locals sharing their heritage through dances, performances and food.
Emotion: Hawaii is described as beautiful, stunning, charming and welcoming; a reflection on both
the natural beauty of the island and the Hawaiian people.
Imagery for Hawaii is focused on the beauty of the natural landscape, including beaches. Little to no
representation is made as to shopping or American culture.

Figure 16.3.7 – Hawaii Imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.
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New Zealand
Product related features: New Zealand is portrayed through social media posts as being the home of
breathtaking scenery and adventure activities. Visitors to this country typically partake in a
sightseeing holiday and an adventure trip. Popular activities include caving, bungy jumping,
skydiving, jet boating, hiking, skiing, snowboarding and 4x4 driving. A cruise on Milford Sound is also
a common activity, with this area a popular place to take in the natural beauty of New Zealand.
Many travellers choose to navigate the islands by car, allowing them to make stops as desired. In
addition, walking tours and Lord of the Rings guided packages are also available. New Zealand’s
wine region also makes this destination popular for food and wine lovers, and secluded alpine
getaways are perfect for romance.
Emotions: An action packed New Zealand adventure is described as wonderful, best, and an amazing
experience. Visitors also associate this destination with beauty and stunning scenery.
Imagery for New Zealand is dominated by scenic vistas, including snow and mountains. Lesser
inclusion is made of shopping and dining experiences.

Figure 16.3.8 - New Zealand imagery

Source: Instagram. Not to be reproduced.

Figure 16.3.9 below provides a more concise summary of the thematic analysis comparison
outcomes at the comparative destination level.
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Figure 16.3.9 – Summary of thematic analysis for Queensland destinations versus comparative destinations

Based on social media mentions and qualitative analysis of image posts
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Note: While it could be said that the buildings/architecture of Queensland's destinations (except for the Gold Coast's theme parks) do not have a
comparable level of 'visitor pull' as those for Sydney, Paris and London, they are noted in Figure 16.3.8 above for they are still special features of the
relevant destination that consumers have highlighted via social media posts.
Figure 16.3.10 below provides a summary of the destination personality characteristics. Please note that 50 separate personality characteristics exist across
the individual Queensland profile descriptions, and as such the below contains only a summarised version of these.

Figure 16.3.10 – Summary of personality attributes for Queensland destinations versus comparative destinations

Based on social media mentions and qualitative analysis of image posts
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The majority of experiences which are strongly identifiable as unique that are being communicated
through social media posts are those that fall in the iconic building/architecture category,
summarised in Figure 16.3.8 above. The iconic architectural attractions of Sydney, Paris and London
help set these destinations apart from others. They all offer nature and adventure experiences to
back up their signature experience, but it is the iconic built attractions that are the primary focus of
social media posts. The stories attached to these icons help make them compelling. While iconic
buildings/architecture is not part of Queensland's current tourism offering it is a major undertaking
that could be considered and developed in the long term. The Gold Coast's theme parks emerge as
Queensland's strongest competitive advantage in terms of manufactured/built visitor drawcards.
All of Queensland's destinations except for the Gold Coast and Brisbane (because of its business and
lifestyle components), rely on natural wonders such as reef, whales, turtles, beaches and islands as
their strongest visitor drawcards. Images of Queensland's natural wonders in posted social media
are stunning, and at times there was a level of interactivity and emotion that was likely to encourage
others to imagine themselves participating in such experience. These natural wonders of
Queensland are not easily replicated, however they are not unique either. While the Great Barrier
Reef could be considered the best reef in the world, there is still opportunity for consumers seeking
a reef experience to make a trade-off and visit another reef which may not be the best but provides
a stronger value proposition: price-based; or which delivers a more rounded experience by providing
other added benefits (e.g. culture, local markets, regionalised architecture, stunning resorts etc.):
quality-based.
Destinations that offer a strong nature experience (green and/or blue) tend to also have a
complimentary adventure component, and this is supported by the social media analysis. Nature is a
platform for many outdoor adventure experiences. Hence, outdoor adventure, whether hard or
soft, featured in social media posts at least on some level for almost all of Queensland's
destinations. Consumer perceptions on social media also highlight recognition of the adventure
theme as a feature for New Zealand, Hawaii and, through road trips, for Melbourne.
The comparative destinations which are perceived to have a strong iconic building / architecture
element also tended to be perceived by consumers in social media posts to have a strong lifestyle
element. Sydney, Paris and London are associated through social media posts to have a clear
food/wine/dining element along with other lifestyle features such as shopping and nightlife.
Melbourne and New Zealand were also perceived to offer many of these types of experiences. Of
the Queensland destinations, Southern Queensland Country and the Sunshine Coast had clear
association with the lifestyle theme through food/wine/dining but their offer is narrower than that
of comparative lifestyle destinations. The importance of restaurants/hospitality as part of overall
visitor experience of a destination was highlighted earlier in the reviews analysis.
The destination positioning charts displayed at the end of the chapter for each of the Queensland
destinations listed their marketing 'destination personality' which were rated according to whether
there was strong, some or little evidence of that attribute in the social media mentions or image
analysis. There is limited overlap of these numerous personality attributes for Queensland's
destinations and so in Figure 16.3.10 six personality attributes that were identified as the most
common across the 21 destinations analysed were selected.
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A common perceptual theme running through all social media posts across the 13 Queensland
destinations is that it is friendly. While some Queensland destinations are seen to be more strongly
associated with this attribute than others, this element is conveyed for all. Findings from the social
media reviews analysis displayed in previous chapters identified that the friendliness of staff in
particular helps drive positive impressions for Queensland, and it is a core strength to maintain. This
is one area where consumer expectations are clearly being met by a Queensland holiday.
Consumers perceive a number of Queensland's destinations to be relaxing; as indicated by their
social media posts. This destination personality attribute is particularly seen to be a feature of the
Fraser Coast and the Whitsundays - as well as for Bali, Fiji and Hawaii. Brisbane is the only capital
city in this study to be perceived as having some association with the attribute of relaxing which
probably an inherited Queensland attribute.
Essentially, the majority of Queensland's destinations are seen via social media posts to provide
nature and adventure experiences, albeit to varying degrees and through different activities or
approaches. Brisbane is the only Queensland destination not seen to be associated with nature
experiences, and along with Southern Queensland Country, is also not perceived as a destination to
seek out adventure experiences. Brisbane's strength is perceived to be based around Queensland
lifestyle, and specifically for major events and cultural pursuits; both areas which are not seen to be
associated with any other Queensland destinations. If anything, the essence of Brisbane seems to
be that it is the ‘city-representation’ of Queensland and as such it ‘borrows’ or has inherited some of
the personality attributes of Queensland and it’s other destinations.
Hawaii and New Zealand are also seen to offer nature and adventure experiences, however for New
Zealand the activities to satisfy the desire for these types of experiences are seen to be different
(mountains, snow sports, for example).
A key experience identified through social media, and particularly for Sydney, London and Paris, is
around iconic buildings/architecture. Their iconic built architecture make their destinations stand
out in social media posts, and are features that have reached iconic status that the real thing is a
'must see'. Aside from the Gold Coast theme parks (and to an extent the temporary Brisbane Eye),
Queensland built experiences do not feature strongly in social media posts.
To support Queensland's awe-inspiring natural attractions, an iconic architectural wonder that
cannot be copied as it would be strongly aligned with a powerful, authentic experience is a major
undertaking that could be dreamed about for Queensland tourism in the long term. Failing that,
Queensland is perceived in social media posts to have remarkable natural wonders that can be
explored in a relaxed manner while being served by friendly people.
The way consumers view Queensland's tourism experiences relative to comparative destinations is
summarised in Figure 16.3.11.
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Figure 16.3.11 – How consumers see Queensland's tourism experiences relative to comparative destinations
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Chapter 17: Mature Destinations
The Queensland destinations represent a range of different offers to the market, with each
destination offering differing levels and types of products, as well as differing levels of maturity
within the tourism sector. For the purposes of better understanding the product experience across
Queensland two core classifications have been used: mature and emerging destinations.
Mature destinations within Queensland are:


Brisbane



Gold Coast



Sunshine Coast



Tropical North Queensland



The Whitsundays.

This chapter highlights the reviews analysis, the product impact model and the product impact /
frequency model for mature destinations. All the findings in this chapter draw from the TripAdvisor
reviews data referenced previously.

17.1 Destination Experiences & Reviews Analysis
Destination Review Scores

The TripAdvisor process requires consumers to rate a product overall on a scale of 1 to 5 where 5
represents ‘excellent’ and 1 represents ‘terrible’. A total of 6,465 reviews were extracted across the
five mature destinations from the period 1 October 2013 to 31 March 2014. Total reviews
comprised of:
 2,188 accommodation reviews
 1,311 tour operator reviews
 1,784 attractions reviews
 1,182 restaurant and hospitality operator reviews.
The majority of these reviews were positive receiving a score of 4 or 5 out of a possible score of 5
(Figure 17.1.1). Approximately one in ten reviews were ‘neutral’ reviews scoring 3 out of 5 and a
similar proportion provided a negative score of 1 or 2 out of 5.
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Figure 17.1.1 – Mature Destinations Review Score Summary

Over half (54%) of the mature destination review scores were classified as ‘excellent’ (score of 5)
and this is quite comparable to emerging destinations (51%). Tour operator products received very
positive review scores with a heavy skew towards scores of 5. Accommodation, attractions and
restaurant and hospitality operators were generally spread over scores of 4 and 5. Slightly more
negative scores were received for accommodation and restaurant and hospitality products,
compared to tour operator products and attractions.
Figure 17.1.2 – Mature Destinations Review Score Breakdown

This high skew towards positive review scores implies that the consumer experience across
mature destinations is of a high standard overall. In addition to these review scores, the text-based
commentary in TripAdvisor has been analysed for deeper insights into the consumer experience.
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Destination Product Attribute Mentions

The TripAdvisor process provides an open field for text-based commentary to support the review
score. There are no guidelines on the nature of the content or character limits. Some reviews were
extremely comprehensive while others were limited.
The text-based commentary was analysed by firstly identifying core product attributes evident
within the commentary. Each product attribute identified was then manually coded for sentiment;
that is, whether the sentiment expressed regarding the attribute was positive, negative, neutral or
no mention. A total frame of 319 possible product attributes was developed for the purpose of
coding the commentary, of which 119 product attributes were nominated for accommodation, 57
for tour operators, 64 for attractions and 79 for restaurant and hospitality (see Figure 17.1.3).
Figure 17.1.3 – Product Attribute Factors
Accommodation

Tour Operators

Attractions

Restaurant & Hospitality
operators

119

57

64

79

The 319 product attributes mentioned within the text provided with the 6,465 reviews were
analysed to determine:
 Number of mentions - how frequently consumers mentioned the specific attributes
 Influence of each of the attributes on the overall review score - its impact
In terms of number of mentions, highlights of the reviews for mature destination products is
summarised at an overall level in Figure 17.1.4 and shows that mature Queensland destinations are
generally strong in terms of provision of friendly, helpful, professional and experienced staff across
all four product types (accommodation, tours, attractions and restaurant and hospitality operators).
Tour operators garnered more positive reviews consistently within the commentary provided and at
a higher level than noted for emerging destinations. Accommodation facilities in mature destinations
were commented upon more favourably, for example the pools and water parks were a stand out
feature for visitors. Brisbane, the Whitsundays and Tropical North Queensland were more likely to
be destinations receiving a higher level of positive reviews and commentary.
Negative comments in TripAdvisor reviews were related to service and pricing components across all
four product types. Positive reviews for service outnumbered negative reviews, however it was still
the most represented category within the negative reviews. This is due primarily to the highly
personalised nature of service and hence the potential for the experience to be highly influenced by
individual staff members. For price, a common consumer gripe regardless of the industry in
question, it was found that negative comments were most likely amongst Attractions and Restaurant
and Hospitality Operators. A further theme for negative comments related specifically to the
accommodation category and was focused on the dated décor; however this was raised to a slightly
lesser extent for mature destinations than noted in emerging destinations.
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Figure 17.1.4 – Mature Destinations Product Attribute Highlights

Accommodation Product Attribute Mentions

Figure 17.1.5 displays a summary of the accommodation service attributes mentioned in reviews
across mature Queensland destinations. The charts show the top 20 overall mentions (positive,
neutral or negative), the top 20 positive mentions and top 20 negative mentions. They also show the
20 least mentioned accommodation attributes from the total list of 119 service attributes identified
for this product type.
Overall, the research identified that if a service attribute is mentioned in a TripAdvisor review the
overall balance of the comments related to this attribute tend to be positive in the majority of
instances. Hence the list of overall mentions and positive mentions are quite similar.
For accommodation, the higher skew towards positive mentions is apparent for room, service and
location factors:
 Room: general quality mentions in addition to specific mentions of the view, cleanliness of
the room, size and comfort of the room and comfortable bed(s). The room overall received
far more positive reviews for mature destinations in contrast to emerging destinations.
 Service: general mentions of customer service but also specific mentions of friendliness and
helpfulness of staff.
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 Location: especially proximity to the beach, shops, cafes and restaurants.
The pool, water parks and other accommodation facilities were also widely mentioned in a positive
context for mature destinations in contrast to emerging destinations. The other core difference for
mature destinations was more positive references in review commentary regarding the breakfast
quality and provision.
A number of service attributes appeared in both the top positive and top negative lists indicating
that mixed impressions were gained by visitors. While most were highly positive there were some
inconsistencies. The room and service overall received mixed reviews of both a positive and negative
perspective. The issue of décor and modernity of rooms and facilities arose for both mature and
emerging destinations, however was marginally less of an issue for the mature market.
Figure 17.1.5 – Accommodation Product Attribute Mentions
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Tour Operator Product Attribute Mentions

Figure 17.1.6 displays a summary of the 57 tour operator service attributes mentioned in reviews
across the mature destinations broken out by positive and negative mentions. Overall, if a service
attribute is mentioned in a TripAdvisor review the overall balance of the comments related to this
attribute tend to be positive. As a category, tour operators received far more positive mentions
across the service attributes, particularly for the mature destinations.
For tour operators, the most positive mentions were related to service overall especially the
friendliness of staff which was commented on to a much higher degree than in emerging
destinations. The facilities in general received positive comments from 2 in 5 reviews and further
highlighted the food components as being quite topical for tours. Tour operators in mature
destinations also received positive mentions regarding the fun nature of the experience.
There was not a high level of negative mentions for the tour operator reviews for mature
destinations collectively. Price overall and service overall (despite also being a positive factor) were
the most criticised. More specific attributes garnered very little negative mention.
Figure 17.1.6 – Tour Operator Product Attribute Mentions
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Attractions Product Attribute Mentions

Figure 17.1.7 displays a summary of the 64 attractions service attributes mentioned in reviews
across mature destinations broken out by positive and negative mentions. Overall, if a service
attribute is mentioned in a TripAdvisor review the overall balance of the comments related to this
attribute tend to be positive (apart from price in this instance). As a category, attractions consisted
of quite diverse products meaning that the factors commented upon for one attraction might vary
significantly for another. For attractions, the most positive mentions were for it being a fun
experience. Given a wide variety of attraction types included in the reviews analysis, core product
features such as the animal displays, attractions, interactive, rides and information conveyed all
received positive mentions. While service attributes were in amongst the positive mention list they
were somewhat lower than where they typically appeared for all other product types
(accommodation, tour operators and restaurant and hospitality operators). Service attributes getting
more positive mentions include friendliness, knowledge, entertaining and helpful staff. Price,
particularly the food and entrance prices, were the attributes most commented upon in a negative
context. In contrast to emerging destinations there were more positive mentions for venues overall,
rides and location attributes. Friendliness of staff was more often positively referenced in emerging
destinations (even though it is a core positive element for mature destinations as well).
Figure 17.1.7 – Attractions Product Attribute Mentions
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Restaurant & Hospitality Operators Product Attribute Mentions

Figure 17.1.8 displays a summary of the 79 restaurant and hospitality operator service attributes
mentioned in reviews across mature destinations broken out by positive and negative mentions. As
would be anticipated for a restaurant review, almost all reviews contained some mention of taste or
food quality of the provider. In addition to positive mentions of food and taste, service attributes;
primarily friendliness of staff; received a high number of positive mentions. To a slightly lesser
extent, speed of service, knowledge of staff, helpfulness, attentiveness and staff engagement /
interaction also received positive mentions. Venue attributes including the convenience of the
location and view were also among some of the more topical positive attributes. Price attributes
were generally the most commented upon negative component to reviews for restaurants and
hospitality operators on TripAdvisor. While service and taste / food quality were most positively
commented upon, they were also factors that received negative mentions as well. Service overall
was mentioned in a negative context slightly more often in mature destinations in contrast to
emerging destinations.
Figure 17.1.8 – Restaurant & Hospitality Operators Product Attribute Mentions
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17.2 Product Impact Model
The influence or impact each of the product attributes specified within the TripAdvisor reviews had
on the overall product review score was also analysed. Regression modelling was used to measure
the extent of influence that each attribute has on the review score and each attribute was also
classified as having a high, moderate or limited influence on the final review score.
This data was used to develop an overall product impact model for mature Queensland destinations.
An overall review score for mature destinations was constructed (as this does not exist on review
sites) and put through multiple regression models to understand at the product category level which
products have relatively more influence or less influence on the overall visitor experience to mature
destinations. The results are displayed in model form (see Figure 17.2.1) and clearly illustrate the
extent to which the product types influence review scores, and the key product attributes within
each product type that are having the main impact on reviews.
The mature destination model (see Figure 17.2.1) shows the following:
 Accommodation providers, attractions and tour operators all have relatively similar levels of
influence on the mature destination experience based on the impact weight scores at the
category level. For mature destinations this indicates that the investment in, maturity of and
the wide visitation of attractions and tours has yielded in terms of building perceptions of the
destinations. As a result, there is slightly less emphasis on restaurant reviews even though
these still contribute to forming of overall perceptions.
 Within accommodation, service levels generally have the greatest influence, but obtain
mixed reviews of both positive and negative comments, indicating that there may be a level
of inconsistency within accommodation service provision in mature destinations. The next
most important specific service attributes within accommodation are facilities and friendliness
of staff with both of these receiving mainly positive comments. Room attributes are slightly
more likely to receive mixed reviews. The top four influence factors for mature destinations
are in line with the high influence factors for accommodation in emerging markets. However
for mature destinations the availability of staff, toiletries, the proximity to cafes and
restaurants and tea and coffee in the room are all having more influence on the review scores
given. In part this represents the type of visitor to mature destinations and the type of product
available in mature destinations.
 Within tour operators, service overall, friendliness of staff and professionalism of staff are
important and mostly have positive perceptions. The influence of service attributes is quite
consistent for both mature and emerging destinations and these are generally positive
components of the review. More unique for mature destinations are some of the other high
influence attributes including ease of access, knowledge of staff, dietary options, price overall
and facilities overall. The fun nature of the experience is the primary experiential driver of
influence for mature markets as opposed to some of the other experience descriptors. Value
for money for tour operators in mature destinations is attracting more variable perceptions.
 Within tourism attractions it is apparent the increased level of influence attractions as a
category has on forming perceptions of the destinations with a high number of attributes
shown to be of high influence on the review score. Facilities overall, location, helpfulness of
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staff and price overall are the core influencing factors with more emphasis being put on
location convenience and slightly less emphasis on price overall. Prices overall and value for
money though are receiving mixed reviews, while food and entrance prices are obtaining
mainly negative reviews. Given the differing nature of attractions across the destinations
there are quite a number of shifts in relative influence of the product attributes that are
related to fundamental differences in the products.
 Within the restaurant and hospitality operator category, the most influential factor for
mature destinations is friendliness of staff and it is obtaining mainly positive reviews. While
taste / food quality and service overall are still very important impact factors they have been
shuffled backwards just slightly in terms of rank order of impact. However, both taste / food
quality and service elements contain slightly more mixed reviews of both a positive and
negative nature. Other service attributes including attentiveness, helpfulness, availability, staff
engagement and speed of service are all relatively more important in the model for mature
destinations in contrast to the emerging destinations.

The model illustrating the level of impact for each of the industry areas as well as the specific
product attributes within each industry, is shown on the following page.

Interpretation guide for the following Product Impact Model
Area of particular strength and Area of particular weakness
These are product attributes which are mentioned more frequently in a positive context or more frequently in a
negative context for the destination. They represent those attributes which are more prominent.
Area of particular strength/weakness in the moderate influence list
Moderate influence attributes are still important to the overall perceptions of the product. Those moderate
influence attributes which are also mentioned more often in a positive or negative context warrant highlighting
rather than being mixed in with all lower mentioned attributes.
Both pos & neg
These are product attributes which are mentioned more frequently in a positive context as well as more
frequently in a negative context for the destination. They represent those attributes which are more prominent.
↑ Stronger influence c.f. total QLD
These are product attributes showing a higher rank order/level of influence on review scores for the destination
compared to the where the same product attribute appears in the Total Queensland Product Impact Model. An
arrow indicating a weaker influence equals lower rank order.
Importance %
The percentages of impact/importance provide an ability to rank order the product attributes and provide cut
points between product attributes with high and moderate levels of influence on review scores. Because of the
large number of product attributes included in the regression modelling there is little actual difference in many of
the percentages shown within these product types. The percentages of impact/importance are commonly
displayed for regression models as an indicator of weight.
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Figure 17.2.1 – Product Impact Model for Mature Destinations
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17.3 Product Impact / Frequency model
To understand where the destination overall needs to focus its attention in order to drive up positive
reviews, the level of influence of each product attribute needs to be assessed in regard to the
current level of mention and whether this is positive or negative (as shown in Chapter 17.1 reviews
analysis).
To identify these priority areas for focus, a matrix-design model was developed through a
combination of the frequency of mention and level of influence results for the product attributes;
similarly to that produced for Queensland and explained in section 1.7.
Figure 17.3.1 below is the Product Impact/Frequency model which has been overlayed with the
Queensland data for mature destinations. In the top right box are those product attributes that
consumers are mentioning frequently in the reviews and which also have a high influence on the
overall review score. The product attributes in red are being commented on negatively, and those in
green are a particular strength as indicated by positive comments. Those attributes highlighted in
orange are being commented on both positively and negatively at a reasonable level suggesting
inconsistent delivery. Attributes which are not colour coded are primarily positive mentions but not
to the same extent as those in green. The strategy is to take action for negatives, and to maintain
the positives.
Each destination chapter in this report provides more specific guidance at a destination level and
should also be referenced. The six groups of product attributes for mature destinations in
Queensland shows:
1. High impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 1 and 4)
The product attributes in this square have a high level of influence on the review score and are
frequently mentioned within comments. These are the key product attributes that constitute the
most important and valued components of the tourism experience in this destination. Mature
destinations most need to focus on delivering these product attributes at a high quality level in order
to gain competitive advantage and to obtain repeat business in the current market. The elements
for mature destinations requiring most attention in this segment for the various product types are:
 Service and room overall in the accommodation category. While most reviews are positive
these are the two areas which also achieve a reasonable proportion of negative critiques in
review commentary and they have a high influence.
 Taste / food quality and service overall in the restaurant category. While the bulk of review
mentions are positive in nature there are a reasonable proportion of negative mentions
which may be having a strong influence on review scores.
 Price overall in the attraction category. Again, while most reviews are positive this attribute
has some negative mentions and may require action to address.
 It is important to maintain the core strengths noted in the tour operator and attractions
especially in relation to the fun nature of the experience and reflecting this back through
enhancements and communication focused on ‘fun’.
 Friendliness of staff is an attribute of high impact to maintain for all product types.
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2. High impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 2 and 5)
The product attributes in this square have a high level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. These are the critical improvement areas for
Queensland in that they have a greater impact on increasing or decreasing the review score and, if
the volume of positive mentions of these could be increased they could act as ‘pull factors’
potentially attracting more visitors to mature destinations. The service elements requiring most
attention in this segment are:
 Within accommodation the décor of rooms is clearly flagged as an opportunity for
improvement. Currently a reasonable level of negative mentions exist around the decor (and
also modernity) of rooms and this is shaping some more negative perceptions of Queensland
accommodation particularly in mature destinations where accommodation is more likely to
be older (and potentially a little ‘tired’) but where expectations of better quality would be
higher.
 Entrance and food prices for attractions could also be further considered in light of visitor
feedback with minor concern of these elements around the pricing value proposition. Some
attractions are receiving a mix of positive and negative reviews for value for money. It is
also important to maintain the interactivity element of attractions which is receiving positive
comment.
3. High impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 3 and 6)
The product attributes in this square have a high level of influence on the review score and a limited
level of mention. These could be considered to be the ‘must have’ product attributes that must
always be high quality.





For accommodation, these are elements such as not having an unpleasant odour in the
room and ensuring tea and coffee provisions are stocked. If these product attributes are not
delivered it can cause review scores to decline. Alternatively elements such as good
toiletries can be a minor ‘delight’ factor in that they are not expected and so are a pleasant,
and appreciated surprise when delivered.
For restaurants and hospitality providers some of these minor elements include the coffee
quality, seating and presentation of food.
There are a lot of high influence minor factors for attractions related to the facilities
primarily. This includes safety (of core importance), signage, seating and spacious or wellpresented facilities.

4. Moderate impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 7 and 10)
The product attributes in this square have a moderate level of influence on the review score and are
also frequently mentioned within comments. Many of these product attributes may be considered
hygiene factors. They have a moderate influence on the review scores and are important enough to
be mentioned frequently as part of the review comments, but they may not make the ultimate
difference between delighting or disappointing the visitor's overall experience with the product.
These are the product/service areas where Queensland needs to maintain a high level of service
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quality to maintain their review scores, but investment in improvement in these areas may not
result in as significant increases in the review score as focusing on competitive advantage attributes.
The attributes where efforts need to be maintained include:



having a good quality food offering at accommodation facilities and for tour operators;
and
maintaining a high level of knowledge for tour guides.

5. Moderate impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 8 and 11)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. These could be considered to be the base level, core
attributes that need to be delivered to be on par, and to simply be a player in the tourism space. A
wide variety of attributes fall in this segment:
 Accommodation. Modernity of rooms moderately influences review scores and is receiving
some negative reviews. Some of the more specific room factors including comfort, set up
and modernity of the room and comfortable beds are part of this category. In addition
reception staff and the bar area are facility attributes. Value for money also falls in this
category.
 Tour operators. The nature of the experience is most prominent at this more moderate
influence moderate frequency level. The experience being described as unique, relaxing,
adventure plus having equipment provided; a more personalised approach; and information
readily available; all can enhance the tour experience. Having experienced and available staff
also serve to enhance the experience.
 Attractions. With the relatively higher influence of many of the attraction attributes for the
mature market there are only a few attributes which fall in this segment. Specifically the
displays, quality of food provided and having entertaining staff.
 Restaurants and hospitality operators. Venue attributes (including the view and atmosphere)
and food components (served to expectations, choice, size of portions and authentic cuisine)
fall in this segment of moderate impact and mention.
6. Moderate impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 9 and 12)
The product attributes in this square have a moderate level of influence on the review score and
limited level of mention within comments. These elements are nice to have, but are not generally
commented on in social media reviews.

The Product Impact/Frequency model for mature destinations is shown on the following page.
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Figure 17.3.1 – Mature Destinations Product Impact/Frequency model
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In summary, a highline overview is provided in Figure 17.3.2 about how consumer's rated the
tourism experiences in Queensland mature destinations at an overall level as well as key insights
regarding the product types.
Figure 17.3.2 – Tourism performance summary for Queensland's mature destinations
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Chapter 18: Emerging Destinations
The Queensland destinations represent a range of different offers to the market, with differing levels
and types of products as well as differing levels of maturity within the tourism sector. For the
purposes of better understanding the product experience across Queensland, two core
classifications have been used: mature and emerging destinations.
Emerging destinations within Queensland are:


Bundaberg



Capricorn



Fraser Coast



Gladstone



Mackay



Outback Queensland



Southern Queensland Country



Townsville.

This chapter highlights the reviews analysis, the product impact model and the product impact /
frequency model for emerging destinations. All the findings in this chapter draw from the
TripAdvisor reviews data referenced previously.

18.1 Destination Experiences & Reviews Analysis
Destination Review Scores

The TripAdvisor process requires consumers to rate a product overall on a scale of 1 to 5 where 5
represents ‘excellent’ and 1 represents ‘terrible’. For the emerging destinations perspective, a total
of 1,927 reviews were extracted from the period 1 October 2013 to 31 March 2014. Total reviews
comprised of:
 787 accommodation reviews
 324 tour operator reviews
 359 attractions reviews
 457 restaurant and hospitality operator reviews.
The majority of these reviews were positive receiving a score of 4 or 5 out of a possible score of 5
(Figure 18.1.1). Approximately one in ten reviews were ‘neutral’ reviews scoring 3 out of 5 and a
similar proportion provided a negative score of 1 or 2 out of 5.
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Figure 18.1.1 – Emerging Destinations Review Score Summary

Approximately half (51%) of the emerging destination review scores were classified as ‘excellent’
(score of 5) and this is quite comparable to emerging destinations (54%). Tour operator products
received very positive review scores with a heavy skew towards scores of 5. Attractions and
restaurant and hospitality operators were the next most positive. While accommodation providers
mostly received positive scores of 4 and 5 (73%) it was the category which also received the most
negative scores of 1 and 2 out of 5 (12%).
Figure 18.1.2 – Emerging Destinations Review Score Breakdown

These review scores indicate that the consumer experience across emerging destinations is of a
high standard overall. In addition to these review scores, the text based commentary in TripAdvisor
has been analysed for deeper insights into the consumer experience.
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Destination Product Attribute Mentions

The TripAdvisor process provides an open field for text based commentary to support the review
score. There are no guidelines on the nature of the content or character limits. Some reviews were
extremely comprehensive while others were limited.
The text-based commentary was analysed by firstly identifying core product attributes evident
within the commentary. Each product attribute identified was then manually coded for sentiment;
that is, whether the sentiment was positive, negative, neutral or no mention. A total frame of 319
possible product attributes was developed for the purpose of coding the commentary, of which 119
product attributes were nominated for accommodation, 57 for tour operators, 64 for attractions and
79 for restaurant and hospitality (see Figure 18.1.3).
Figure 18.1.3 – Product Attribute Factors
Accommodation

Tour Operators

Attractions

Restaurant & Hospitality
operators

119

57

64

79

The 319 product attributes within the text for 1,927 reviews were analysed to determine:
 Number of mentions - how frequently consumers mentioned the specific attributes
 Influence of each of the attributes on the overall review score - its impact
In terms of number of mentions, highlights of the reviews for emerging destination products is
summarised at an overall level in Figure 18.1.4 and the positive theme around customer service was
apparent across all products in the emerging destinations. Accommodation products received more
positive mentions on many room elements including cleanliness, comfort, size and set up of the
room and this was to a greater level than appeared in mature destinations. However, the negative
mentions of poor or dated décor was also slightly more pronounced for emerging destinations.
The reviews for attractions indicated that visitors are getting a high quality level of content when
they visit the emerging destination attractions. Reviews are much more focused on content rather
than elements of the attraction and the nature of the experience which is more pronounced for
mature destinations.
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Figure 18.1.4 – Emerging Destinations Product Attribute Highlights

Accommodation Product Attribute Mentions

Figure 18.1.5 displays a summary of the accommodation service attributes mentioned in reviews
across emerging Queensland destinations. The charts show the top 20 overall mentions (positive,
neutral or negative), the top 20 positive mentions and top 20 negative mentions. They also show the
20 least mentioned accommodation attributes from the total list of 119 attributes identified for this
product type.
Overall, the research identified that if a service attribute is mentioned in a TripAdvisor review the
overall balance of the comments related to this attribute tend to be positive in the majority of
instances. Hence the list of overall mentions and positive mentions are quite similar.
For accommodation, the most positive mentions are for room, service and location factors:
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 Room: general quality mentions in addition to specific mentions of the cleanliness of the
room. At a lower level the comfort and size of the room, the view, the comfort of the bed(s)
and room set up all feature in the most positive mentions.
 Service: general mentions of customer service but also specific mentions of friendliness and
helpfulness of staff.
 Location: especially proximity to the cafes, restaurants and shops.
A number of service attributes appeared in both the top positive and top negative lists indicating
that mixed impressions were gained by visitors. While most were highly positive there were some
inconsistencies. The room and service overall received mixed reviews of both a positive and negative
perspective. The issue of décor and modernity of rooms and facilities arose for both mature and
emerging destinations, however at a higher level in the emerging market.
Figure 18.1.5 – Accommodation Product Attribute Mentions
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Tour Operator Product Attribute Mentions

Figure 18.1.6 displays a summary of the 57 tour operator service attributes mentioned in reviews
across the emerging destinations broken out by positive and negative mentions. Overall, if a service
attribute is mentioned in a TripAdvisor review the overall balance of the comments related to this
attribute tends to be positive.
For tour operators, the most positive mentions were related to service overall especially the
friendliness of staff. Subsequent to this the nature of the experience was commented on positively
both fun or enjoyable. There were a wide variety of other mentions however these were at a low
level generally.
There was not a high level of negative mentions for the tour operator reviews for emerging
destinations collectively. Price overall and service overall (despite also being a positive factor) were
the most criticised. More specific attributes garnered very little negative mention.
Figure 18.1.6 – Tour Operator Product Attribute Mentions
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Attractions Product Attribute Mentions

Figure 18.1.7 displays a summary of the 64 attractions service attributes mentioned in reviews
across emerging destinations broken out by positive and negative mentions. Overall, if a service
attribute is mentioned in a TripAdvisor review the overall balance of the comments related to this
attribute tend to be positive. As a category, attractions consisted of quite diverse products meaning
that the factors commented upon for one attraction might vary significantly for another.
For attractions the most positive mentions were related to the information content and quality and
it being a fun experience. In general the visitor experience appears to have been more quality
content driven rather than attractions driven with a high relative proportion of positive mentions
also for the knowledge of staff, displays, interactivity, talks, presentation quality and visual
presentation. This is also likely to be a reflection of the nature of the attractions in emerging
destinations compared to those in mature destinations. Friendliness of staff was more often
positively referenced in emerging destinations (even though it is a core positive element for mature
destinations as well). There were very few negative mentions for attractions with price being the
most critiqued. More specific negative mentions related to price focused slightly more so on the
entrance price however entrance prices were also mentioned in a relatively positive context.
Figure 18.1.7 – Attractions Product Attribute Mentions
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Restaurant and Hospitality Operators Product Attribute Mentions

Figure 18.1.8 displays a summary of the 79 restaurant and hospitality operator service attributes
mentioned in reviews across emerging destinations broken out by positive and negative mentions.
Overall, if a service attribute is mentioned in a TripAdvisor review the overall balance of the
comments related to this attribute tend to be positive. As would be anticipated for a restaurant
review, almost all reviews contained some mention of taste or food quality of the provider. In
addition, service attributes: primarily friendliness of staff; received a high number of positive
mentions. To a lesser extent: speed of service; staff engagement / interaction; attentiveness; and
helpfulness of staff also received positive mentions. The venue overall was positively commented
upon in approximately one quarter of the reviews and this was at a much higher level of positive
mentions in emerging destinations than noted for mature destinations. The menu and choice
selection were also positively commented upon for emerging destinations. Price attributes were
generally the most commented upon negative component to reviews for restaurants and hospitality
operators on TripAdvisor. While service and taste / food quality were most positively commented
upon, they were also factors that received negative mentions as well. Service overall was mentioned
in a negative context slightly less often in emerging destinations in contrast to mature destinations.
Figure 18.1.8 – Restaurant & Hospitality Operators Product Attribute Mentions
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18.2 Product Impact Model
The influence or impact each of the product attributes specified within the TripAdvisor reviews had
on the overall product review score was also analysed. Regression modelling was used to measure
the extent of influence an attribute has on the overall review score and each attribute was classified
as having a high, moderate or limited influence on the final review score given for that product.
This data was used to develop an overall product impact model for emerging Queensland
destinations. An overall review score for emerging destinations was constructed (as this does not
exist on review sites) and put through multiple regression models to understand at the product
category level which products have relatively more influence or less influence on the overall visitor
experience. The results are displayed in model form (see Figure 18.2.1) and clearly illustrate the
extent to which the product types influence review scores, and the key product attributes within
each product type that are having the main impact on reviews.
The emerging destination model (see Figure 18.2.1) shows the following:
 Accommodation providers have substantially more impact on the overall perceptions of
emerging destinations, followed by restaurant and hospitality operators and finally
attractions and tour operators. When contrasted against mature destinations this highlights
the core strength of attractions and tours in mature destinations as opposed to emerging
destinations at this time (although it is noted that some major attractions exist in certain
destinations). What this means is that the current visitor focus reverts back to the primary
experience of the accommodation and greater priority is placed on this element.
 Within accommodation, service levels generally have the greatest influence, but obtain
mixed reviews of both positive and negative comments, indicating that there may be a level
of inconsistency with accommodation service provision in emerging destinations (as is also
the case in mature destinations). The second most influencing attribute is friendliness of staff
specifically, and the third at a slightly lower level is facilities overall; both are receiving mainly
positive perceptions. The décor and modernity of rooms and facilities are highlighted as being
quite influential in driving overall reviews on accommodation in emerging destinations, and is
an area receiving mainly negative reviews. Check-in is flagged as a high influence factor in
emerging destinations which is more prominent than noted for mature destinations where
more modern methods or higher standard of check-in may be apparent.
 Within tour operators there are three high influence attributes that strongly drive review
scores; these being: service overall; friendliness of staff; and the information conveyed.
Information conveyed aligns with the more moderately influential attributes of knowledge of
staff and knowledge of tour guides. The quality of food provided is a moderate influence
factor that is more unique to emerging destinations. Value for money is also a moderate
influence factor and is receiving mixed reviews.
 Within tourism attractions in emerging destinations, value for money is the most influential
product attribute. The second most influential attribute is perceptions of price overall and
while this is also a core factor in mature destinations it is more of a focus for emerging
destinations. Currently the content regarding price is highly variable. Information and quality
of food are also high influence factors and are more prominent for emerging destinations.
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Service elements including friendliness and helpfulness of staff are high influence attributes
but at a slightly lower level. Given the differing nature of attractions across the destinations
there are quite a number of shifts in relative influence of the product attributes that are
related to fundamental differences in the products.
 Within the restaurant and hospitality operator category, the most influential factor for
emerging destinations is taste / food quality which is also the most commented upon
attribute in reviews for mature destinations. While most of these comments for emerging
destinations are positive there is a relatively high degree of negative mentions. Price, both
overall and meal prices, are the second and third most important attributes and may be
interrelated against judgements of taste and food quality. Service attributes do not factor as
strongly in the emerging destination product impact model as they do for mature destinations
indicating that the value proposition really is focused on the price paid for the food
experience. While it is expected that service attributes are important to maintain at a high
level, currently this is not a strong core distinguishing factor in contrast to food and price
components.

The model illustrating the level of impact for each of the industry areas as well as the specific
product attributes within each industry, is shown on the following page.

Interpretation guide for the following Product Impact Model
Area of particular strength and Area of particular weakness
These are product attributes which are mentioned more frequently in a positive context or more frequently in a
negative context for the destination. They represent those attributes which are more prominent.
Area of particular strength/weakness in the moderate influence list
Moderate influence attributes are still important to the overall perceptions of the product. Those moderate
influence attributes which are also mentioned more often in a positive or negative context warrant highlighting
rather than being mixed in with all lower mentioned attributes.
Both pos & neg
These are product attributes which are mentioned more frequently in a positive context as well as more
frequently in a negative context for the destination. They represent those attributes which are more prominent.
↑ Stronger influence c.f. total QLD
These are product attributes showing a higher rank order/level of influence on review scores for the destination
compared to the where the same product attribute appears in the Total Queensland Product Impact Model. An
arrow indicating a weaker influence equals lower rank order.
Importance %
The percentages of impact/importance provide an ability to rank order the product attributes and provide cut
points between product attributes with high and moderate levels of influence on review scores. Because of the
large number of product attributes included in the regression modelling there is little actual difference in many of
the percentages shown within these product types. The percentages of impact/importance are commonly
displayed for regression models as an indicator of weight.
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Figure 18.2.1 – Product Impact Model for Emerging Destinations
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18.3 Product Impact / Frequency model
To understand where the destination overall needs to focus its attention in order to drive up positive
reviews, the level of influence of each product attribute needs to be assessed in regard to the
current level of mention and whether this is positive or negative (as shown in Chapter 18.1 reviews
analysis).
To identify these priority areas for focus, a matrix-design model was developed through a
combination of the frequency of mention and level of influence results for the product attributes;
similarly to that produced for Queensland and explained in section 1.7.
Figure 18.3.1 below is the Product Impact/Frequency model which has been overlayed with the
Queensland data for mature destinations. In the top right box are those product attributes that
consumers are mentioning frequently in the reviews and which also have a high influence on the
overall review score. The product attributes in red are being commented on negatively, and those in
green are a particular strength as indicated by positive comments. Those attributes highlighted in
orange are being commented on both positively and negatively at a reasonable level suggesting
inconsistent delivery. Attributes which are not colour coded are primarily positive mentions but not
to the same extent as those in green. The strategy is to take action for negatives, and to maintain
the positives.
Each destination chapter in this report provides more specific guidance at a destination level and
should also be referenced. The six groups of product attributes for emerging destinations in
Queensland shows:
1. High impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 1 and 4)
The product attributes in this square have a high level of influence on the review score and are
frequently mentioned within comments. As the key product attributes that constitute the most
important and valued components of the tourism experience in this destination, these are the
product attributes that emerging destinations most needs to focus on delivering at a high quality
level in order to gain competitive advantage and obtain repeat business in the current market. The
elements for emerging destinations requiring most attention in this square for the various product
types are:
 Accommodation: Inconsistencies in perception appear for service and room elements. Both
of these components receive mostly positive review mentions but also attract a reasonable
number of negative mentions. The friendliness of staff and facilities overall received
generally positive references in reviews and are areas to maintain.
 Tour Operators: Service, and specifically friendliness of staff, are high influence areas
receiving mostly positive reviews for this category.
 Attractions: Price overall is flagged in this square of the model which is an area receiving
mixed reviews indicating that the value proposition may need to be considered for some
attractions in emerging destinations. Having a fun, informative and / or interactive
experience supported by friendly staff will assist in solidifying value propositions.
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 Restaurants: As with attractions, the value proposition may need consideration as this is
where review scores have the potential to decline if either pricing or taste / food quality
elements are not in alignment.
2. High impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 2 and 5)
The product attributes in this square have a high level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. These are the critical improvement areas for emerging
destinations in Queensland in that they will have a greater impact on increasing or decreasing the
review score and, if delivered to a high quality, could become more noticed and mentioned by
visitors. Improvement of the attributes with negative perceptions could develop these attributes
into ‘pull factors’ for emerging destinations.





The helpfulness of attractions staff is mostly commented on positively.
The décor and modernity of accommodation rooms are clearly flagged as an opportunity for
improvement. Currently a reasonable level of negative mentions exist around the décor and
modernity of rooms and this is shaping some more negative perceptions of Queensland
accommodation in emerging destinations.
A range of attributes are noted for the restaurant and hospitality operator category in this
square. These are the elements that could be further considered to assist when considering
the value proposition at an operator level as they could serve to balance up any
mis-alignments. These include meals being served to expectation, size of portions, staff
engagement and interaction, view and wine components.

3. High impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 3 and 6)
The product attributes in this square have a high level of influence on the review score and a limited
level of mention. These could be considered to be the ‘must have’ product attributes that cannot be
inadequately delivered even at a minor level.


There were two accommodation attributes that appeared in this square: check in and
proximity to the business district.

Other product categories were unlikely to have many attributes appear in this square simply due to
the lack of sufficient mentions of some of the smaller influential components that were unable to be
modelled at the emerging destination level.
4. Moderate impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 7 and 10)
The product attributes in this square have a moderate level of influence on the review score but are
frequently mentioned within comments. Many of these product attributes may be considered
hygiene factors. They have a moderate influence on the review scores and are important enough to
be mentioned frequently as part of the review comments, but they may not make the ultimate
difference between delighting or disappointing the visitor's overall experience with the product.
These are the product/service areas where Queensland needs to maintain a good level of service
quality to maintain high review scores, but investment in improvement in these areas may not result
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in as significant increases in the review score as focusing on competitive advantage attributes. The
attributes where efforts need to be maintained include:
 Accommodation: The restaurant, cleanliness and comfort of the room and helpfulness of
staff fall in this category. The attributes of location and size of the room are unable to be
specifically ‘maintained’ yet could be considered for new properties as being moderately
influential.
 Tour operators: Quality of food, knowledge of staff and the facilities.
 Attractions: Displays, nature of attractions and knowledge of staff.
 Restaurants & Hospitality Operators: The menu. Service overall has a moderate impact on
review scores and comments are mixed.
5. Moderate impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 8 and 11)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. These could be considered to be the base level, core
attributes that need to be delivered to be on par, and to simply be a player in the tourism space.
A wide variety of attributes fall in this segment:
 Accommodation: A wide variety of attributes including air conditioning and set up of the
room. Location elements such as being in a nice area and proximity to the beach and food
options and parking are highlighted as well.
 Tour operators: Value for money has a moderate impact on review scores and is being
commented upon both positively and negatively. Other attributes that fall in this
impact/frequency category are the relaxing nature of the experience, knowledge of the tour
guide and value for money.
 Attractions: Talks and presentation quality.
 Restaurants & Hospitality Operators: the business of the restaurant in particular but also the
convenience of the location.
6. Moderate impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 9 and 12)
The product attributes in this square have a moderate level of influence on the review score and
limited level of mention within comments. These elements are nice to have, but are not generally
commented on much in social media reviews.


Two attributes appeared for accommodation for emerging destinations: bar and bedding
configuration.

Other product categories were unlikely to have many attributes appear in this square simply due to
the lack of sufficient mentions of some of the smaller influential components that were unable to be
modelled at the emerging destination level.

The Product Impact/Frequency model for emerging destinations is shown on the following page.
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Figure 18.3.1 – Emerging Destinations Product Impact/Frequency model
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In summary, a highline overview is provided in Figure 18.3.2 about how consumer's rated the
tourism experiences in Queensland emerging destinations at an overall level as well as key insights
regarding the product types.
Figure 18.3.2 – Tourism performance summary for Queensland's emerging destinations
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Product Experiences & Preferences
Consumer tourism product experiences and preferences posted on social media are presented in
this section for Queensland's:
 Accommodation;
 Attractions;
 Tours; and
 Restaurants and Hospitality.
This information is investigated further by product star ratings for accommodation, and by price
point (premium, medium, low) for the other three product types.
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Chapter 19
Accommodation
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Chapter 19: Accommodation
A total of 88 accommodation providers in Queensland were included as a part of the reviews
analysis presented in this chapter with a total of 2,975 reviews from 1 October 2013 to 31 March
2014. Chapter 1 provided an overall understanding of the accommodation product attributes that
were being mentioned most often and in a positive and negative context across the TripAdvisor
reviews (see Figure 1.5.5). It was identified that the most positively mentioned product attributes
for accommodation in Queensland were related to room, service and location attributes. The most
often negatively mentioned attributes were related to service, the décor and modernity as well as
price.
This chapter further explores the level of importance of these product attributes on the review score
given for an accommodation product. Later in this chapter a matrix is presented to highlight the
attributes which an accommodation provider should focus on to help drive positive review scores.
Finally there is a contrast provided of this information across the star rating classifications.

19.1 Product Impact Model
The influence or impact of each of the 119 accommodation product attributes specified within the
TripAdvisor reviews had on the overall accommodation review score was determined. Regression
modelling was used to measure the extent of influence an attribute has on the overall review score
and each attribute was also classified as having a high, moderate or limited influence on the final
review score given for that product.
This data was used to develop an overall product impact model for accommodation in Queensland.
An overall review score for accommodation was constructed (as this does not exist on review
sites) and put through multiple regression models to understand which product attributes have
relatively more influence or less influence on the visitor experience of accommodation. The results
are displayed in model form (see Figure 19.1.1) and clearly illustrate the extent to which the product
attributes influence review scores, and the key product attributes within each sub-product
classification that are having the main impact on review scores.
The accommodation product impact model is displayed in two perspectives. The first perspective
shows the rank order of the product attributes from high through to moderate influence on the
review scores. The second perspective shows those same product attributes classified into areas of
similarity, for example, where all room-related attributes are grouped.
The product impact model for Queensland accommodation (see Figure 19.1.1) shows the following:
 Service levels generally have the greatest influence, but obtain mixed reviews of both
positive and negative comments, indicating that there may be a level of inconsistency with
accommodation service delivery in Queensland. There is also relatively high influence on
overall perceptions due to the friendliness and helpfulness of staff and at a lower level
knowledge and availability of staff.
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 Room attributes both overall and the collective specific mentions have the next greatest level
of influence on review scores. Negative commentary with regards to décor and modernity of
the rooms are highly influential on decreasing the review score. Negative mentions of the
smell of the room are also highly likely to be associated with a lower review score for an
accommodation product. Elements such as the room overall, air conditioning and size of the
room are also influencing factors on the overall review rating of the accommodation provider.
 Facilities overall have a high influence on the overall review scores. While food attributes such
as quality of food and food options have a high influence, positive reviews on pools / water
parks and Wi-Fi and internet are more likely to have a moderate influence on the overall
perception and review score (although these details can play a greater part in the experience
for different product ratings or within different markets).
 Location attributes are less influential on the review score. It is considered that location is a
core decision criteria prior to the purchase decision and perhaps this is why it is less of an
influence in the eventual evaluation of the property. It is when location factors exceed or do
not meet expectations that there is likely to be a change in perspective and they are
commented upon in reviews.
 Price attributes that appear in reviews commentary do not have a strong influence on the
overall review scores provided for the accommodation properties. This is also a pre-purchase
criteria where consumers choose the price and the relative standard of property they are
willing to pay for.
The model illustrating the level of impact for each of the product is shown on the following page.
The product attributes in red are being commented on negatively at a reasonably high level, and
those in green are a particular strength as indicated by positive comments. Those attributes
highlighted in orange are being commented on both positively and negatively at a reasonable level
suggesting inconsistencies.
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Figure 19.1.1 – Accommodation Product Impact Model
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As mentioned previously a total of 119 accommodation product attributes were used to capture the
review commentary. Perceptions of the delivery of these product elements were coded into
positive, negative, neutral, or ‘no mention’ when they did not occur within the review commentary.
The impact of these product attributes - level of influence each has on the overall review score - has
been measured through regression analysis and is illustrated in Figure 19.1.1 on the previous page.
To understand where providers overall need to focus their attention in order to drive up positive
reviews, the level of influence of each product attribute needs to be assessed in regard to the
experience of visitors as measured by the level of mentions in reviews.
Figure 19.1.2 outlines a matrix which groups the product attributes into impact-probability
depending on their level of influence on a review score in combination with the extent to which they
are mentioned within reviews. Further to this, the lower level of the matrix highlights factors which
had limited or no influence on determining the overall review score or were mentioned in less than
1% of reviews overall.
1. High impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 1 and 4)
The product attributes in this segment have a high level of influence on the review score and are
frequently mentioned within comments. As the key product attributes that constitute the most
important and valued components of the tourism experience at a total level, these are the product
attributes that Queensland accommodation providers most needs to focus on delivering at a high
quality level in order to gain competitive advantage and, ideally, obtain repeat business in the
current market. These are the current showcase attributes for accommodation and need to be
either maintained if currently highly positive or maintained if currently negative:
 Service: customer service overall is currently receiving a mixed level of review possibly
illustrating an inconsistent level of quality throughout the destination for accommodation.
Friendliness and helpfulness of staff are the most pronounced attributes of importance to
review scores that are coming through positively for Queensland accommodation.
 Facilities: including food components.
 Room: general mentions of the quality of the room are critical to gaining competitive
advantage and potentially repeat business. The size of the room is highly commented on,
particularly if it exceeds expectations, and is highly influential in shaping reviews.
 Location: it is important to meet general expectations of the overall location of the property,
and reviews scores are particularly influenced when their expectations are exceeded. That
is, if visitors are impressed with the location (over and above their expectations) then they
are more likely to write about it in their review and also give a higher overall rating.
2. High impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 2 and 5)
The product attributes in this segment have a high level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. These are the critical opportunity areas for
Queensland in that they will have a greater impact on increasing or decreasing the review score and,
if delivered to a higher quality, could become more noticed and mentioned by visitors. These factors
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can become key ‘pull factors’ that could work to attract more visitors to the destinations if the
volume of positive mentions of these attributes can be increased:


Specifically the décor and modernity of rooms (and the accommodation property overall)
are clearly flagged as an opportunity for improvement. Currently a high level of negative
mentions exist around the décor and modernity of rooms and this is shaping some more
negative perceptions of Queensland accommodation.

3. High impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 3 and 6)
The product attributes in this segment have a high level of influence on the review score and a
limited level of mention. These could be considered to be the ‘must have’ product attributes that
cannot be inadequately delivered even at a minor level. For accommodation, these are elements
such as not having an unpleasant odour in the room, and having knowledgeable staff and air
conditioning. If these product attributes are not delivered it can cause review scores to decline.
4. Moderate impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 7 and 10)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and
are also frequently mentioned within comments. Many of these product attributes may be
considered hygiene factors. These are the product/service areas where Queensland needs to
maintain a high level of service quality to maintain their review scores, but investment in
improvement in these areas may not result in as significant increases in the review score as focusing
on competitive advantage attributes. The elements requiring most attention in this segment are the
restaurants, comfort of room, cleanliness of room, prices overall, and the pool / water parks.
5. Moderate impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 8 and 11)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. This group includes noisiness of rooms and set up,
food options available, proximity to cafes / restaurants / shops, cleanliness of bathrooms,
comfortable bed(s), value for money and reception staff.
6. Moderate impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 9 and 12)
The product attributes in this square have a moderate level of influence on the review score and
limited level of mention within comments. These elements are nice to have but are less frequently
mentioned and top of mind when it comes to providing review content. These are elements such as
a foyer, Wi-Fi, deals/specials, transfers, greenspace, and tea and coffee in rooms.
Although overall these elements are ‘nice to haves’, the delivery of these ‘extras’ becomes much
more expected and needed at higher star rating levels. These findings are best considered in line
with the product type star ratings/price category insights which is additional analysis undertaken in
the next section.
The impact-frequency matrix for all the Accommodation reviews included in the analysis is shown on
the following page.
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Figure 19.1.2 – Product Impact/Frequency Model for Accommodation
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The product attributes for accommodation mentioned in less than 1% of the reviews on TripAdvisor
are listed in Figure 19.1.3. These are product attributes that consumers tended not to write about in
their reviews. Some of them may have been part of the consumer's pre-purchase decision and so as
long as expectations are met then they are less likely to be mentioned during the writing of reviews
which occurs during or post experience. When these product attributes are commented upon they
have only a low correlation to the overall review scores given. Although in terms of the overall
experience these elements may be important, they are not necessarily impacting on reviews.
Figure 19.1.3 – Product attributes mentioned by less than 1%
Playground

Windows that open

Local staff

Easy to find

Games Room

Rewards program

Phone

Eco friendly

Pet friendly

Took room request

Slippers

Young staff

Discounts

Information desk

Australian staff

Easiness of booking

Iron

Multilingual staff

Golf course

Business facilities

Wheelchair access

Porter

Hours reception open

Indigenous staff

Late checkout
Signage

Meeting facilities
Sauna

Steam room
Mature age staff

19.2 Star Rating Impacts
The prior analysis looked at the accommodation category in totality across Queensland however this
category is anchored in the star rating classification system. Hence, it is to be anticipated that the
nature of consumer expectations and consequently their reviews may differ across the
classifications.
The regression analysis applied to the accommodation reviews from TripAdvisor was replicated for
each star rating of accommodation across 3, 4 and 5 star properties. Figure 19.2.1 highlights the
core differences across the star ratings of attributes that were more or less prominent for each of
the 3, 4 and 5 star properties:
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Figure 19.2.1 – Accommodation Star Rating Summary

Figure 19.2.2 details the rank order of the product attributes in terms of their relative influence on
the overall review score given. The regression models have been run independently for the product
type including only those product attributes that had enough mentions for the star rating. The
relative rank order and classification into high and moderate influence should be looked at for
interpretation as a number of inputs beyond just the importance weighting % have been used in
forming this interpretation.
Star ratings for accommodation have been around for some time and it is expected that the majority
of consumers have at least a general understanding that the rack rate price points can differ and
they tend to seek different components when they choose a different star rated property. While
star ratings have provided a trusted mark of quality, the scheme has traditionally been more focused
on the more easily measurable tangible attributes. It is more challenging to measure emotive
attributes such as the friendliness of staff and value for money and consumers are tending to look at
the star ratings in combination with review sites such as TripAdvisor where they can gauge the
intangible aspects of a product8. This research provides insights into the consumer view of the
intangible attributes of a product, as well as the tangible aspects such as facilities.

8

J. E. Fraser (26 June 2014) Why hotel star ratings are still important, theage.com.au
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The product impact models for each of the accommodation star ratings highlights that not only are
consumers seeking different components when they choose a different star rated property but they
are subsequently assessing them differently:
 3 star properties: the service overall and friendliness of staff have a significant influence on
the overall perceptions formed for the property. Hence, exceptional service can really drive
impressions. Further to this there are certain elements such as a poor smell in rooms, noisy
rooms, poor décor that tend to be mentioned more often for 3 star properties that can really
damage perceptions and the review scores given. These attributes are also detractors in other
property types but are not as present as often and hence are not overly influential to higher
star property review scores.
 4 star properties: service including friendly and helpful staff can also significantly shape
perceptions of a 4 star property. However, other elements such as the facilities and room in
general become much more important and if expectations are not met at this standard level
perceptions can become quite negative. The cleanliness of the bathroom and room, quality of
the shower and comfort of the room are all quite influential. The appropriateness of 4 star
properties in also serving family requirements is also evident with the pool / water park and
child friendliness having a high degree of influence on review scores among customers.
 5 star properties: service attributes are still highly influential but the findings show that many
other attributes combine to shape perceptions. Mentions of price or value for money in either
a positive or negative context within the review can significantly shape overall perceptions as
there is more emphasis on meeting certain standards for paying a higher price point. In
addition to modern décor ‘finer detail’ elements of the rooms such as pillows, toiletries, tea
and coffee, balcony / outdoor space, Wi-Fi and hairdryers all have the potential to shape the
overall perception of a property. The focus on Wi-Fi was on whether it was free or charged
and subsequently the quality of the connection relative to its charge. Most negative
comments related to expensive or poor quality Wi-Fi. Spa facilities are also prominent for 5
star properties whereas were not relevant for other star rated properties.
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Figure 19.2.2 – Accommodation Star Rating Product Impact Model Comparison

The star rating product impact models were also created for both mature and emerging Queensland
destinations to determine if further differences existed across these broad destination categories.
Figure 19.2.3 highlights for mature and emerging destinations specifically those product attributes
which are also high influence factors in addition to those noted for each star rating classification in
Figure 19.2.2 above. They are high impact factors to be considered in order to improve the relevant
star rated product offering and to reduce negative review scores.
Some of the findings from these results show that in mature destinations the set-up of the room
becomes relatively more important at a 3 and 5 star level when contrasted against emerging
destinations. Food attributes including food options, quality food and the restaurant become
particularly strong for 5 star properties in mature destinations.
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For emerging destinations, the restaurants become a higher influence attribute for 3 and 5 star
properties. For 4 star properties a similar trend is noted with food elements increasing in influence,
however this is referred to in terms of quality food and also proximity to cafes / restaurants. Further
considerations for 5 star properties in emerging destinations are the pool / water park, views, spa
and noise in room as high influence attributes.
Figure 19.2.3 – Mature & Emerging Star Rating Summary of Additional High Impact Attributes

In summary, a highline overview is provided in Figure 19.2.4 about what consumers are commenting
upon when reviewing Queensland tourism accommodation on social media and of the top 10 drivers
of positive review scores and of negative review scores for this product type.
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Figure 19.2.4 – Top 10 drivers of positive and negative review scores for accommodation
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Chapter 20: Tours
A total of 72 tour operators in Queensland were included as a part of the reviews analysis presented
in this chapter with a total of 1,635 reviews from 1 October 2013 to 31 March 2014. Chapter 1
provided an overall understanding of the tour operator product attributes that were being
mentioned most often and in a positive and negative context across the TripAdvisor reviews (see
Figure 1.5.6). It was identified that the most positively mentioned product attributes for tour
operators in Queensland were related to service attributes and the fun nature of the experience.
There were very few negatively mentioned attributes but those were related mostly to price but also
mixed reviews for service attributes.
This chapter further explores the level of importance of these product attributes on the review score
given for tour operators. Later in this chapter a matrix is presented to highlight the attributes which
a provider should focus on to help drive positive review scores. Finally there is a contrast provided
of this information across price category classification (lower cost, medium or premium).

20.1 Product Impact Model
The influence or impact of each of the 57 tour operator product attributes specified within the
TripAdvisor reviews had on the overall tour operator review score was determined. Regression
modelling was used to identify whether that influence on the total review score was positive or
negative, and each attribute was also classified as having a high, moderate or limited influence on
the final review score given for that product.
This data was used to develop an overall product impact model for tour operators in Queensland.
An overall review score for tour operators was constructed (as this does not exist on review
sites) and put through multiple regression models to understand which product attributes have
relatively more influence or less influence on the visitor experience with tour operators. The results
are displayed in model form (see Figure 20.1.1) and clearly illustrate the extent to which the product
attributes influence review scores, and the key product attributes within each sub-product
classification that are having the main impact on review scores.
The tour operator product impact model is displayed in two perspectives. The first perspective
shows the rank order of the product attributes from high through to moderate influence on the
review scores. The second perspective shows those same product attributes classified into areas of
similarity, for example, where all product-related attributes are grouped.
The product impact model for Queensland tour operators (see Figure 20.1.1) shows the following:
 Service levels generally have the greatest influence. Primarily reviews on service attributes
are positive but there is some level of inconsistency with it being one of the few components
receiving a small number of negative reviews as well. For the tour operator category service
attributes that have a strong influence on review scores extend beyond just friendliness of
staff into the professionalism and knowledge of staff. The perception that the tour has been
even slightly personalised and that it operates on-time can also be highly influential on
whether a review score is positive or negative overall.
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 Value for money was the second most influencing factor on the review score if it was
mentioned. This attribute, when mentioned, was more commonly referred to in a negative
context and if customers perceived their tour to be poor value for money (enough to
comment on it) the review score was typically low. When price overall was referenced the
inference was against the value for money of the experience.
 The nature of the experience is also fundamental in determining the overall review score
given by customers. When reviews include comment upon the relaxing, interesting, fun,
enjoyment or uniqueness of the experience (or lack thereof) it is a core part of their postevaluation. The element of ‘adventure’ in the experience was less influential than just general
fun or interest.
 Other attributes such as ease of access and information provided on the tour were also higher
influencing factors. The quality of the food, food options and water provision were
moderately influencing factors on the overall review score.

The model illustrating the level of impact for each of the attributes is shown on the following page.
The product attributes in red are being commented on negatively at a reasonably high level, and
those in green are a particular strength as indicated by positive comments. Those attributes
highlighted in orange are being commented on both positively and negatively at a reasonable level
suggesting inconsistencies.
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Figure 20.1.1 – Tour Operator Product Impact Model
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As mentioned previously a total of 57 tour operator product attributes were used to capture the
review commentary. Perceptions of the delivery of these product elements were coded into
positive, negative, neutral, or ‘no mention’ when they did not occur within the review commentary.
The impact of these product attributes - level of influence each has on the overall review score - has
been measured through regression analysis and is illustrated in Figure 20.1.1 on the previous page.
To understand where operators overall need to focus their attention in order to drive up positive
reviews, the level of influence of each product attribute needs to be assessed in regard to the
experience of visitors as measured by the level of mentions in reviews.
Figure 20.1.2 outlines a matrix which groups the product attributes into impact-probability
depending on their level of influence on a review score in combination with the extent to which they
are mentioned within reviews. Further to this, the lower level of the matrix highlights factors which
had limited or no influence on determining the overall review score or were mentioned in less than
1% of reviews overall.
1. High impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 1 and 4)
The product attributes in this segment have a high level of influence on the review score and are
frequently mentioned within comments. As the key product attributes that constitute the most
important and valued components of the tour experience at a total level, these are the product
attributes that Queensland tour operators most needs to focus on delivering at a high quality level in
order to gain competitive advantage and, ideally, obtain repeat business in the current market.
These elements are the current showcase attributes for tour operators and it is critical that negative
perceptions are addressed through action and positive perceptions are maintained:
 Service: customer service by tour operators is currently quite positive and this is an element
that should continue to be maintained to a high degree in order to retain the strong level of
positive reviews seen in this category. Friendliness of staff, professional and knowledge are
all critical to the delivery of a high quality experience which is then likely to lead to a positive
review. Among the reviews there were 4% who were critical regarding the service they
received and this suggests that service is something that must be continually worked at to
provide a consistent experience.
 Nature of the experience: fundamentally tours need to provide a fun and enjoyable
experience.
2. High impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 2 and 5)
The product attributes in this segment have a high level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. These are the critical opportunity areas for
Queensland in that they can have a greater impact on increasing or decreasing the review score and,
if delivered to a high quality, could become more noticed and mentioned by visitors. Value for
money is a critical opportunity area; it often received positive mentions but was also one of the few
attributes which was criticised in a negative manner.
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3. High impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 3 and 6)
The product attributes in this segment have a high level of influence on the review score and a
limited level of mention. These could be considered to be the ‘must have’ product attributes that
cannot be inadequately delivered even at a minor level. For tour operators, these are elements such
as being easy to access or get to and the tour running according to the scheduled time.
4. Moderate impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 7 and 10)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and
are also frequently mentioned within comments. Many of these product attributes may be
considered hygiene factors. These are the product/service areas where Queensland needs to
maintain a high level of quality to maintain their review scores, but investment in improvement in
these areas may not result in as significant increases in the review score as focusing on competitive
advantage attributes. The elements requiring most attention in this segment are the quality of food
and facilities overall. Helpfulness of staff and price overall also fall in this segment however the
interpretation regarding service and price elements should draw primarily from the comments made
on the prior page about service and value for money.
5. Moderate impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 8 and 11)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. This includes having experienced staff and the quality
of venues visited. Relative to the experience being fun or enjoyable, having the experienced
described as ‘adventure’ falls into this segment.
6. Moderate impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 9 and 12)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and
limited level of mention within comments. These elements are nice to have but are less frequently
mentioned and top of mind when it comes to providing review content. These are elements such as
food options, water provided, the specific ticket price and availability of staff.
These findings are best considered in line with the product type price category insights which is
additional analysis undertaken in the next section.
The impact-frequency matrix for all the tour operator reviews under analysis is shown on the
following page.
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Figure 20.1.2 – Product Impact/Frequency Model for Tour Operators
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The product attributes for tour operators mentioned in less than 1% of the reviews on TripAdvisor
are listed in Figure 20.1.3. These are product attributes that consumers tended not to write about in
their reviews. Some of them may have been part of the consumer's pre-purchase decision and so as
long as expectations are met then it is expected that they are less likely to be mentioned during the
writing of reviews which occurs during or post experience. When these product attributes are
commented upon they have only a low correlation to the overall review scores given. Although in
terms of the overall experience these elements may be important, they are not necessarily
impacting on reviews.
Figure 20.1.3 – Product attributes mentioned by less than 1%
Deals / specials

Shops / shopping

Discounts

Online booking

Merchandise for sale

Wheelchair access

Eco friendly

Parking

Peak times pricing

Merchandise prices

Accredited staff

Healthy food options

20.2 Price Category Impacts
The prior analysis looked at the tour operator category in totality across Queensland; in this section
tours of all types and price points are investigated. Hence, it is to be anticipated that the nature of
consumer expectations and consequently their reviews may differ across the classifications.
The regression analysis applied to the tour operator reviews from TripAdvisor was replicated three
times for a relative price categorisation (low, moderate and premium). Figure 20.2.1 highlights the
core differences across the categories of attributes that were more or less prominent for each of the
tour types:
Figure 20.2.1 – Tour Operator Price Category Summary
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Figure 20.2.2 details the rank order of the product attributes in terms of their relative influence on
the overall review score given. The regression models have been run independently including only
those product attributes that had enough mentions for the price categorisation. The relative rank
order and classification into high and moderate influence should be looked at for interpretation as a
number of inputs beyond just the importance weighting % have been used in forming this
interpretation.
It is more difficult for consumers to compare like for like for tours (similar to attractions) as many
have unique elements as part of their offering. They are highly varied and diverse and as such it is
not expected that the more that is paid that there is a higher quality product or greater level of
service (as might be the case for accommodation or restaurants). Rather in this category, premium
products usually incorporate more expensive pursuits such as diving, skydiving, cruising, charters for
longer periods of time, whereas tours in the lower priced category can be a shorter experience or
relatively basic such as a walking, bus or local sightseeing tours. Not all tours at these price points
will be evaluated in the same manner by consumers however some general insights can be gleaned
into what becomes more or less important as price points increase.
The core takeouts across the categories is that as the price increases reviews are more likely to focus
on the overall value for money as opposed to just the initial ticket price. Service attributes are highly
important to all types of tour operators regardless of the price category.
The core points from the product impact models comparison are:
 Lower priced: being on time and professionalism of staff have a high influence on the overall
perceptions even when it is a lower cost experience. Price, particularly the ticket price, is more
influential than comments on overall value for money which is consistent in line with the
overall lower price point of these types of tour products. Other service elements such as
friendliness and knowledge remain highly important and can really enhance the tour
experience even if other aspects are relatively basic.
 Moderately priced: in contrast to the lower priced tours the nature of the experience,
information provided and perceived value for money have a strong influence on the overall
perceptions formed. Service elements are also a core influencing factor for these tours
particularly professionalism, knowledge and experience of staff. Food options also start to
feature as being influential as they are included in the tour offer.
 Premium priced: Service attributes continue to be highly influential to the overall perceptions
formed. For this category friendliness, knowledge and professionalism were highly important
in shaping perceptions. Value for money and price in general are also core considerations. For
this category some of the ‘little things’ can really start to make a difference when weighing up
the value for money of the tour such as water being freely available.
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Figure 20.2.2 – Tour Operator Product Impact Model Comparison

The tour operator price classification product impact models were also created for both mature and
emerging Queensland destinations to determine if further differences existed across these broad
destination categories. Figure 20.2.3 highlights for mature and emerging destinations specifically
those product attributes which are also high influence factors in addition to those noted for each
price classification in Figure 20.2.2 above. They are high impact factors to be considered in order to
improve the relevant priced product offering and to reduce negative review scores.
In mature destinations, tour operators in the lower end of pricing need to focus more specifically on
staff attributes such as knowledgeable, helpful and experienced staff. Meanwhile moderately priced
tour operators need to place more focus on delivering experiences that have unique and/or
enjoyable elements as these are high influence attributes. Premium priced tour operators in mature
destinations may need to specifically consider the food and beverage component of their offering
including elements such as food quality and water being provided as standard.
Whereas for emerging destinations, tour operators at the lower end priced product offering
primarily need to consider facilities, food options available and beverages available. For both low
and moderately priced tour operators in emerging destinations, the quality of information is of
higher priority. At the premium price level, consideration of dietary options and the comfort of the
transportation vehicle should be noted as being highly influential on review scores.
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Figure 20.2.3 – Mature & Emerging Summary of Additional High Impact Attributes

In summary, a highline overview is provided in Figure 20.2.4 about what consumers are commenting
upon when reviewing Queensland tour operators on social media and of the top 10 drivers of
positive review scores and of negative review scores for this product type.
Figure 20.2.4 – Top 10 drivers of positive and negative review scores for tours
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Chapter 21: Attractions
A total of 72 attractions in Queensland were included as a part of the reviews analysis in this chapter
with a total of 2,143 reviews from 1 October 2013 to 31 March 2014. Chapter 1 provided an overall
understanding of the attraction product attributes that were being mentioned most often and in a
positive and negative context across the TripAdvisor reviews (see Figure 1.5.7). It was identified that
the most positively mentioned product attributes for attractions in Queensland were related to it
being a fun experience. Given a wide variety of attraction types included in the reviews analysis, core
product features such as the animal displays, information provided, and interactive nature of the
attractions / displays all received a high number of positive mentions. Price, particularly the food and
entrance prices, were the attributes most commented upon in a negative context.
This chapter further explores the level of importance of these product attributes on the review score
given for attractions. Later in this chapter a matrix is presented to highlight the attributes which a
provider should focus on to help drive positive review scores. Finally there is a contrast provided of
this information across price category classification (lower cost, medium or premium).

21.1 Product Impact Model
The influence or impact of each of the 64 attractions product attributes specified within the
TripAdvisor reviews had on the overall attractions review score was determined. Regression
modelling was used to identify whether that influence on the total review score was positive or
negative, and each attribute was also classified as having a high, moderate or limited influence on
the final review score given for that product.
This data was used to develop an overall product impact model for attractions in Queensland. An
overall review score for attractions was constructed (as this does not exist on review sites) and put
through multiple regression models to understand which product attributes have relatively more
influence or less influence on the visitor experience at attractions. The results are displayed in
model form (see Figure 21.1.1) and clearly illustrate the extent to which the product attributes
influence review scores, and the key product attributes within each sub-product classification that
are having the main impact on review scores.
The attractions product impact model is displayed in two perspectives. The first perspective shows
the rank order of the product attributes from high through to moderate influence on the review
scores. The second perspective shows those same product attributes classified into areas of
similarity, for example, where all service-related attributes are grouped.
The product impact model for Queensland attractions (see Figure 21.1.1) shows the following:
 Price attributes generally have the greatest influence. While overall value for money is a
strong judgement that is made in forming an overall perception of the attraction the entrance
and food prices are also featured as high influence components. Most of these price elements
are receiving a mix of positive and negative comments in reviews and serve to either raise or
drop the overall ratings of an attraction.
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 Facilities and the venues overall also have a strong influence on the review scores given for
attractions. Specifics such as safety, signage, presentation of the facilities and location of the
attraction are more critical elements.
 The nature of the experience features at a tertiary level in terms of how it influences the
review scores given. Being interactive, informative or fun as all elements which can drive a
review score up. However these may not overweigh criticism regarding price or value for
money judgements.
 Service attributes are not strong influencing factors on the forming of experience perceptions
when directly contrasted with how service relates in other product categories. For this
category the features are more pronounced for visitors and staff elements are less
prominent. This is subsequently reflected in how service features in this modelling of impact
on the review score. While at a lower level, friendliness and helpfulness of staff do feature in
this model as having a high influence.

The model illustrating the level of impact for each of the attributes is shown on the following page.
The product attributes in red are being commented on negatively at a reasonably high level, and
those in green are a particular strength as indicated by positive comments. Those attributes
highlighted in orange are being commented on both positively and negatively at a reasonable level
suggesting inconsistencies.
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Figure 21.1.1 – Attraction Product Impact Model
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As mentioned previously a total of 64 attractions product attributes were used to capture the review
commentary. Perceptions of the delivery of these product elements were coded into positive,
negative, neutral, or ‘no mention’ when they did not occur within the review commentary. The
impact of these product attributes - level of influence each has on the overall review score - has
been measured through regression analysis and is illustrated in Figure 21.1.1 on the previous page.
To understand where providers overall need to focus their attention in order to drive up positive
reviews, the level of influence of each product attribute needs to be assessed in regard to the
experience of visitors as measured by the level of mentions in reviews.
Figure 21.1.2 outlines a matrix which groups the product attributes into impact-probability
depending on their level of influence on a review score in combination with the extent to which they
are mentioned within reviews. Further to this, the lower level of the matrix highlights factors which
had limited or no influence on determining the overall review score or were mentioned in less than
1% of reviews overall.
1. High impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 1 and 4)
The product attributes in this segment have a high level of influence on the review score and are
frequently mentioned within comments. As the key product attributes that constitute the most
important and valued components of the attractions experience at a total level, these are the
product attributes that Queensland attractions most needs to focus on delivering at a high quality
level in order to gain competitive advantage and, ideally, obtain repeat business in the current
market. These elements are the current showcase attributes for attractions and it is critical that
negative perceptions are addressed through action and positive perceptions are maintained:
 Nature of the experience: delivering a fun, interactive and informative experience are strong
drivers of a positive review score and are frequently mentioned in reviews. Maintaining this
strong experience can assist in justifying pricing and value for money judgements. When the
nature of the experience is relatively weak it becomes easier for visitors to critique price
components.
 Venue: generally seen to be a good standard this is an area that requires monitoring to
ensure the venue does not slip below standard.
In this segment the core attribute that may require some corrective action is how pricing is seen.
When price is mentioned at an overall level (as well as value for money in the next segment
addressed below) the context is variable between positive and a negative one. This is most likely
because at times the experience was judged not to be worth the price paid. This is not to suggest
that prices need to be dropped to meet expectations but rather attractions should be mindful of
how their prices and value for money proposition is seen by visitors. Where criticisms exist these
need to be better understood by operators as they drop review scores and there is potential for
them to be off putting to potential visitors reading the review. In looking at review comments a
better understanding will be gleaned as to where the value proposition might be weak and perhaps
what needs enhancing from a product or experience viewpoint in order to balance the value for
money proposition.
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2. High impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 2 and 5)
The product attributes in this segment have a high level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. These are the critical opportunity areas for
Queensland in that they can have a greater impact on increasing or decreasing the review score and,
if delivered to a high quality, could become more noticed and mentioned by visitors. Entrance prices
and food prices are all mentioned in a negative context, and value for money is attracting a mix of
positive and negative reviews. Facilities overall, helpfulness of staff and location of the attraction all
have the potential to help balance any concerns about pricing.
3. High impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 3 and 6)
The product attributes in this segment have a high level of influence on the review score and a
limited level of mention. These could be considered to be the ‘must have’ product attributes that
cannot be inadequately delivered even at a minor level. For attractions, these are elements such as
signage, safety and presentation of facilities.
4. Moderate impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 7 and 10)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and
are also frequently mentioned within comments. Many of these product attributes may be
considered hygiene factors. These are the product/service areas where Queensland needs to
maintain a high level of service quality to maintain their review scores, but investment to improve
these areas may not result in as significant increases in the review score as focusing on competitive
advantage attributes. Customer service overall falls into this category which is typically less ‘hands
on’.
5. Moderate impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 8 and 11)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. This includes presentation quality, uniqueness of the
experience, displays, talks, size of the attraction property, queues, quality of food provided and
knowledge of staff.
6. Moderate impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 9 and 12)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and
limited level of mention within comments. These elements are nice to have but are less frequently
mentioned and top of mind when it comes to providing review content. These are elements such as
spaciousness, seating, crowds and the availability of staff.
These findings are best considered in line with the product type price category insights which is
additional analysis undertaken in the next section.
The impact-frequency matrix for all the attractions reviews under analysis is shown on the following
page.
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Figure 21.1.2 – Product Impact/Frequency Model for Attractions
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The product attributes for attractions mentioned in less than 1% of the reviews on TripAdvisor are
listed in Figure 21.1.3. These are product attributes that consumers tended not to write about in
their reviews. Some of them may have been part of the consumer's pre-purchase decision and so as
long as expectations are met then they are less likely to be mentioned during the writing of reviews
which occurs during or post experience. When these product attributes are commented upon they
have only a low correlation to the overall review scores given. Although in terms of the overall
experience these elements may be important, they are not necessarily impacting on reviews.
Figure 21.1.3 – Product attributes mentioned by less than 1%
Eco-friendly

Cleanliness of bathroom

Bathrooms generally

Wheelchair access

Dietary options

BBQ facilities

Change rooms

Wi-Fi

Baby changing facilities

Peak times pricing

21.2 Price Category Impacts
The prior analysis looked at the attraction category in totality across Queensland however this
represents attractions of all types and price points. Hence, it is to be anticipated that the nature of
consumer expectations and consequently their reviews may differ.
The regression analysis applied to the attractions reviews from TripAdvisor was replicated three
times for a relative price categorisation (low, moderate and premium). Figure 21.2.1 highlights the
core differences across the categories of attributes that were more or less prominent for each of the
attraction types:
Figure 21.2.1 – Attraction Price Category Summary
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Figure 21.2.2 below details the rank order of the product attributes in terms of their relative
influence on each attribute on the overall review score given. The regression models have been run
independently including only those product attributes that had enough mentions for the price
categorisation. The relative rank order and classification into high and moderate influence should be
looked at for interpretation as a number of inputs beyond just the importance weighting % have
been used in forming this interpretation.
It is more difficult to compare like for like for attractions (similar to tour operators) as many have
unique elements as part of their offering. They are highly varied and diverse and as such it is not
expected that the more that is paid that there is a higher quality product or greater level of service
(as might be the case for accommodation or restaurants). Rather in this category premium products
usually incorporate more expensive attractions such as theme parks or zoos or activity based
whereas attractions in the lower price category include museums, galleries, and produce attractions.
Not all attractions at these price points will be evaluated in the same manner by consumers however
some general insights can be gleaned into what becomes more or less important as price points
increase.
The core takeouts across the categories is that as the price increases reviews are more likely to focus
on the overall value for money and the ability to bundle / package / get discounts as opposed to just
the entrance ticket price. Premium priced attractions (often being larger scale) also have a lot more
attributes that are commented upon in a review and can be lower level influence factors.
The core points from the product impact models comparisons are:
 Lower priced: The facilities and venue teamed with the interactive, informative or relaxing
nature of the attraction are the core highlight for visitors. Price, especially the entrance price,
is also highly influential on the overall review score. Reviews on price overall and the entrance
price for lower priced attractions remain mixed with roughly similar levels of positive and
negative mentions despite being generally priced in a lower category.
 Moderately priced: in contrast to the lower priced attractions perceptions regarding the price
and value for money proposition are the most influential attributes that can drive overall
perceptions and evaluation of the experience. Subsequent to this service and the nature of
the experience are also highly influential in determining the review score.
 Premium priced: Price as a generic category is less often the core influencing factor for
premium priced attractions because visitors are more likely to breakdown the concept of
pricing into unique elements. This includes more specific mentions of food prices, cost of
special attractions and merchandise prices. In addition, the ability or inability to package or
get deals, specials or discounts is also considered more so in determining an overall
evaluation. In part this is due to the nature of attractions in this price point being larger and
encompassing more of these specifically priced items but it is also a likely reflection on visitors
seeking value for money from the whole experience when they are paying more up front.
For premium priced attractions there are also a larger number of product attributes that are
commented upon when a visitor posts a review on TripAdvisor. This gives some more granular
insight into those more specific product attributes that might be relevant to ensure they are
maintained up to a necessary standard or considered when improvements are being made.
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Attributes such as visual presentation, signage, shade, entertaining staff are all moderate
influence factors on the evaluation of an attraction of this nature.
Figure 21.2.2 – Attraction Product Impact Model Comparison

The product impact models by price level for attractions were also created for both mature and
emerging Queensland destinations to determine if further differences existed across these broad
destination categories. Figure 21.2.3 below highlights for mature and emerging destinations
specifically those product attributes which are also high influence factors in addition to those noted
for each price classification in Figure 21.2.2 above. They are high impact factors to be considered in
order to improve the relevant priced product offering and to reduce negative review scores.
The attractions category did not display as many differing high impact product attributes across the
mature and emerging destinations. Of note, moderately priced attractions in mature destinations
need to focus on the knowledge level of staff and the quality and content of information provided.
At a premium level, the influence of friendliness of staff and reducing the impact of queuing
becomes more important.
For attractions in emerging destinations at a lower price point the number of high influence
attributes can be extended to also include the fun nature of the experience, quality of food provided
and the displays. At both a moderate and premium price point, information becomes particularly
more important in driving positive review scores. A level of interactivity is also a positive when
noted in reviews and can assist in driving more positive review scores.
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Figure 21.2.3 – Mature & Emerging Summary of Additional High Impact Attributes

In summary, a highline overview is provided in Figure 21.2.4 about what consumers are commenting
upon when reviewing Queensland tourism attractions on social media and of the top 10 drivers of
positive review scores and of negative review scores for this product type.
Figure 21.2.4 – Top 10 drivers of positive and negative review scores for attractions
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Chapter 22: Restaurants & Hospitality
A total of 72 restaurant and hospitality operations in Queensland were included as a part of the
reviews analysis outlined in this chapter with a total of 1,639 reviews from 1 October 2013 to 31
March 2014. Chapter 1 provided an overall understanding of the restaurant and hospitality operator
product attributes that were being mentioned most often and in a positive and negative context
across the TripAdvisor reviews (see Figure 1.5.8). It was identified that the most positively
mentioned product attributes for restaurants and hospitality operators in Queensland were related
primarily to the taste and food quality. Subsequent to this core attribute, service attributes such as
friendliness of staff, speed of service, staff engagement and interaction, helpfulness and
attentiveness of staff were commonly mentioned in both a positive (but also negative manner). The
venue, menu, location, view and choice available were also referenced in a positive manner across
the reviews.
However, while taste / food quality and service were core highlights of the Queensland restaurant
experience these were also the areas which achieved a range of mixed reviews both positive and
negative. Furthermore, criticism regarding prices both meal prices and value for money were
mentioned at a moderate level.
This chapter further explores the level of importance of these product attributes on the review score
given for restaurants and hospitality operators. Later in this chapter a matrix is presented to
highlight the attributes which a provider should focus on to help drive positive reviews. Finally there
is a contrast provided of this information across price category classification (low cost, medium or
premium).

22.1 Product Impact Model
The influence or impact of each of the 79 restaurant and hospitality product attributes specified
within the TripAdvisor reviews had on the overall restaurant and hospitality review score was
determined. Regression modelling was used to identify whether that influence on the total review
score was positive or negative, and each attribute was also classified as having a high, moderate or
limited influence on the final review score given for that product.
This data was used to develop an overall product impact model for restaurant and hospitality
operators in Queensland. An overall review score for restaurant and hospitality operators was
constructed (as this does not exist on review sites) and put through multiple regression models to
understand which product attributes have relatively more influence or less influence on the visitor
experience at restaurant and hospitality establishments. The results are displayed in model form
(see Figure 22.1.1) and clearly illustrate the extent to which the product attributes influence review
scores, and the key product attributes within each sub-product classification that are having the
main impact on review scores.
The restaurant and hospitality operator product impact model is displayed in two perspectives. The
first perspective shows the rank order of the product attributes from high through to moderate
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influence on the review scores. The second perspective shows those same product attributes
classified into areas of similarity, for example, where all service-related attributes are grouped.
The product impact model for Queensland restaurant and hospitality operators (see Figure 22.1.1)
shows the following:
 Taste / food quality is the number one driver of influence on the overall evaluation of the
experience. If excellent or very poor this can automatically influence the overall review
score almost regardless of other attributes. However if neither extreme then other product
attributes are more likely to come into play and shape perceptions to a greater extent. At a
secondary level the nature and extent of the menu, food being served to expectation and the
presentation of the food are also important attributes to get right.
 Service attributes are the second most influential factor on shaping perceptions of the
experience. Friendliness, helpfulness and attentiveness of staff are highly influential on the
overall evaluation. Other elements related to speed of service and impacts of busy periods
have a slightly less role in the overall evaluation and review score provided (but still are
noted).
 The ambience of the venue is a high influence factor that can enhance or detract from the
overall experience. Closely related, but at a slightly lower level, the atmosphere and the
uniqueness of the experience are moderate influence factors. The bar is a stand out feature
that can be of significance to patrons in some instances.
 Interestingly price is not a primary driver of influence on a restaurant or hospitality provider
review score despite being one of the more common complaints for the category. In part, it
is hypothesised that in this category price is more of a pre-purchase decision factor. Although
it can be raised as a negative issue it will often be done so only if either the food or the service
did not meet expectations (or the reverse if expectations were exceeded for the price
charged).

The model illustrating the level of impact for each of the attributes is shown on the following page.
The product attributes in red are being commented on negatively at a reasonably high level, and
those in green are a particular strength as indicated by positive comments. Those attributes
highlighted in orange are being commented on both positively and negatively at a reasonable level
suggesting inconsistencies.
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Figure 22.1.1 – Restaurant & Hospitality Operators Product Impact Model
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As mentioned previously a total of 79 product attributes were used to capture the review
commentary. Perceptions of the delivery of these product elements were coded into positive,
negative, neutral, or ‘no mention’ when they did not occur within the review commentary. The
impact of these product attributes - level of influence each has on the overall review score - has
been measured through regression analysis and is illustrated in Figure 22.1.1 on the previous page.
To understand where providers overall need to focus their attention in order to drive up positive
reviews, the level of influence of each product attribute needs to be assessed in regard to the
experience of patrons as measured by the level of mentions in reviews.
Figure 22.1.2 below outlines a matrix which groups the product attributes into impact-probability
depending on their level of influence on a review score in combination with the extent to which they
are mentioned within reviews. Further to this, the lower level of the matrix highlights factors which
had limited or no influence on determining the overall review score or were mentioned in less than
1% of reviews overall.
1. High impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 1 and 4)
The product attributes in this segment have a high level of influence on the review score and are
frequently mentioned within comments. As the key product attributes that constitute the most
important and valued components of the restaurant and hospitality experience at a total level, these
are the product attributes that Queensland restaurant and hospitality operators most needs to focus
on delivering at a high quality level in order to gain competitive advantage and, ideally, obtain
repeat business in the current market. These elements are the current showcase attributes for
restaurant and hospitality operators and it is critical that negative perceptions are addressed
through action and positive perceptions are maintained:
 Taste / food quality: Constantly delivering a high quality food product that is in line with
customer expectations is critical in almost all cases independent of the type of restaurant or
the market context. As a sub-component of this it is also priority to ensure the menu is of
interest to customers although this can mean a variety of different things to different people
including menu items, length, changes with the seasons and personal relevancy to the
individual’s tastes. Taste / food quality is an area where mixed reviews are gained. Some
providers are consistently positive in their reviews on this element and this then becomes a
‘maintain’ issue, while for others there is a mixture of positive and negative reviews and
operators may wish to understand this better in order to identify if there is a particular issue
that may need to be resolved.
 Service: in general good customer service is of great priority to patrons but friendliness of
staff is a specific which is highly mentioned in Queensland reviews and strongly linked to the
review score provided. Again with mixed reviews evident on service elements some
operators will excel at delivering consistently high standards of service while others may
need to investigate and prioritise training.
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2. High impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 2 and 5)
The product attributes in this segment have a high level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. These are the critical opportunity areas for restaurant
and food operators in that they will have a greater impact on increasing or decreasing the review
score and, if delivered to a high quality, could become more noticed and mentioned by customers.
The presentation of the food and food being served to expectation falls into this segment. The
ambience of the venue is also in this segment as while it is of high influence it only receives a
moderate level of mentions across all the reviews.
3. High impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 3 and 6)
The product attributes in this segment have a high level of influence on the review score and a
limited volume of mention. These could be considered to be the ‘must have’ product attributes that
cannot be inadequately delivered even at a minor level. For the reviews analysed for restaurant and
hospitality providers there were none of these niche but highly critical factors. The critical factors in
this category have much larger volumes of mention.
4. Moderate impact - high frequency of mentions (priority 7 and 10)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and
are also frequently mentioned within comments. Many of these product attributes may be
considered hygiene factors. These are the product/service areas where restaurant and food
operators need to maintain a high level of quality to maintain their review scores, but investment to
improve these areas may not result in as significant increases in the review score compared to more
highly influential attributes. Speed of service falls into this category as often this is related to other
attributes such as busyness, quality of service and food quality.
5. Moderate impact - moderate frequency of mentions (priority 8 and 11)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and a
moderate level of mention within comments. This includes some sub-components related to the
food such as freshness and size of portions. The bar is also mentioned in reviews at a moderate level
and has a moderate level of influence on review scores when one exists.
6. Moderate impact - low frequency of mentions (priority 9 and 12)
The product attributes in this segment have a moderate level of influence on the review score and
limited level of mention within comments. These elements are nice to have but are less frequently
mentioned and top of mind when it comes to providing review content. These are elements such as
coffee, authentic cuisine, deals / specials and being a unique experience.
These findings are best considered in line with the price category insights which are outlined in the
next section.
The impact-frequency matrix for all the attractions reviews under analysis is shown on the following
page.
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Figure 22.1.2 – Product Impact/Frequency Model for Restaurant & Hospitality Operators

The product attributes for restaurants and hospitality operators mentioned in less than 1% of the
reviews on TripAdvisor are listed in Figure 22.1.3. These are product attributes that consumers
tended not to write about in their reviews. Some of them may have been part of the consumer's prepurchase decision and so as long as expectations are met then they are less likely to be mentioned
during the writing of reviews which occurs during or post experience. When these product attributes
are commented upon they have only a low correlation to the overall review scores given. Although
in terms of the overall experience these elements may be important, they are not necessarily
impacting on reviews.
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Figure 22.1.3 – Product attributes mentioned by less than 1%

Ease of paying bill

Parking

BYO

Multicultural / ethnic food
Quality of music
Kids menu
Interesting
Opening hours
Entertainment
Allergy friendly
Presentation of staff
Gluten friendly
Discounts
Healthy food options
Fun
Volume of music

Theme
Plating
Surcharges
Sides /accompaniment prices
Hygienic
Tips
Bathroom
Food safety
Follow up communication
Online booking
Packages
Food poisioning
Reputation of chef

Wi Fi
Booking confirmation
Pet friendly
High chairs
Baby changing facilities
Wheelchair access
Corkage fees
Plate charges

22.2 Price Category Impacts
The prior analysis looked at the restaurant and hospitality category in totality across Queensland
however this represents establishments of all types and price points.
The regression analysis applied to the restaurant and hospitality operators reviews from TripAdvisor
was replicated three times for a relative price categorisation (low, moderate and premium). Figure
22.2.1 highlights the core differences across the categories of attributes that were more or less
prominent for each of the restaurant and hospitality operator types.
Figure 22.2.1 – Restaurant & Hospitality Operators Price Category Summary
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Figure 22.2.2 below details the rank order of the product attributes in terms of their relative
influence on each attribute on the overall review score given. The regression models have been run
independently including only those product attributes that had enough mentions for the price
categorisation. The relative rank order and classification into high and moderate influence should be
looked at for interpretation as a number of inputs beyond just the importance weighting % have
been used in forming this interpretation.
The core takeouts across the categories is that as the price increases the expectations around service
factors and the influence that service has on the overall evaluation increases. Price components
become more important as price and expectations of what is received for that price increase.
However the fundamental taste / food quality attributes is the most important attribute in the
restaurant and hospitality experience across all price categories.
The core points from the product impact model comparisons are:
 Lower priced: The menu, freshness of food, coffee, atmosphere and family friendliness are all
more important in venues which are relatively lower priced. This is indicative of the nature of
the product more often sought at a lower priced and more casual experience. While
friendliness of staff can still have a strong influence on the overall evaluation of the
experience service as a whole, it is less important perhaps as expectations may not be high on
this element for lower priced establishments.
 Moderately priced: in contrast to the lower priced restaurants other elements are elevated in
importance with an increase in price point. Attributes such as presentation of food, the view,
location, the busyness, the venue and ambience and wine selection / quality all feature as
being important to the overall evaluation.
 Premium priced: expectations are highly focused on the quality of the food product and
service elements rather than identifying smaller attributes that might be important at a
premium product level. Only 2 of the 14 core influential attributes are not related in some way
to either the food or service. These other factors are price overall and presentation of the
venue. This indicates that there are more likely to be quite high expectations regarding both
food quality and service that must be fundamentally met when premium prices are being paid
by patrons.
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Figure 22.2.2 – Restaurant & Hospitality Operator Product Impact Model Comparison

The restaurant and hospitality price impact models were also created for both mature and emerging
Queensland destinations to determine if further differences existed across these broad destination
categories. Figure 22.2.3 below highlights for mature and emerging destinations specifically those
product attributes which are also high influence factors in addition to those noted for each price
classification in Figure 22.2.2 above. They are high impact factors to be considered in order to
improve the relevant priced product offering and to reduce negative review scores.
In mature markets, the friendliness of staff becomes a high impact attribute for the lower and
moderately priced restaurants and hospitality operators. For the lower-priced end of the industry,
view and both attentiveness and helpfulness of staff are also influential on review scores. For
moderately priced providers, the menu, choice and wine selection are considered high impact
attributes as well as perceived value for money. For premium priced providers, both atmosphere
and speed of service become experience enhancing attributes of importance while it is also
important to maintain a reasonable value proposition around meal prices.
For providers in emerging destinations at the lower and moderate end, price perceptions generally
are also highly influential on review scores. For lower priced providers, location, choice and venue
attributes are of high influence. Moderately priced providers also should consider staff engagement
/ interaction and wine selection and quality as high impact attributes. For premium priced providers
in emerging destinations there are a larger number of other high impact attributes that should be
considered across service, facilities and the value proposition.
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Figure 22.2.3 – Mature & Emerging Summary of Additional High Impact Attributes

In summary, a highline overview is provided in Figure 22.2.4 about what consumers are commenting
upon when reviewing Queensland restaurants and hospitality establishments on social media and of
the top 10 drivers of positive review scores and of negative review scores for this product type.
Figure 22.2.4 – Top 10 drivers of positive and negative review scores for restaurants and hospitality
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Relationship Between Reviews & Bookings
This study has aimed to provide an understanding of consumer tourism perceptions and experiences
through extracting and analysing reviews placed on social media platforms. In the introduction it was
outlined how social media is being used and its role in shaping perceptions and potential visitor
behaviour. The product impact models delivered through this report have highlighted product
attributes that most influence a review score on TripAdvisor and identify attributes that could be
actioned or maintained to improve the overall experience and the ultimate review score. In this final
part of the project the relationship between modelled booking numbers and positive and negative
reviews is explored.

Chapter 23: Relationship between Reviews and Bookings
23.1 The Hypothesis & Supporting Literature
The overarching hypothesis of this study is that by improving review scores for Queensland
destination products and by minimising negative reviews, destinations and product providers will
have a greater chance of attracting visitors and that ultimately, sales can be increased through the
impact of social media. This hypothesis makes a lot of intuitive sense, however proving it in an
analytical manner is a difficult task. To definitively prove the relationship between reviews and
bookings, tourism providers would ideally supply either bookings data, revenue data, sales or
profitability data to link to reviews data. This was seen to be an unfeasible task for a number of
reasons including providers not wishing to share this information as well as the time it would take to
compile a robust sample of this information.
Hence, the investigation into the relationship between reviews and bookings utilises an approach
outlined in the article “The influence of user-generated content on traveller behaviour: An empirical
investigation on the effects of e-word-of-mouth to hotel online bookings” (Qiang Ye, Rob Law, Bin
Gu, Wei Chen, 2011). This article provides empirical evidence that traveller reviews have a
significant impact on online sales and highlights the importance of online user-generated reviews to
business performance in tourism. The approach to the modelling determined that the number of
reviews can be used as a proxy of relative hotel online room sales and this was tested against actual
online sales data for a sub-sample of hotels.
This article contains a number of learnings both from the primary empirical data and from other
literature. In summary:
 Online reviews influence more than US$10 billion in online travel purchases every year
(Compete, 2007).
 Online user-generated reviews about travel destinations, hotels and tourism services have
become important sources of information for travellers (Pan, MacLaurin, & Crotts, 2007).
 Indications are that hundreds of millions of potential visitors consult online reviews when
making purchase decisions (Tripadvisor.com, 2006).
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 Among these potential visitors, 84% were affected by reviews when making their travel
reservations (Travelindustrywire.com, 2007).
 Reviews provided by other travellers are often perceived by readers to be more up-to-date,
enjoyable, and reliable than information provided by travel service providers (Gretzel & Yoo,
2008).
 Empirical evidence from this study proved the hypothesis that positive sentiment of online
reviews on the website of an online travel agency can significantly increase the number of
online bookings made through the website (Qiang Ye, Rob Law, Bin Gu, Wei Chen, 2011). A
10% improvement in the rating of online user reviews increased the index of room sales by
more than 5%.
 The implication drawn by the study is that if a hotel can provide more resources to improve
the valence of its online consumer reviews, it is likely to receive more bookings (Qiang Ye,
Rob Law, Bin Gu, Wei Chen, 2011).

23.2 The Approach
The approach taken for this analysis was to use the overall number of reviews at the provider level
(i.e. specific hotels, tours, attractions and restaurants) as a proxy of bookings to gauge how the
relative level of bookings may be influenced by the prevalence of positive and negative reviews. The
sample of 304 products drawn from TripAdvisor was used to represent a variety of providers with
differing overall numbers of reviews and a range of positive and negative review scores.
The analysis was conducted at the provider level and compared against similar providers at the same
destination and in the same product category. A more detailed level of analysis was also performed
looking at 3,4,5 star or price classification comparisons. The inputs of the analysis were:
 A relative share %9 for each provider based on the total number of their reviews (proxy)
among the total number of reviews achieved across the category classification of interest
e.g. Brisbane accommodation providers.
 The percentage of positive (4, 5 out of 5) review scores received for each provider.
 The percentage of negative (1, 2 out of 5) review scores received for each provider.
A relative share % was used rather than the raw number of reviews as the proxy for bookings
primarily because the volume of reviews are directly correlated to the number of positive reviews
(0.978).
The analysis approach sought to determine if there is a negative or positive, direct or indirect
relationship between the number of bookings/relative share and whether the reviews are positive or
negative. With a positive correlation or relationship, individuals who score high (or low) on one
measure tend to score similarly on the other measure. With negative relationships, an individual
who scores high on one measure tends to score low on the other (or vice versa).
9

The relative share % is not related in any manner to market share or related share statistics based on actual bookings or visitor data. It is
a term used to describe the number of reviews for each provider that has been translated into a volume share proportion for analysis
purposes only.
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Or in this instance, if there is a high volume of positive reviews for a tourism provider we would
expect to see a correlating high number of bookings / relative share (a direct and positive
relationship). However, if there is a high volume of negative reviews we would expect to see a
correlating low number of bookings / relative share (an indirect and negative relationship).

23.3 Relationships between Reviews & Bookings
The analysis shows a directional correlation / relationship between positive reviews and increased
relative share %, and also between negative reviews and lower relative share % (where relative
share % is being used as a representation of bookings).
Figure 23.3.1 shows the correlation coefficients transposed into a proportion for both the positive
and negative reviews. At a total level the relationship between the proportion of positive reviews
and relative share % within a destination shows:
 a significant positive correlation of at least 15% to 20%10 to the provider’s relative share %,
when measured against other providers in the category within the same destination; and
 a significant negative correlation of at least 13% to 19%11 to the provider’s relative share %,
when measured against other providers in the category within the same destination.
So for every x units of incremental gain of positive reviews the relative share figure will increase at
approximately the rate of 15-20% as well. In general, this translates to scores that show a 10%
increase in review score sentiment at the same time will increase the bookings proxy by
approximately 1.5-2%.
Figure 23.3.1: Correlation summary
Correlation co-efficient^ on
proportion of positive
reviews against relevant
share %

Correlation co-efficient^ on
proportion of negative
reviews against relative
share %

All reviews

18.3%*

-17.3%*

Accommodation reviews

16.7%

-17.0%

Tour operator reviews

13.5%

-11.8%

Attractions reviews

30.9%*

-33.6%*

5.8%

-6.9%

Restaurant & Hospitality
reviews

Additional notes

These increase to
statistically significant levels
if the star rating is taken
into consideration

This increases to statistically
significant levels if the price
category is taken into
consideration

* indicates a statistically significant difference
^the correlation coefficient has been transformed into a percentage for display purposes i.e. 0.183 = 18.3%
10

This figure refers to the 18.3% displayed in Figure 23.3.1. Multiple approaches to the analysis were run and all returned a positive
correlation coefficient between 15% - 20%. The final figure of 18.3% was selected as the approach to display however interpretation
should consider that the actual range may vary slightly higher or lower than this.
11

As above, this figure relates to the -17.3%. The negative correlation coefficient ranges received were all slightly lower than the positive
coefficient ranges.
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The relationship between the type of review and the overall anticipated bookings / relative share is
strongest for attractions and somewhat weaker for restaurants and hospitality operators (however
the directional relationship exists). For both accommodation providers and restaurant and
hospitality providers the strength of the correlation becomes far more significant if comparing only
within the star or price category i.e. like against like.
The proportions in Figure 23.3.1 can be used to give an indication of the impact on bookings as a
result of increasing or decreasing positive or negative review sentiment. For accommodation
providers a 10% increase in positive review sentiment at the same time will increase the bookings
proxy by about 3%. For restaurants and hospitality providers this impact is slightly lower and an
increase of 10% in positive review sentiment would increase the bookings proxy by about 0.5-1%.
Figures 23.3.2 show the scatter plots of the relationships between the % of positive and negative
reviews against % relative share. These show that the relationship between the relative positive and
negative review scores and the relative share proxy is not strongly linear but it is correlated. When
the level of positive reviews is under 40%, the relative share % will be at best low. Similarly when the
level of negative reviews reaches 50% or more, relative share will be at best low.
This analysis indicates that providers which have achieved positive reviews on average also at the
same time demonstrate positive market shares. There were very few providers which demonstrated
less than 40% positive reviews and any greater than 20% relative share in the category of interest.
There were also very few providers which had greater than 40% negative reviews which achieved
any more than 40% relative share. Typically most providers which had greater than 40% negative
reviews do not demonstrate any more than 20% relative share.

Figure 23.3.2: Correlation scatter plots
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23.4 Bookings Summary
In summary, the outcome of this analysis demonstrates that there is a correlation between review
scores and bookings, and the pattern of this correlation indicates a direct relationship between
review scores and bookings. This implies that gains in bookings can be achieved if the number and
balance of positive reviews is increased and efforts are made to minimise negative reviews. The
extent to which bookings (sales) can be increased by an increase in positive reviews or decrease in
negative reviews differs across the product types. The accuracy of the quantifiable increase
improves if the star rating/price category is taken into account in the analysis and hence these
figures should be used as a general range. In rudimentary terms, it could be suggested that an
increase in bookings of up 1.5% to 2% can be achieved for every 10% more positive reviews, or 10%
less negative reviews, that are obtained.
There are some fundamental limitations to this analysis which inhibits its ability to be more
predictive. The inability to link review scores to external data or re-test the hypothesis that the
review score can be used as a proxy for bookings is the primary limitation inhibiting a more definitive
conclusion to this analysis. Secondly, in the Queensland market many of the provider reviews are
heavily skewed to positive scores of 4 and 5 making it more difficult to test alternative theories.
Finally, it should be noted that the analysis conducted in this task was correlations analysis aimed at
identifying patterns between variables. Depending on the nature of those patterns a relationship
can be hypothesised. However, it must be kept in mind that although a relationship may exist, this
analysis in no way determines cause and effect. Hence, theoretically, it cannot be definitively stated
whether the positive reviews cause larger relative share (booking volumes) or whether the larger
relative share products attract a greater level of positive reviews. The relationship of the data is
somewhat circular.
Again, it makes intuitive sense that positive reviews will impact bookings and the literature
summarised earlier in this chapter outlines findings of other studies that have concluded with
evidence that reviews do influence bookings. These findings support these other studies.
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Conclusion
This research supports the theory that the delivery of exceptional service; the provision of quality
tourism products; and the outcome of leaving visitors with the perception that their expectations
have been met; are key ways to create value, and thus obtain competitive advantage.
Previous studies referenced in this report have proven that social media can, and does impact
consumer perceptions about a destination or tourism product and thereby, can, and does impact
tourism purchase choices. The ease of access, speed of access and reach of social media can
exacerbate that impact either positively or negatively. It is critical that tourism providers seek to
manage the impact of social media to protect and also grow their customer base. One method of
managing social media is to understand the use of, and basis of reviews. With this understanding
tourism providers have a much better capacity to alter their service delivery and product offer to
most cater for the needs of their customers and to ultimately influence the reviews those customers
may leave regarding their experiences. Obviously the ultimate aim is that the volume of positive
reviews is increased and that review comments highlight and showcase attributes that are most
likely to attract further visitors.
Through analysis of social media posts it was clear that some Queensland destinations have a
compelling story to tell, such as a strong organic proposition of natural wonders, while others need
to better identify and/or build their 'pull factors'. This was evident especially through the imagery
analysis. Imagery on social media can be exceptionally powerful in telling stories. It can also be very
transparent in the way it can highlight if there is not much of a story to share that is compelling or
unique. It was found that consumers generally post positive imagery on social media about their
holiday, probably wanting to share with others their special experiences, and to capture wonderful
memories. For some Queensland destinations it was apparent from what consumers were posting
on social media that there was nothing that particularly set that destination's tourism experiences
apart from others. Destinations with a unique identity are those that tend to have iconic natural
features (e.g. the Great Barrier Reef) and hence these destinations benefit from higher volumes of
mentions and compelling emotive images being posted on social media.
Those Queensland destinations that do not have a strong organic proposition tend to be more
limited in terms of having a unique and compelling identity portrayed on social media. These
destinations need to add value through their manufactured product and service attributes, that is:
service delivery; accommodation; and other man-made experience elements. The consumer
perceptions of the tourism experience for some of the destinations without a particularly compelling
tourism story are still very much skewed to the positive suggesting that consumer expectations are
being met in most areas. While parts of the services offerings have been identified for
improvement, a key focus for these destinations is to create compelling reasons to encourage others
to visit. Yet some of these destinations have very limited presence on social media review sites;
there is opportunity for these destinations that cannot rely on a major natural wonder as a drawcard
to better leverage social media to add value to their tourism proposition.
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For most destinations investigated, including the state and international benchmarks, only a few
core experience themes for each tended to be conveyed via Instagram image posts. As it occurred
for most of the destinations, this could be attributed to the nature of Instagram, and perhaps image
posts on social media in general. An implication of this tendency is that for destinations with
signature icons such as: Sydney; and regions strongly associated with the Great Barrier Reef; is that
these icons become the major focus of image posts and to a degree overshadow the cut through for
other experiences for the destination. A risk of this implication is that it could encourage the
perception of the destination as a once in a lifetime experience. For these destinations, it is
suggested that text-based social media mentions are crucial to them as it does seem to provide
some balance to commentary around diversity of experience.
In line with their known visitation and consumer awareness levels, Queensland's mature
destinations are achieving a greater level of 'cut through' via social media in terms of creating strong
consumer perceptions; and these perceptions are generally in alignment with their market
positioning. The rise of social media has required organisations to adapt to the greater voice that
consumers now have in regard to their experiences with their products. An impact of social media is
the shift of control of consumer perceptions away from destination management, and into a two
way dialogue where an individual consumer is able to reach thousands if not millions of other
consumers with a single post.
The transparency of social media magnifies the importance of the need to fulfil marketing promises
by meeting consumer expectations. While it was found that reviews on social media are mostly
positive, they do have the potential to set back marketing efforts when negative. This highlights the
importance of delivering a quality tourism offer which adds to a consumer's overall experience. The
social media reviews analysis suggests that there are some areas of the destination's tourism offer
that need action, particularly if they are to continue to be sustainable and compete on the world
stage.
In particular, the accommodation rooms for some Queensland destinations require improvement.
The quality of décor, the presentation of a modern aesthetic and even in some case, providing the
basics of a clean room is clearly an area of concern within Queensland. This specific area is
important for emerging destinations as accommodation has a large impact on consumer evaluation
of their overall experience. It is also of importance for mature destinations where a) the facilities are
more likely to be older and therefore dated, and b) where consumers’ expectations around the finer
detail increase.
Finer detail is an important issue. Examples of attributes that constitute the ‘finer detail’ are items
such as: provision of Wi-Fi in 5 star properties; good coffee in lower priced restaurants;
portion/serving sizes in premium priced restaurants; provision of dietary food options or healthy
food by premium tour operators; and others. The ‘finer detail’ attributes may not make much
difference in some product areas: e.g. 3 star properties, lower priced attractions, or even within
some emerging destination; but these same details can then become deal breakers within the
context of a 5 star property, higher priced attraction or even just in the context of mature
destinations. So the granular level detail provided in this report is critical. It is in the comprehension
of this granular detail that tourism operators can find their competitive advantage. For this reason it
is a strong recommendation of this report that tourism operators attempt to digest the relevant
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chapters for not only their destination, but also related to their star/level of quality offer and their
industry product area.
Other key insights uncovered by the ‘finer detail’ are that the taste/quality of food at some
restaurant and hospitality establishments can be a cause of negative reviews, although it would
seem once again that consumers in emerging destinations and also in lower priced/star rated
establishments are more forgiving of this particular aspect; although may then have higher
expectations of service.
In terms of value for money, there are some medium and short haul international destinations with
stunning resorts, strong associations with markets (fresh produce/taste) and/or luxury where the
price point is not that different to a Queensland island holiday. These destinations are strong
competitors and tourism operators in Queensland need to continue to improve their standards to
protect their customer base. Modernised accommodation, good quality food and wonderful service
will go a long way to protecting the Queensland customer base.
Some product elements identified in the research for improvement particularly in terms of facilities
can be a large cost implication for businesses. However, an area where Queensland achieved a
number of positive reviews was the people factor. The behaviours of staff (friendly, helpful,
professional, experienced, knowledgeable) are highly influential on a customer's overall evaluation
of their experience and a core strength for Queensland to maintain. The expectations regarding
these service elements also appear to increase for mature destinations (as opposed to emerging
destinations), where it appears customers expect staff to be professional, knowledgeable and
friendly, and basically just better at their jobs. It was found that service levels are highly influential
on the overall evaluation a consumer has of their experience when posting a social media review.
Other elements of service are variable in their delivery across the State, however the friendliness of
staff in particular helps drive positive impressions for Queensland.
To remain sustainable and compete on the world stage, destinations that are mature in their
tourism offering need to ensure they deliver on their marketing promise through meeting or
exceeding consumer expectations through the delivery of quality experiences at the destination
across the four product types of accommodation, attractions, tours and restaurants/ hospitality.
Destinations that do not have a unique or compelling tourism offer need to add value through
manufactured ways - and quality service is a key way to add that value as well as the better
leveraging of opportunities presented by social media.
In comparison to other key tourism destinations, both local and international, some Queensland
destinations are much ‘narrower’ in their offer, perhaps relying strongly on one iconic feature
(mainly a natural wonder). Communicating a clear, targeted, compelling tourism offer with depth of
experiences and activities is an ongoing challenge; it is not about trying to be everything to
everyone. Queensland itself provides a broader offer, but it is not considered to be a one-stop
destination in its own right such as Bali or Hawaii. Queensland man-made experiences do not
feature strongly in social media posts. An iconic, man-made architectural wonder that cannot be
copied as it would be strongly aligned with a powerful, authentic story is a major undertaking that
could be dreamt about for Queensland tourism in the long term. Failing that, Queensland is
perceived in social media posts to have remarkable natural wonders that can be explored in a
relaxed manner while being served by friendly people.
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Consumer expectations around quality and value for money are increasing - and to remain
sustainable and achieve growth, the tourism industry needs to respond by ensuring visitors continue
to leave satisfied with expectations met. Through the DestinationQ partnership, there has been
agreement to make a deliberate move to compete on quality and value. This research has identified
areas of strength but also areas of opportunity for improving quality and value of Queensland's
tourism offering.
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Media:
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Privacy Statement
Strategy 8 Consulting, Colmar Brunton Research Australia and Switched on Media respect the
privacy of citizens and will only use the information collected by this study for research purposes.
The data collected for this study consists of:



social media mentions/posts publicly available on Facebook and Instagram; and
consumer reviews of tourism operators in Queensland publicly available on TripAdvisor
(www.tripadvisor.com.au).

Data used in this research was extracted from publicly available social media sites primarily using
Brandwatch via Switched on Media. Brandwatch interacts with social media sites as a search engine
and accesses only data that is publicly available. Brandwatch obeys 'no index' files and does not
obtain access to pages that are restricted or withheld from the public.
Although each individual mention/post and review is already available publicly, we will not disclose
any of these submissions to a third party or use this information for any purpose other than
conducting our research unless we have express prior consent or are required to do so by an
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Australian law. The information collected is de-identified and individual case level data will not be
passed on or sold to any third party. Aggregated analysis is conducted at a destination/region level
and conclusions drawn from the data are not linked specifically to any individual tourism
operator/business nor are any individual reviews or mentions used in the development of a
conclusion.
For further information about this report, please contact the project director Dr Tracy Vincent,
Strategy 8 Consulting, info@strategy8consulting.com.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Caveats and Limitations
Social media reviewers - Perceptions may be skewed due to the demographic that is posting
mentions about the destination. Certainly, from the Instagram images captured, there seems to be
a skew towards young adults posting compared to other age groups. That said, it is the perceptions
that are being created by social media and the impact this has on travellers reading the reviews that
is the focus of this project, rather than the profile of the social media users.
Sample size - For both the mentions analysis and reviews analysis the sample is lower for some
Queensland destinations and has been highlighted where appropriate. In these cases the outcomes
are indicative only and caution should be taken when drawing conclusions from these analyses.
Tourism figures - Visitor figures provided in the report and used in the analysis are estimates derived
from sample surveys carried out and as such are subject to limits of statistical error.
Reviews analysis - The reviews analysis for Queensland is based on 304 products selected to
represent Queensland experiences overall. Every effort has been made to make the product list as
representative as possible, with input from a number of tourism organisations, and it is expected
that the major outcomes, themes and direction of findings would remain the same.
Product Impact Model - Care needs to be taken with interpretation at the Queensland destination
level as this model is a representation of the products included in the reviews analysis and, while
efforts were made for it to be as representative as possible, it may not be a complete representation
of all the products in the region. These results should be used in combination with the more robust
models at a total Queensland, mature or emerging level or by using the total accommodation, tours,
attractions and restaurants and hospitality operator models to provide the greatest understanding
of the impact factors/ attributes.
Timing of consumer evaluations - It is important to highlight that this social media research is about
consumer evaluation of a product when posting a review - which occurs during or post their
experience. This has implications regarding some product elements. Price and accommodation
location are often critical considerations as part of the pre-purchase decision so tend only to be
mentioned if they exceed or do not meet expectations. Consequently, when they are mentioned
they tend to be highly influential on a consumer’s overall review score.
Areas of greater impact - It is suggested in this research that product elements with a high influence
on review scores are areas where greater impact toward meeting/ exceeding customer expectations
can be made. Hence, this research focuses on what is most influential on review scores and what
has the most potential to make the most impact toward meeting consumer expectations. The focus
of attention around these high influence areas in this research does not mean other areas are not
important.
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Bookings analysis -There are some fundamental limitations to this analysis which inhibits its ability
to be more predictive. The inability to link review scores to external data or re-test the hypothesis
that the review score can be used as a proxy for bookings is the primary limitation inhibiting a more
definitive conclusion to this analysis. Also, in the Queensland market many of the provider reviews
are heavily skewed to positive scores of 4 and 5 making it more difficult to test alternative theories.
The analysis conducted in this task was correlations analysis aimed at identifying patterns between
variables. Depending on the nature of those patterns a relationship can be hypothesised. However,
it must be kept in mind that although a relationship may exist, this analysis in no way determines
cause and effect. Hence, theoretically, it cannot be definitively stated whether the positive reviews
cause larger relative share (booking volumes) or whether the larger relative share products attract a
greater level of positive reviews. The relationship of the data is somewhat circular.
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